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Abstract
This thesis is an investigation into the life and literary legacy of Jon
Halldorsson, a Norwegian Dominican who was bishop o f Skalholt in
Iceland between 1322 and 1339. Little is known about Jon before his
consecration, apart from the facts that he entered the priory o f the
Friars Preachers in Bergen early in his youth, that he studied for a
considerable time in Paris and Bologna, and that after his return he
became a canon at the cathedral o f Bergen.
Because o f Jon’s remarkable role in medieval Icelandic literature
this aspect o f his life receives greatest attention in this study,
especially his celebrated use o f exempla or sermon tales. The central
source pertaining to this activity o f the Preacher is a piece in Old
Icelandic known as Jâns pâttr. This anonymous work is studied in
som e detail, a theory is presented about its authorship, and finally, its
portrayal o f Jon is compared with his personage as it appears in other
sources.
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Chapter one

The life and memory of Jon Halldorsson,
bishop of Skalholt
Jon Halldorsson was a unique figure in fourteenth-century Iceland. A
feature that set him apart from the outset was his membership in a
religious order alien to the North Atlantic island. Although the Friars
Preachers, that is to say the Dominicans, were at the time a common
sight in towns abroad, they never established them selves in this
remote country under the Norwegian crown. As a matter of fact,
none o f the mendicants, not even the ubiquitous Franciscans, ever did.
The relatively poor population o f around fifty thousand people
scattered about the vast countryside o f medieval Iceland could sustain
very few and small religious houses, and least of all communities in
which corporate as w ell as individual poverty was practised, the
ascetic prescription that made friars dependent on frequent acts o f
charity. Though there was a small number o f secluded monks and
nuns who lived there under the Benedictine or Augustinian rule in
endowed foundations,^ Iceland must surely have been perceived as a
m ost forbidding and inappropriate place for friars. Itinerant
m endicancy was, after all, a thirteenth-century adaptation o f the
monastic ideal that had evolved in response to the commercial and
urban society emerging on the continent—a mode o f life that never
came about in medieval Iceland. And so, although St Dom inic’s was a
^For information about monasteries in Iceland see M. M. Larusson: “Kloster:
Island.” Kulturhisto?'isk leksikon fo?' nordisk middelalde?' (henceforth abbr, as
KLNM), vol. 8 (Copenhagen, 1963), cols. 544-546.

highly mobile and flexible order, an organization over a century old
and just past its peak o f development when Jon arrived in Iceland, the
Preachers remained where they could best pursue their ministry out
in the world, preaching in the urban environment across the ocean.
Indeed, it was not by reason o f his international order that Jon, a
Dominican from Bergen, came to Iceland in the autumn o f 1323,^ He
did so as a churchman, for he arrived there as the newly consecrated
bishop o f Skalholt, a diocese within the Norwegian church province
and covering three-fourths o f the country; the second see, Holar, had
jurisdiction in the northern quarter.
It may be well to bear in mind the unusual circumstances o f Jon’s
presence in Iceland. Obviously, he distinguished him self as a friar on
the island. But this distinctive feature was of course accentuated by his
high ecclesiastical office and it was even more notable due to the fact
that he was the first mendicant to fill this office in Iceland. In Iceland,
Jon was therefore noteworthy in two respects that together brought
into strong relief his singular figure. Not only was he a Preacher far
removed from the urban life and its audiences, all o f his order’s
priories and his confreres, but also a bishop quite different from
anyone before him in the Icelandic Church. Jon was in other words
unique not in spite o f his order and his episcopacy, two religious roles
that would elsewhere tend to submerge the individual with all his
departures from the attendant typologies—on the contrary, he was so
because he was at once a Friar Preacher and a bishop in medieval
Iceland.
^The main dates of Jôn’s life and their sources are listed by O. Kolsrud on pp. 264265 in his guide to medieval documents concerning Norwegian bishops: Den norske
Kirkes Erkebiskoper og Biskoper indtil Reformationen {-Diplomatarium
Norvegicum, vol. 17 B, Oslo, 1913).

But this is just the bold profile. The name o f this ‘displaced’
Dom inican is bound up with com plex questions o f identity, an
intricate ensemble that cannot be overlooked in any appraisal o f Jon’s
personage. Nevertheless, even the more perplexing features may be
said to derive ultimately from his background as a Preacher, for this
is not sim ply reflected in his seventeen years o f episcopal
administration. It appears to have had a profound effect on how the
bishop envisaged him self and his world, how he was regarded during
his lifetime, and after that, in what manner he was to be remembered
in m edieval Iceland. Farther removed still, looking back on Jon
today, one may conveniently see his black and white habit as the
prime reason for his historical significance, for Jon’s peculiar place in
Iceland’s past.
The life o f Jon Halldorsson has received no special study apart
from Hugo Gering’s survey in 1883,^ and this is in keeping with the
general state o f scholarship concerning Iceland in the Middle Ages.
Without going into the subject o f how a curious mixture o f modern
ideologies and attitudes has affected present perceptions o f Iceland’s
past,^ it should be noted here how historians have emphatically
concentrated their efforts on the time before the country came under
the N orw egian crown in 1262 -1 2 6 4 , the age when the nation
inevitably appears to have had a more dignified place within medieval

^See pp. v-xxiii in the second vol. of his Islendzk æventyri: Islàndische legetîden,
novellen und marcken (Halle, 1883). This study cites the meagre literature
mentioning Jon up to the date its publication. See also F. Paasche; “Jon
HaWdorssonP Norsk biogrqfjsk Leksikon, vol. 7 (Oslo, 1936), pp. 101-102.
refer here mainly to the combined effect of nationalism, Lutheran attitudes and
socialism in the creation of a distinct image of Iceland’s Golden Age, the pervading
influence of which has relatively recently been recognized as of interest as a historical
subject in itself.
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Europe. This is the period in which Iceland belonged to no king,
when the population was either pagan or had a Church controlled by
the native chieftains for almost three centuries after the millennium,
and that witnessed at last the creation o f Iceland’s celebrated secular
literature, sagas about kings and Icelanders.
The appeal o f Iceland during the so-called Free state should
therefore serve to explain why there has never appeared a single
original and com prehensive historical work concerning fourteenthcentury Iceland. And this has o f course hardly been an encouraging
context in which to study in any depth a figure o f that century like
Jon Hallddrsson. Due to his origins and office it has indeed been
difficult to abstain from seeing him simply as insidiously aligned with
foreign dom inance, the forces held responsible for the nation’s
independence and the decay o f its indigenous culture.^
This line o f thought adds little to G ering’s account o f Jon
Hallddrsson. His contribution appears in fact never to have com e to
the notice o f Icelandic historians although it is still the most thorough
study o f Jon and the seventeen years o f his episcopacy

Apart from

their relative neglect o f Jon’s era, this is perhaps due to a superficial
divide between disciplines. Jon and his century has certainly attracted

^This view of Jon is perhaps most clearly seen in what may be taken as the epitome
of the modem Icelander’s perception of his country in the high and late Middle Ages,
Bjom PoTst&msson''s Islenzkaskattlandîô, vol. 1 (Reykjavik, 1956)^ pp. 145-149,
151, 154 and 157-158. See also B. Porsteinsson and B. Jonsson: Islands saga til
okkardaga (Reykjavik, 1991), pp. 139-140. J. Helgason’s account of Jon will
perhaps be read with more profit: Islands kirke fra dens grundlæggelse til
reformationen (Copenhagen, 1925), pp. 185-187.
^Along with the works cited above, see the account of Jon’s episcopate in M.
Stefansson’s “Fra goôakirkju til biskupskirkju.” Saga Islands, vol. 3 (Reykjavik,
1978), ed. S. Lindal, pp. 240, 244-246, 250 and the accompanying bibliography.
The works cited so far should cover the instances where Jon is discussed in the main
historical overviews touching upon 14th-century Iceland.
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greater attention within the more advanced discipline o f Old Norse
p h ilo lo g y , or textual, lin gu istic and literary scholarship, and
ignorance in this area is o f course a shortcoming in historical studies
o f the period.
The ph ilologist’s interest in Jon Halldorsson arises from the
bishop’s ties with Icelandic literature. Indeed, if w e leave aside
Brandr Jonsson’s (bishop o f Holar in 1263-1264) Gydinga saga and
Alexanders saga, and the importance o f several other bishops as
subjects in the native B ishops’ sagas, then Jon’s literary influence
arguably exceeded that o f any other man who held this office in
medieval Iceland. This should com e as no surprise to those familiar
with the literary output o f medieval Preachers, especially when they
bear in mind that Jon was primarily recognized in this respect for his
sermon tales or exempla. G ering’s comprehensive edition o f such
stories in Old Norse contains a corpus attributed to Jon, and this is
why he saw fit to write a special account o f Jon’s life published in an
accompanying volum e, which also features a little Quellenforschung
with the assistance o f Reinhold Kohler, and loose translations

into

German.7 At the time, this edition excited considerable interest which
led to further observations about the Icelandic collections o f
exempla,^ although study o f those specifically connected to J6n has
not been resumed since.^
^Gering and Kohler could in this respect use G. Cederschiold’s paper “Über eine alte
sammlung islandischer æventyri.” Germania 25 (1880), pp. 129-142.
^See the bibliography by H. Loschhom in Jahresbericht Uberdie Erscheinimgen auf
dem Gebiete der Germanischen Philologie 5 (1884 (for 1883)), p. 120, vol. 6 (1885
(for 1884), p. 159 and vol. 7 (1886 (for 1885), p. 166.
^ h e research of A. Jakobsen, to be discussed later, does however touch upon Jon’s
exempla. Cf. idem.: “Ævintÿri.” KLNM, vol. 20 (Copenhagen, 1976), cols. 614616.

More surprising than our Preacher’s use of exempla are his
debated connections to the secular genre called Riddarasogur, or
chivalric romance written in Old Norse. It appears from a prefatory
remark found in one group o f manuscripts o f the so-called Clam s
saga{ihQ oldest of this group being Holm. 6 4to, from around 1400),
which was once quite popular in Iceland, that Jon retold this foreign
story in Iceland:
We shall now begin this story which was told by [sem sagdi] the venerable Lord Jon
Halldorsson bishop, of good memory, who found it in France written in Latin, in
the form they [i.e. the French] call rithmos but we hendingar [i.e. rhymes].

No source has ever been traced, but the story-line does have a slightly
older German parallel and numerous younger relatives among the
folktales o f Europe,
Especially intriguing are the rom ance’s affinities with a more
ancient narrative, namely that o f Skfrnir’s journey to the radiant
Gerôr to ask for her hand on behalf of Freyr, a Norse myth related in
Skfrnismal and Snorra Edda. Interestingly enough, when Snorri
Sturluson wrote his Edda in the first half o f the thirteenth century, his
perception of this myth was apparently influenced by the recent and

^(Trans, from Clarussaga: Clarifabellajslandice et latine (Lund, 1879), ed. by G.
Cederschiold (also with lat. trans. by S. J. Cavallin), p. 1( -8
( (Its basic form, in poetry and prose, is that of the widespread Mdrchen referred to
as King Thriishbeard, that is to say, Type 900 in the folktale catalogue of A. Aame
and S. Thompson: The Types o f the Folktale: Antti Aarne's Verzeichnis der
Mdrchentypen {^Folklore Fellows Communications, vol. 184, Helsinki, 1961).
According to E. Philippson’s monograph (vol. 50 in the same series), its first variant
appears around 1260 in the romance Diu halbe hir, attributed to Konrad von
Der Mdrchentypus von Konig Drosselbart (JAqXsuM , 1923), pp. 3-4. The
second variant is Clarussaga, the third, from 1556, is attributed to Luigi Alamanni,
and the fourth, from about 1635, is found in Giambattista Basile’s Pentamerone.
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foreign traditions relating to romance and courtly loveT^ A notable
feature o f resemblance between Clarus saga and the myth is how the
Arabian m agister Perus overshadows the very suitor he is assisting,
his pupil Prince Clarus. Instead o f remaining in the more humble
background as the hero’s companion, Master Perus assumes the feats
one would rather expect the nominal hero o f the tale to perform. Like
Skimir, it is Perus and not the suitor who with his magical art tames
the shrewish and haughty Princess Serena, whose name is reminiscent
o f Gerdr’s radiance. Although Clarus’ name has bright connotations
as w ell, these cannot be taken as wholly laudatory. Its similarity to the
Latin clarus and Old Icelandic klâr, nouns that could in both
languages mean egg-white, is possibly played on in the episode where
Clarus is for the first time humiliated and rejected by Serena. He
reaches for a soft-boiled egg courteously offered to him by the
princess at her sumptuous banquet and, instead of sucking it like she,
he clumsily smears it all over his fine clothes. ‘Eskilvarôr’, the name
Perus gives to the prince after this spectacle, when he disguises him as
a different suitor (an Ethiopian prince) and rubs dark powder into his
face, has doubtless some connection to the traditional names o f young
and crazy scapegraces or simpletons, like ‘Askeladden’ in Norway and
‘Kolbitur’ in Iceland, humiliating names that (like ‘Cinderella’) are
associated with coal or ash. This possible play on the prince’s names
and the terrible humiliations he suffers from the vicious princess he is
madly in love with make one wonder if the name o f the romance,

(2Cf. P. Bibire: “From Riddarasaga to Lygisaga: The Norse Response to Romance.”
Les sagas de chevaliers (Riddarasogur) {-Actes de la
Conférence Internationale
sur les Sagas, Toulon, 1982), ed. R. Boyer, p. 58. The curious resemblance
between Clarussaga and the Norse myth has apparently never been discussed.
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w hich is taken from that o f the prince, does not highlight its
contemptuous meaning as is the case in the other variants o f the story
(King Thrushbeard, K dnig D rosselbart etc.), serving as a sort o f
com ic implementation, if not ironic inversion, o f the custom o f
naming tales after their ‘hero’.^^
Clarussaga has appeared in two scholarly editions. Both are the
work of Gustav Cederschiold, who wrote an introductory study to
each and conjectured that Jon translated the Latin rythmus while he
was a young student in Paris.^^ Alfred Jakobsen has in a monograph
dealt with its highly Latinate style to ascertain whether it accords with
the prefatory statement about its original language and Norwegian
translator.(5 His observations can only support the attribution—which
is, after all, stated in the source itself (the beginning o f the saga is
however missing in the only manuscript older than Holm. 6 4to). But
not all have wished to believe the scribe’s words and considered them
instead, as Jan de Vries put it, a “reine Erf indung” .

To encourage

such doubts there can o f course be pointed out many examples of the
mendacious use of eminent names to give literary material authority
and prestige.(7 But these reservations may also partly arise in view of
(^This custom is well known in the literature of the medieval theatre. Hrotsvitha’s
Dulcitius deals for example with a wicked Roman governor by that name who
becomes captivated by the three virgins (the real heroines and future martyrs) he has
locked in his prison. It is noteworthy that he is described as a sooty “Ethiopian”
when he is seized by mad love for the three virgins who sing hymns whilst he softly
kisses and caresses some pots and kettles he believes to be them. See the trans. by
M. M. Butler of this play in Medieval and Tudor Drmm (New York, 1973), ed. J.
Gassner, pp. 3-11.
(^See the ed. quoted from above and Clarisaga {-Altnordischc Saga-Bibliothek, vol.
12, Haile, 1907). For Cederschiold’s ideas about its authorship, see pp. xxvii-xxix.
^^Studier i Clarus saga: Til sp0rsmâlet om sagaens norske proveniens {-Arbok for
Universitetet i Bergen, Humanistisk Serie, 1963, no. 2, Bergen and Oslo, 1964).
^^AltnordischeUteraturgeschichte, vol. 2 (2nd. ed.; Berlin, 1967), p. 535.
('^Cf. S. Tomasson: “Hvemær varTristrams sogu snùiÔ?” Gripla, vol. 2 (1977), pp.
63-65 and F. Amory: “Things Greek and the Riddarasogury Speculum 59 (1984),
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the saga’s very worldly and unreserved character, which some might
consider at variance with the severe image o f a Dominican bishop.
This issue will be resumed later on.(^
This brief discussion o f Jon’s relation to Icelandic literature leads
finally to the so-called Jons pâttr, an anonymous little piece in Old
Icelandic from around the middle of the fourteenth c e n t u r y .I t is the
only medieval work devoted to the bishop’s memory, and it is central
to our study o f him. Gering’s edition remains the most r e lia b le ,a n d
even his small note on possible sources and parallels to three tales
given in the pâttr has yet to be improved. Apart from his loose
rendering into German ,21 the piece has been translated into Danish
pp. 515-516.
(^For a further bibliography on the saga (popular eds., translations (none in Eng.),
studies, and reviews), see M. E. Kalinke and P. M. Mitchell: Bibliography of Old
Norse-lcelandic Romances i=Islcmdica, vol. 44, Ithaca, New York and London,
1985), pp. 72-74 and R. Cook: “Klari (Clari) saga.” Medieval Scandinavia: An
Encyclopedia {honceforth abhv, MSE, New York, 1993), ed. P. Pulsiano, pp. 356357. Kalinke’s Bridal-Quest Romance in Medieval Iceland {-Islandica, vol. 46,
Ithaca, New York, 1990) is informative with regard to the general theme of the saga
and its possible influence on other Icelandic works.
(^Cf. A. Jakobsen: “Jons l>attr biskups Halldorssonar.” MSE, p. 346. There are two
theories concerning the authorship of
one by P. Hallberg, who wished to
credit Bergr Sokkason with the piece, and the other by Stefan Karlsson, who
considers Amgrfmr Brandsson a much more likely author. See P. Hallberg:
Stilsignalelement och forfattarskap i norron sagaliteratur: Synpunkter och exempel
{=Nordistica Gothoburgensia, vol. 3, Gothenburg, 1968), pp. 179-187 and S.
Karlsson: “Icelandic Lives of Thomas à Becket: Questions of Authorship.”
Proceedings of the First International Saga Conference 1971 (London, 1973), pp.
235-238. These ideas will be discussed in chapter four.
"^^Islendzk æventyri, vol. 1, pp. 84-94. The j^^ had its editioprinceps in Biskupa
sdgur, vol. 2 (Copenhagen, 1878), ed. G. Vigfüsson, pp. 221-230. There never
appeared an introduction to the texts in this second vol. The next ed. of the pâttr was
Gering’s, and it has since appeared in two popular eds. The first is E. Ô.
Sveinsson’s Leit eg sudr til landa:Ævintÿri og helgisdgur frâ miôôldum (Reykjavik,
1944), pp. 3-12. The second is to be found in G. Jonsson’s Byskupa sdgur
(Akureyri, 1948), vol. 1, pp. 483*496. The former is an anthology of medieval tales
and the latter an ed. of Bishops’ sagas from the Middle Ages. Jons pâttr is briefly
mentioned in the introductions to these two eds., and also in comments at the back of
E. Ô. Sveinsson’s book.
2 (For the Ger. trans. and note on sources and parallels, see Islendzk æventyri, vol.
2, pp. 70-77.
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and partly into Swedish

22

but the follow ing pages contain an almost

complete English translation.
Besides being an attractive piece o f literature, Jons p â ttr offers an
invaluable portrait o f Jon Halldérsson and his times. Memory o f him
as a Preacher in Iceland stands out most clearly in this work, doing so
from the very outset:
Mention shall now be made of a venerable man named Lord J6n Halldorsson, the
thirteenth bishop Skalholltensis in Iceland. He was a most praiseworthy man of his
station [tsinni stètt] as will long be remembered in northern lands. He spent his life
[ævi] for the most part as follows. When he had become a Preacher Iprèdikari] in the
kingdom of Norway, he went to studium, going very young all the way to Paris,
and at last to Bononiam, He returned from scoUs at a perfect age [fullkominn at
alldri] and was thus the wisest clerk that has come to Norway, and he was therefore
consecrated and elected bishop Skalholltensis by Archbishop Eilifr.^^

This eulogy is not, as many readers might expect, preserved with the
Icelandic Bishops’ sagas, a native genre that had a sort of renaissance
in the fourteenth

c e n t u r y .^4 The

unknown author commemorated the

bishop in the first place as a prèdikari, and placed the piece with
material related to preaching, namely a number o f exempla in Old
Icelandic he was

c o m p ilin g .2 5

After the prefatory passage quoted

^^See H. Bekker-Nielsen: Historien om bishop Jon til Skâlholt: Portrœt af en
middelalderbisp paa Island (Skjem, 1964). The trans. is on pp. 21-38. The
introduction and epilogue are of the most general sort and mainly aimed at informing
the Danish readers about ON literature. G, Cederschiold’s Swedish trans. of two
anecdotes in the pâtw is to be found in his Medeltidsberdttelser: sagor, legenderock
anekdoterfranfomislandskan {-Desvenska landsmâlen ock svenskt folkliv, vol. 5,
pt. 6, Stockholm, 1885-1891), pp. 95-98.
^^Trans. from Islendzk æventyri, vol. 1, p. 84('^.
24por information about this genre and mention of Jons pâttr with respect to it see M.
M. Larusson: “Biskupa sogur.” KLNM, vol. 1 (Copenhagen, 1956), cols. 630-631;
P. Foote: “Bishofssaga” Reallexikon der Germanischen Altertun^kunde, vol. 3 (2nd
ed.; Berlin and New York, 1978), pp. 40-43 and Â. Egilsdottir: “Bishops’ sagas.”
MSE, pp. 45-46.
2^ h e compilations of such tales containing Jons pâttr will be discussed shortly.
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above, he turns with marked enthusiasm to his chief concern with
regard to Jon, adding to the laudative tone a m ood o f grateful
affection towards the bishop as he remembered him in this particular
capacity:
Now anyone can relate with what kindness \gôdvüji\ he would amuse people in his
presence with the unusual and exemplary tales he had acquired abroad {meôr
fâheyrdum dæmîsôgum, er hann hafôi îekît i ütlôndum], both from letters and
personal experience [bædî med letrum ok eiginni raun\, and as witness thereof we
will give in this booklet but a very small part of that large matter \setja î penna
bœkîing afpvt stora efni\, for some men in Iceland compiled his stories {samsettu
hansfrasagnir^ for their own and other people’s pleasure. We will first give one
anecdote \ceventyf\ from each school, Paris and Bologna, that took place while he
was there.^^

Instead o f describing Jôn’s years as diocesan administrator, the author
concentrates therefore on what he appears to have regarded as the
essence of Jôn’s im age—the outstanding figure o f Jôn the preacher
and raconteur, this member o f an order alien to the country and
w h ose distinctive m ission was the salvation o f sou ls through
preaching.
Jôn was thus to be remembered as an exceptional bishop in this
respect despite the fact that sermons were only one o f his many
episcopal duties. His performances in this field, which evidently had
strong ties with literary activities in Iceland, serve however not only
to explain why he came to be remembered in this particular fashion,
why Jons pâttr is preserved in this manner or why the piece looks the
way it does, for his celebrated sermons and the tales they enjoined
must also be the most obvious reason why Jôn was the only foreign
2%ans. from Islendzk veventyri, vol. 1, p.
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bishop to receive special literary treatment in medieval Iceland.
All this is o f course indicative o f how Jons pâttr is to be read. The
material occupying most o f the p â ttr is indeed closely akin to the
matter preserved with it, because in addition to the tw o tales
mentioned in the quotation above, but whose place in Jôn’s sermons is
quite obscure, there is a third and much longer tale that is said to be
an exemplum given by Jôn in a sermon of his at Staôarhôll in Iceland.
And yet the pâttr is not made entirely out o f the three tales
attributed to Jôn. There are also to be read three passages about the
man him self, the prefatory words quoted above, and two longer
passages pertaining to Jôn’s death. But the biographical approach is
not confined to these parts o f the piece. Jôn him self features in the
tales from Paris and Bologna, and even the tale from his sermon at
Staôarhôll seems to have biographical elements as well. These features
should bring out the possibility o f classifying Jons p â ttr within the
genre of Bishops’ sagas, as two o f its editors have in fact done.
So in spite o f its anecdotal and exemplum-likQ qualities, Jons pâttr
can be said to have a pronounced biographical thread, an element that
im plies a coherent authorial approach. Rather than recounting his
deeds as a churchman, however, the p âttr resembles more closely
something that can be described as a brief biography o f Jôn’s inner
man. A long with the exempla mentioned above, this is the second
feature o f Jons p â ttr that distinguishes it from the native B ishops’
sagas, or at least the works o f that genre that cannot be classified as
saints’ vitae with just as much ease.
Following the two tales about his student days abroad (and to be
discussed later) there is a passage illustrating some sensitivity towards
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Jon’s insular existence when he was bishop o f Skalholt, the friar’s
solitary and, in a certain sense, almost cloistered life in Iceland. This
is clearly perceived against his background as a foreign Friar
Preacher who had the privilege o f being educated and acquiring
eminent friends abroad. Evidently, even this the author could not
describe without emotive reference to Jon’s repertoire o f tales:
It should not be forgotten in praise of this man, Bishop Jon Halldorsson, that he had
schoolmates abroad that later became cardinales. This could be seen when some of
them sent him their letters all the way north to Iceland, somewhat tinged, as it were,
with sadness due to so great a distance of such a father and friend. This was not
strange, for no man of such station could ease the mind and amuse others as he did
\pviat engi madrpvlUkrar stèttar mâttî framarrfella sik til huglèttis ok gleÔï\

The sadly pensive m ood here invoked is artfully accentuated by
juxtaposing the great joy and pleasure o f Jon’s company to the wistful
correspondence from his foreign friends, giving thereby a glimpse of
what has been surrendered for the sake o f Jôn’s office in far-away
Iceland.
This exilic state of affairs becomes more acute when w e are told
how Jôn’s versatile table-talk and stories—a remarkable quality in a
“man o f such station” and one valued highly by dignitaries across the
ocean—was misconstrued by some Icelanders as improper to his high
office:
But because his audience was often not of one mind, he would adapt himself so as to
make everyone amused by his words \pâ samdi hann sik eptir pvt, at allir mætti
27Trans. from Islendzk ceventyri, vol. 1, p. 8 7 ^ - The only letters sent to Jon
personally that have survived are two from his friend Bishop Hakon in Bergen, sent
in 1337 and 1338. They are ed. by J6n f»orkelsson in DiplomatariumIslandicim,
vol. 2 (Copenhagen, 1893), pp. 720-724.
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gledjaz af hans ordum\. Some of his tales were therefore both worldly and
outspoken \pvi vorufrdsagnir hans sumar bcedi veralldligar ok stârorôar], and there
were people who found this to be a fault with him [sumir menn logdu honum til
lytis], but only to appreciate it all the more now how his heart was rich in virtues and
devoted to brotherly love, so that the words of the apostle would truly be fulfilled in
him, that all things work together for the good of them that love God \peim er gud
elskarsnyzallttilhægrihandar (Rom. 8: 28)]. This seems verily fulfilled when it is
reported of this blessed bishop that he is now glorified with innumerable signs, both
where he lies buried in Bergen and widely elsewhere [svd semflytz afpeim blezada
biskupi er her îîgnaz med litalligum tâknum, bæôi viâr sîtt leg î Bjorgvin ok vîdara
annarsstaôar\y^

Jon’s ostensible faults are thus depicted as an illusion arising from the
misconception o f som e o f his more modest subjects when he only
wished to serve his flock in the most appropriate manner, with the
goôvilji previously applauded.
With this apology the author introduces his main theme in Jons
pâttr, the sanctity o f Bishop Jôn the exemplary preacher. The quibbles
of the Icelandic audience and the lurking sense o f Jôn’s discontent
with his surroundings are sim ply seen as the sufferings o f a saintly
preacher in exile among less charitable people on earth, and the
context o f his trials is presented as proof o f Jôn’s special sort o f
sainthood—his predicant sanctity. To put it another way, the divine
word, manifested in the Preacher’s sermons and tales, seem s to be
envisioned as a cordial bond betw een Jôn and his fellow men
(brotherly love) on the one hand, and between Jôn and God (love o f
God) on the other. Although outwardly it might be misjudged due to
inevitable human shortcomings, the ultimate witness in any matter, he
who looks into the hearts o f all men, has him self shown how Jôn’s
28Trans. horn Islendzk æventyri, vol. 1, p.
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expounding o f his grace on the northern extremities o f the habitable
world constitutes a momentous merit worthy o f posthumous miracles.
This somewhat strained but surprisingly emphatic transformation
o f Jon’s ribald repertoire into one mighty certificate o f sanctity is
unique in Icelandic literature. It is clearly the work of a hagiographer
trying to illustrate the first and only instance o f predicant sanctity in
Iceland. Indignation towards Jon’s bawdy tales would o f course have
been recognized as problematic by any exponent o f this appraisal o f
his preaching, and one wonders therefore why the author bothered to
undertake the task. His reasons for depicting Jôn in this way in a
collection o f sermon material seem s to derive, at least partly, from
his intention to present his readership with an exemplary preacher
still remembered in Iceland and whose use o f such tales as were to be
found along with this account not only consecrated the author’s
compilation but offered also an example to be emulated by the priests
in Iceland, which the author probably regarded at once as his ideal
readers and peers.
More conjectural speculation about authorial m otives w ill be
presented later, but it should be noted how this description o f G od’s
triumphant vindication o f Jôn’s preaching and use of exempla serves
as a justification for the compiler’s present activity, his own use and
collection of sermon tales. This subtle alignment o f the compiler with
the saintly preacher portrayed in his collection becomes more clear
when the reader com es across this brief statement halfway through
the collection o f exempla in one o f the two medieval manuscripts
containing Jâns pâttr.
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This little booklet [Bæklingr sjâ hinn îîîli] is compiled from those entertaining tales
[er samsettr af skemmtunarsogum peim\ the venerable Lord Jon Halldorsson the
bishop told to amuse men [sagdi tilgamans monnum]; one may call them whichever
one prefers, sdgur or ævintyry'^^

Whether these words in AM 624 4to, a miscellaneous vellum dating to
about 1500, derive from the author o f Jons pâttr or a later scribe is
impossible to determine. But they certainly hark back to the author’s
words about giving “in this booklet but a very small part o f that large
matter” attributed to Jon and the statement that “som e men in Iceland
com piled his stories for their ow n and other people’s pleasure,”
indicating that, in addition to the three tales attributed to the bishop in
the pâttr, the four remaining stories in this same compilation are
ultimately (in what way exactly w e do not know) derived from Jon.
As Gering demonstrated in his edition in considerable detail, mainly
on the grounds o f common characteristics o f style, these tales too are
almost certainly written by the author o f Jons pâttr, Gering called this
writer for convenience’s sake ‘Alpha’,
These are the four tales that follow the statement in 624 with the
titles and numbers used in Gering’s edition:
Afriddara og alfkonu. (No. 85). Of the man who entered into a happy marriage with
a helpful fairy for her wealth. She was finally forced to abandon him when his
brother officiated in the couple’s house and demanded her presence during the
transubstantiation.
Af spekingi og ddra. (No. 83) Of the simpleton sent by the Romans to acquire from
the Greeks their books of wisdom and who ‘outwitted’ their philosophers in a
gestural contest of wisdom, thereby receiving these books in token of respect. (The
philosophers thought the issue of the contest was the mystery of the Trinity, while
^^rans. from Islendzk æventyri, vol. 1, p. 246 (footnote).
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the simpleton took the gestures as physical threats.)
Afpresti og klukkara, (No. 88). Of the bell-ringer who travelled all the way to Rome
from Denmark to receive absolution from the Pope for himself and his priest because
of their drunken brawl. He bound his request to a stone which accidentally struck
one the cardinals on the nose and thus brought the matter to the Pope’s attention and
his prompt absolution.
Af dauda og kongssyni. (No. 78) Of the prince who studied under the tutelage of
Death and who acquired from him the bird karadius who would indicate with its
behaviour if patients would die or survive. Later in life when he had become king,
he outwitted his tutor during his illness by making Death agree not to take him before
he had finished saying the paternoster. The king then left the final part unsaid until
he saw fit to die. (This tale is closely related to folktales about bargains with the
devil.)

For various reasons quickly comprehended when they are read, each
o f these four tales could easily, just as the previously discussed Clarus
saga, have been deemed “worldly and outspoken” by som e of Jon’s
prudish contemporaries. Such criticism may especially have arisen if
they were given in sermons, and even more so in a place where those
attending were not used to the employment of such matter in the
pulpit, as must have been the case in many parts of Iceland, a country
unfamiliar with the mendicants’ common usage o f exempla in their
sermons .30
It is also possible to regard the statement in 624 as indicating that
the entire collection is ultimately derived from Jon. If this is the case,
then one should also connect him with the tales that immediately
precede in the manuscript those listed above. They are also the work
o f Alpha:
30por general information about ON exempla, see A. Holtsmark: “Exempel in vn.
litt.” KLNM, vol. 4 (Copenhagen, 1959), cols. 97-98; A. Jakobsen: “Ævintÿri.”,
cols. 614-616 and P. A. Jorgensen: “Exempla.” MSE, pp. 173-174.
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Af Gregorio pafa. (No. 15) Of how Gregory VI, due to his military campaign to free
the Roman Church from the onslaught of evil men, was deemed on his deathbed
unfit for sacred burial within St Peter’s by his cardinals and how God vindicated him
by miraculously opening the gates of St Peter’s for his funeral procession.
—Next comes

(No. 23)—

AfCelestino og Bonifacio pafum (No. 22) There are three tales under this heading:
1. Of how a great and crafty cleric (Cardinal Benoit Gaetani), who is said to have
been so worldly that he had twelve sons, managed by his impious tricks to convince
the saintly and simple-minded Celestine V to resign so that he himself could become
Pope Boniface VIII.
2. Of the Dominican on pilgrimage who, when being robbed in an ambush,
unsheathed his assailant’s sword and lopped his head off, and who was
subsequently not only absolved but indeed commended for this feat by Boniface
VIII.
3. Of the covetous Benedictine monks who tried to steal with force the corpse of a
rich man in the midst of his funeral-service, and how the bold bell-ringer came to his
priest’s rescue beating the monks down with the pole carrying the holy cross. He
was later commended by Boniface VIII for this valiant conduct.
Afâgirnd Absalons erkibiskups. (No. 19) Of how Archbishop Absalon in Denmark,
when establishing a Benedictine monastery, in his covetousness excommunicated a
poor peasant and confiscated his field. On his deathbed, the peasant sent a priest to
tell the Archbishop that he now summoned him before the tribunal of God. The
Archbishop fell dead when he heard the summons and his voice could be heard
shortly thereafter from the comer of an altar begging the monks to pray for his
wretched soul.
Trônupâttr. (No. 89) Of the man who was transformed into a crane by his wicked
mistress, but who with great luck retrieved his original shape and, on his return,
changed the witch herself into a crane and lopped off one of her legs as she flew
away.
(Next comes the brief statement about Jôn’s tales, the tale of the fairy mistress etc.)

Apart from the first tale—which must however have been recognized
as propaganda for a m ost w orldly and aggressive policy o f the
Church—these too may be described as rather scurrilous narratives.
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Alpha’s exempla in 624 are thus in keeping with his vindication o f
Jon’s tales in Jons p a ttr found in the same compilation. But besides
sharing the ‘‘worldly and outspoken” spirit attributed to the bishop’s
tales, those preceding the statement in 624 may be seen to have even
stronger links with his name if the brief statement is understood as
simply a belated note prompted by the scribe’s realization that with
Trônupâttr this collection o f tales derived from Jon has clearly moved
from famous or notorious leaders o f the Church on to tales with
anonymous protagonists.
Jons pattr and the other tales in 6 2 4 ’s collection can be read as
well in AM 657a-b, a manuscript dating to about 1350.3^ It is thus the
older o f the two medieval manuscripts containing these tales and it is
moreover the oldest manuscript o f Clarussaga (although its beginning
has there been torn away). 657 features many more tales attributed to
Alpha by Gering, three o f which (no. 81 in Gering’s ed.) deal with
the exploits of the same Master Perus who features so prominently in
Clarussaga. 657 does however not contain 6 2 4 ’s statement, quoted
above, crediting Jon with some o f the tales. Neither does it present the
tales it shares with 624 in precisely the same sequence. There is the
same order of Gregory VI, Jons p a ttr and the three tales concerning
Boniface VIII, but these are the last tales in 657 and the tale o f
Archbishop A bsalon along w ith the tales featuring anonym ous
protagonists appear elsewhere in the manuscript. Apart from the fact
3 ^For information on the dating and contents of the MSS of Jons pattr, see Islendzk
æventyrî, vol. 1, pp. viii-xxxiv and notes on p. 84 where the text of the pattr is
edited. Gering’s 764 B 4to (with the signature C3) is now classified as 657a-b since
it was originally part of AM 657. Gering used, along with 624 and 657, the paper
MS AM 1010, which is much younger. The relations between these three MSS and
Lbs. 340b, d. Lbs 2796, JS 434to and JS 160 fol. (MSS Gering did not use) has yet
to be worked out.
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that 657 contains material o f a far less ecclesiastical nature than 624,
it is noteworthy that som eone seems to have rearranged, abbreviated
and refined some of Alpha’s exempla appearing in 657 when he put
together the much smaller collection preserved in 624. The nature of
these changes w ill be discussed in another context, but it may be noted
at this point that the collection in 624 appears to represent a later, or
at least quite a different collection o f exempla also made by Alpha.
The most notable change in 624 is a prologue entirely different (apart
from its style) to the much briefer and more secular one in 657.32
By com ing to Jén’s defence with respect to his use o f exempla.
Alpha was thus vindicating his own collection o f the same or similar
literature. This is especially obvious when w e consider the material
gathered within 657, but Alpha could nevertheless, as w e have seen,
have remained uneasy with the exempla in 624. In any case, his
defence rested primarily on the Preacher’s saintly reputation, and
Alpha reinforced his previously quoted comments on that subject with
the follow ing vision in Jonspàttr.
It may justly be said that God gave a presage of this before Jon left Iceland for the
last time. For during the previous night, before he set sail, he had a momentous
vision. It seemed to him that he was already in Bergen among his brothers at the
Preachers’ priory and church, and he thought he was asked to deliver a serinonem.
Walking therewith up onto the choir-loft, he commenced with this theina: Beati
mortui qui in domino moriuntur [Rev. 14: 13]. On this he thought himself preach,
and afterwards he looked around. There then stood one man on each side of him and
he thought he recognized both [ok pikkiz hann kenna hâda]: Archbishop Eilifr, his
consecrating father, and King Magnus Hakonarson. Both of them had passed away.
Now when he had completed the sermonem, the two of them took hold of him, each
of them one arm, and they led him [back] up onto the choir-loft. They then came to a
32See pp. 89-91..
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ladder leading up through the church-roof and they thereupon went all the way up
and out of the building. On the other side of the gable there could be seen a prepared
bed, so it appeared to him, and there he was meant to rest [sèr hannpâ annan veg
y fir bustina sœng buna, sem honum syndiz, ok par skylldi hann hvüaz] .33

The ladder rises from the place where Jon delivers his sermon on
saintly death and the implications o f his heavenly ascent are clear
enough. But Alpha nevertheless presents the follow ing interpretation
to his readers, possibly introducing him self into the narrative:
He related this dream the following morning to a close friend of his [einum
sinum heimolligum vin] who gave this reply: “You will there,” he said, “be higher
and more honoured than anything exalted in that church.”
The bishop, however, looked at him very angrily and told him to be quiet, for it
is the custom of God’s servants to guard humility better than bright gold [at geyma
jramarr Utillæti enfagrt gull]. But what appeared to him towards the close of his life,
just when he was preaching God’s message, may justly be said to signify that God
has for that very kind of service granted him a fair rest. For no man, in his native
land or elsewhere, has been so graced with this gift within the memory of men [i
manna minnum] .34

In spite of Alpha’s emphasis on Jon’s image as a Preacher, this vision

and its interpretation is surely influenced by that widely read passage
in the Rule of St Benedict on the ladder of humility:35
[,..] if we wish to attain the topmost height of humility and to come quickly to that
heavenly excellence which in this present life we reach by humility, we must raise
from Islendzk æventyri, vol. 1, p. 87^^ 88^^^.
34Trans. from ibid., vol. 1, p. 88H5-124
3^There can no doubt be found a number of analogues to Jon’s vision before he left
Iceland, especially in hagiography, but it should be noted that F. C. Tubach seems
not to have come across any in the collections of exempla he based his
comprehensive catalogue on {Jom pâttr contains the only tale of this type according
to his list). See no. 1475 in his Index exemplorum: A Handbook of Medieval
Religious tales {=Folklore Fellows Communications, vol. 204, Helsinki, 1969).
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up—and by our acts we must ascend—that ladder which appeared to Jacob in his
dream whereon he saw angels ascending and descending. This ascending and
descending doubtless signify nothing else than an ascent by humility and a descent
by pride. The ladder itself is our life on earth, raised up by God towards heaven for
the humble in heart. The sides of the ladder we call our body and soul, and into these
sides God has inserted steps of humility and discipline for our ascent.3^

Alpha next gives Jon’s tale from his sermon at Staôarholl (to be
discussed later). After that, how ever. Alpha turns finally to the
bishop’s illness and death in Bergen on the second o f February 1339:
When Bishop Jon arrived in Norway, he resided in Bergen for the winter at the
Preachers’ priory he had first entered already in childhood. He was taken ill after
Christmas, not very seriously at first, but when it drew towards purificationem
sanctæ Mariæ, he was ministered to and in all respects prepared for his passing by
Hakon, his brother in consecration and at that time the bishop of B e r g e n . 3 7

A s is anticipated by Jon’s vision before he set sail to Norway, his
passing is described as that o f a saint. The date is o f great moment,
for to demonstrate his sanctity further Alpha elaborates on the
conventional imagery o f Candlemas Day, that is to say the feast of the
Purification of Mary, This day commemorated the humility as well as
the purity exemplified by Mary when she ascended with her child the
steps into the Temple in Jerusalem forty days after the Virgin Birth to
give her offerings according to the Law of Moses.
When Candlemas came, he grew much worse. Throughout his illness, he was
eager and admirable in his reading of the Office, doing so day and night without fail.
Early in the morning on the feast day itself he read the entire Office of our Lady the
36This trans. from the seventh chapter of the Rule is taken from R. W. Southern’s
The Making of the Middle Ages (New Haven and London, 1953), pp. 223-224.
Islendzk æventyri, vol. 1, p. 93248-254
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Mother of God. When the hour of prime had passed, he sent word to the prior of the
house requesting that he read for him Mary’s mass with plainchants de festo in the
chamber where he lay. While the mass was being celebrated, the Lord bishop lay in
bed reclining somewhat against a cushion, and he gave the prior a blessing before
the evcmgelium. But shortly after the Sacrament had been administered, the prior
heard from him a faint snore, as it were, or a light slumber. This went on until he
had completed the Service, at which moment the drowsiness departed from the Lord
bishop and he gave a beautifully clear benedictionem after the mass. Now when the
henedictio was completed and before the prior read evangelium Johannis: in
principio [John 1: 1], he walked in full ceremonial dress away from the altar and
approached the bishop’s bed. He must have walked as quickly as he did by the will
of God, for there was now not much time left to speak, as was soon to be revealed.
He said this: “My Lord,” he said, “did you fall asleep a short while ago?”
The bishop replied: “I cannot clearly tell whether I fell into a swoon, fainted or
slept, but I did see something.”
“What did you see, my Lord?” said the prior.
“It seemed to me” he said, “that a gentle maiden and well clad walked into this
chamber. Her dress resembled most that of good nuns and she held a burning candle
in each hand. She approached my bed and thereupon went up to the ceiling and
through the roof and I suspect she went to heaven.
The prior replied: “What do you think this means, my Lord?”
The bishop answered: “I am not sure. But if it were not the case, as I should
fear, that my soul is weighed down with grave sins, then I would not think it
unlikely that its image had here appeared to me and that its passage would lead to
where she went in advance.
When these words had been spoken, the prior bowed to receive the blessing and
read evangelium Johannis. The bishop blessed him then with these words:
“Dommws sit in corde tuo et in labiis
be in your heart and on your lips.”

They are translated thus: “May the Lord

These words were the last he spoke in this world. He lost speech while the
gospel was being read and sent forth his spirit as the bells of the town’s cathedral
rang tertiam on that blessed day of Our Lady the Mother of God. His body was
buried with full honour in the church of that same priory, the one he had first entered
and later served in under the Preachers’ rule.38
38Trans. îiom Islendzk æventyri, vol. 1, p.
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The significance of Jon’s vision on his deathbed would have been easy
to grasp. In the Old Norwegian book o f hom ilies (which dates from
around 1200) it is said, for example, that
this feast is called the Purihcation of Saint Mary and it signifies the entrance of the
righteous with their good works into the kingdom of Heaven. In our
commemoration of this sign, we stand in the church with burning candles on this
day. For the Lord said this in a gospel: ‘May burning candles be in your hands
[Luke 12:35],’ He made this more clear in another gospel and said: ‘Let your light
so shine before men, that they may see your good works, and glorify your Father
which is in heaven [Matthew 5:16].’
[...] May the fire of love illuminate our hearts and the light of our good works
bum in our hands so that our good examples illuminate the temple of God, that is to
say, the Christian nation. May we hasten towards Christ with love and good conduct

[. . .P9

The idea of Jon’s ascent on the ladder of humility is therefore in a
sense resumed and elaborated with the humble and immaculate image
o f his soul as a “gentle maiden” . She ascends to enter the kingdom o f
Heaven with his good works, the light from the two candles in her
hands but the fire o f w hich is perhaps meant to signify Jon’s
aforementioned love o f God and his fellow men. This symbolism of
light and fire seem s to be paralleled in the bishop’s final blessing,
words that sum up the active and contemplative life o f the ideal
preacher.
It is obvious when one recalls the heavenly bed that awaited Jon at
the end o f the ladder in his previous vision that Alpha intended to
39Trans. from Gamal Norsk Homiliebok: Cod, AM 619'^ (Oslo, 1931), ed. G.
Indreb0, pp. 67-69. The homily on the Purification in the Old Icelandic book of
homilies, which also dates from around 1200, is very similar.
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portray Jon as a sponsa ChristL This was a dramatic departure from
the conjugal symbolism conventionally employed in the more manly
image o f the bishop o f Skalholt as the bridegroom o f his cathedral
church.4o Icelandic readers had very likely small enthusiasm for this
novel depiction o f their former bishop, since a later scribe, or
perhaps Alpha him self, dropped this last chapter in the version of
Jons p â ttr in 6 2 4 —although the bed still remains at the end o f the
ladder. Nevertheless, this vivid portrayal o f Jon’s soul is in keeping
with the general perspective in Jons p âttr, where Alpha tries to
illustrate G od’s view o f his saint and contrast it to the inferior
appraisal of Jon’s subjects. It may be said to be symptomatic of Alpha,
departing in this from som e Bishops’ sagas again, that he gives no
description o f Jon’s physical or outward appearance.
But there are sources that com plem ent this spiritual profile. A
number of documents derive from Jon’s years in off ice,4* and he
features in the biography o f his Icelandic contemporary, Laurentius
Kalfsson (bom in 1267), who was bishop of Holar between 1324 and
1331.42 Laurentius saga is certainly the last original (that is to say not
rewritten and hagiographie) Bishop saga if Jons p âttr is excluded
from that

g e n r e .42

Its author was almost certainly Laurentius’ student,

assistant and close friend Einar H afliôason (1307-1393), who must
have finished this work sometime after 1346 due to its mention o f
40See the note by J. Helgason on the older tradition in “Smastykker 3. Et sted i
Hungrvaka.” Opuscula, vol. 1 (Copenhagen, 1960), pp. 352-353.
4iEdited by J. Porkelsson in Diploinatanumlslandicum, vol. 2 (Copenhagen, 1893)
and to be found under the years 1322-1339 (i.e. among the material on pp. 510725). Not all of these can with certainty be attributed to Jon’s episcopacy.
42Cf. F. Paasche: “Laurentius Kalvsson.” Norsk biografisk leksikon, vol. 8 (Oslo,
1938), pp. 235-237.
"^^Laurentius saga biskups {=Rit Handritastofnunar Islands, vol. 3, Reykjavik,
1969), ed. A. Bjomsson.
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Archbishop Ârni Einarsson (1346-1349).44 Einar travelled south in
1332 after Laurentius’ death to be ordained by Jon Halldorsson, and
he became a priest shortly thereafter in the diocese o f Holar. He was
steward there in 1340 and became the bishop’s deputy the next year,
and after receiving Breiôabolsstaôur in 1344, he travelled through
France for a year. He served again in 1370-1376 and 1391-92 as the
steward and bishop’s deputy at H 6 1 a r .4 5 Einar is also credited with the
so-called LogmannsannalL‘^^ T his important work and five other
Icelandic annals contain information on Jon Halldorsson’s activities as

bishop.47
The sources say little about Jon’s origins. The complete silence in
the p â ttr about his fam ily seem s to exclude him from distinguished
relations, for this would surely have been one o f the things Alpha had
to mention “in praise of this man”. Yet a document from 1313 shows
that Jon was the brother o f Finnr

H a lld o r s s o n ,4 8

a cleric whom King

Hakon V made in 1306 provost o f the Apostle’s Church in Bergen and
two years later gave, for the very first time in N orw ay, the
prestigious title magister cappellarum regis.
Where or when the brothers were born is not known, but seeing
as Finnr describes him self as being very ill and old in 1324 and that
44lbid., p. 92. For more information on the saga see J. H. J0rgensen: Bispesagaer:
Laurentius saga (Odense, 1977) and Â. Bjomsson: “Laurentius saga biskups.” MSE,
pp. 381-382.
45Cf, E. Bull: “Einar Haflideson.” Norsk biografisk leksikon, vol. 3 (Oslo, 1926),
pp. 464-465.
"^IslandskeannalerindtU1578 (Oslo, 1888), ed. G. Storm, pp. 233-296, annal no.
47lbid., annals no. IV {Konungsarmâlî), V {Skâlholtsanyiâll), VI (in AM 764 and
beginning in 1327, called Annalbrudstykke fra Skâlholt by the ed.), VIII
{Gottskalksarmall) and IX {Fîaîeyjarannâll).
"^^DiplojnatariumNorvegicum, vol. 7 (Christiania [Oslo], 1867), eds. C. R. Unger
and H. J. Huitfeldt, no. 70. Cf. RegestaNorvegica, vol. 4 (Oslo, 1979), ed. E.
Gunnes and H. Kjeilberg, no. 815 (Jan. 22nd)
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he died six years later, it may be gathered that he was Jon’s elder and
probably born before 1260,49 Jon’s alleged vision o f King Magnus
lagabætir escorting him to heaven indicates that Jon had in his youth
known the king personally, for how else was he to have “recognized”
him? Seeing as Magnus reigned from 1263 until his death in 1280,
Jon’s birth should therefore be placed at least a decade before the
king’s death.
N o other source connects Jon and Finnr. If the author o f the annal
in Flateyjarbok is not m istaken, then it would appear that their
mother, or at least J6n’s mother, bore the extrem ely rare name
Freygerôr,5o drawn from the mythical union o f Freyr and Gerôr
discussed earlier. Noting the annal’s mention o f the newly consecrated
bishop as being “Freygerdarson” ^ Gering conjectured that Jon’s
father, Halldor, had died while Jon was very young, for only w idow s’
sons, at least in the sagas, were identified by their mothers’ name.^z
The statements at the beginning and end of Jons pâttr to the effect that
he entered the priory early in his childhood do not contradict this
suggestion.
There is not room here for speculation about Jon’s youth in the
priory in Bergen, the exact nature and dates of his studies abroad or
the question o f what degree he may have

a c h ie v e d .^ ^

Jons pâttr.

49Qn Finnr, see E. Bull: “Finn Halldorsson.” Norsk biografisk leksikon, vol. 4
(Oslo, 1929), pp. 131-132 and K. Helle: Konge og gode menn i norsk riksstyring
ca. 1150-1319 (Bergen—Oslo—Troms0, 1972), pp. 595-596.
5^See refs, (from La?tdnama and Vapnfirdingasaga) in E. H. Lind: Norsk-lslandske
dopnamn ochfingerade namnfràn medeltiden (Uppsala and Leipzig, 1905-1915), p.
283.
^^Islandskeannaler, p. 395 (IX).
^Hslemk æventyrî, vol. 2, p. vii (footnote no. 3).
33For information about the Dominicans in medieval Scandinavia, see J. Gall en:
“Dominicanorden.” KLNM, vol. 3 (Copenhagen, 1958), cols. 174-185 and T.
Nyberg: “Monasteries.” MSE, pp. 415-419.
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Laurentius saga and Logmannsannâll do how ever agree that he
studied for a long tim e in Paris and

B o lo g n a ,5 4

and one would

suppose that he learnt theology in the former place and canon law in
the latter.55 The fact that Jon cannot be identified in any source prior
to 1310, when he appears as a canon in the cathedral o f Bergen,56
accords with those sources that mention his lengthy studies abroad and
so does Laurentius’ remark that Jon spoke Latin as if it were his
mother tongue.57 All this seems to confirm Alpha’s statement that Jon
left Norway very young to spent most of his life “at studium”, and
that he returned to Norway as a man most learned and fullkom in a t
alldri.
Friar Jon had thus already entered into the service o f the bishop in
Bergen, Ârni Sigurôarson (1305-1314), in 1310. Mention o f him in
documents dating from 1313, 1319 and 1320 makes it plain that he
retained this position and thus served also under Bishop Auôfinnr
Sigurôarson (1314-1330),5s or until he him self was elected bishop in
^‘^Laurentimsaga, p. 8324-25. “hafdi hann leingi stadit vt lendis at studium j Bononia
og Paris, j Franka riki.” Logmamsannâîl (for 1322): “var harm michilshattar klerkr
ok stadit leingi utlendiss j Bononia ok Paris ad studium.” Islandskearmaîer, p. 267.
55jon’s name is not found in the preserved matriculation documents from Bologna
published in Acta nationis Germanicae vniversitatis Bononiensis ex archetypis
tabularii Malvezzkmi (Berlin, 1887), eds. E. Friedlander and C. Malagola. These
documents cover the years 1289-154^3, but they do not contain the names of all
students in the period Jon studied there. For other literature relating to this issue, see
A. Sailstrom: Bologna och Norden intill Avignonpaved0mets tid {=Bibliotheca
Historica Lundenfis, vol. 5, Lund, 1957) and S. Bagge: “Nordic Students at
Foreign Universities until 1660.” Scandinavian Journal of History 9 (1984), pp. 129 and refs, there given.
^^Diplomatarium Norvegicum, vol. 1 (Christiania [Oslo], 1852), ed. C. C. A.
Lange, no. 126 (Feb. 19th).
Laurentius saga, p. 116^3
5^hese documents are found (respectively) in DiplomatariumNorvegicum, vol. 7,
no. 70; vol. 4 (Christiania [Oslo], 1860), ed. C. C. A. Lange, nos. 131 and 135
(both in the same year); vol. 8 (Christiania [Oslo], 1869), ed. C. R. Unger and H. J.
Huitfeldt, no. 55. See also Regesta Norvegica, vol. 3, nos. 815, 1138, 1146 and
vol. 4, no. 24.
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1322.59 It must therefore have been in the cathedral church of the
H oly Trinity that J6n gained recognition for his administrative
capabilities and renown came to him as a preacher; Laurentius saga
gives a succinct description o f the new bishop o f Skalholt, saying that
he was a mikilshattar klerkr ok agcetur predikarefi^
There is another passage in the same saga mentioning Jôn’s great
learning. He is there credited with the institution o f the feast o f
Corpus Christi not only in his ow n bishopric, but also in that o f
Laurentius’:
At that time the aforementioned Lord Jon governed Skâlholt and Lord Laurentius
Holar. Men said that there had hardly been in Iceland better Latin scholars {latinu
klerkar] than these two, and there was great affection between them at the time. In
the second year of Laurentius’ episcopate, he ordered with the agreement of all
clerics in the diocese of Holar that the festum corporis Christi should be solemnly
sung as a summum festum, for Lord Jon the bishop had recently introduced this in
Iceland. This feast became law at alpingi during the summer.^ ^

This took place in 1326 and Jon had ordained Laurentius’ son Ârni,
the author of Dunstanus saga, earlier in the same year .^2
The year 1326 also w itnessed Jon’s arguably m ost important
statute, the so-called bannsakabréf or list o f twenty-four automatically
excommunicable crimes. This document w ill be mentioned later and
in connection with Jon’s collection o f Peter’s Pence between 1330 and
1337, which was done in response to a papal letter from the former
59Jdn’s election is briefly described in Laurentius saga biskups, p. 82^3_836
®®“a great scholar and an excellent preacher.” Trans, from Laurentius saga, p. 835.
The other main MS has, in addition to the description of J6n as being a heidarligtamadr, the words “dyrr klerkr ok sæmiligr predikari.” Ibid. p. 8 3 2 2 - 2 4
ldgmannsanrtâlî{\32T)hasovdy'''rmc)inid\ia.ttaxkÏGÛj:yIslandskecmrialer, p. 267.
^^TxdtQ&AromLaurentîussaga, p. 10323-31,
^'^Laurentiussaga, p. 10312-17.
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year which unfortunately does not survive although it is mentioned in
the annals.
Jon Halldorsson’s friendly relations with his northern colleague
becam e strained in 1327 due to a dispute about the Augustinian
monastery at M ôôruvellir in the diocese o f Holar, the so-called
MdôruvallarnâL The monastery had burnt down in 1316, apparently
because the monks put fire to it whilst drunk, and they demanded that
the new Bishop o f Holar (Laurentius was consecrated in 1323) rebuild
their house. Jon becam e the Archbishop’s judge-delegate in this
matter and came at first, on July 29th 1327, to a good agreement with
Laurentius and the monks at a m eeting at M ôôruvellir. But it is
related in Laurentius saga that the monks early in the next year lied
about Laurentius’ conduct to Jon and that they incited him to travel
north for the second time. This lamentable turn o f events is in the
saga entirely attributed to the ungrateful m onks, and Jon is thus
excused for having forced Laurentius to a different settlement at a
second and far less amicable meeting at Môôruvellir.
Jon learnt later in the year 1328 that Laurentius had sent Egill
Eyjolfsson to Archbishop Eilifr to present his case in this dispute. The
saga relates that J6n sent in turn “the priest he held in highest regard
in his bishopric, which was Sir Arngrimr

B r a n d s s o n , ” ^^

Egill and

Arngrimr quickly becam e great friends according to the author of
Laurentius saga, w ho com ically contrasts their conduct, describing
how E gill diligently presented the case before the Archbishop
throughout the winter, winning at first the Archbishop’s admiration
and finally the case itself, but adding that “Sir Arngrimr spent his
^^Trans. from ibid., p. 1227-9.
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days differently, for he went daily to an organmaster in Trondheim
and had him teach him to make an organum. But never did he plead
before the Archbishop about

M ô ô r u v a l l a m â l . ” 64

g g ip became bishop

o f Holar in 1332 and died in 1341, but his friend Arngrimr w ill
receive separate treatment later in this study.
Môôruvallamâl is, not surprisingly, a major issue in the northern
annals and it is interesting to see how the sympathy for Laurentius
and complacent comm ents about the conclusion o f the dispute in
Logmannsannâll and Flateyjarbok contrasts with the curt notices in
the annals from Jon’s diocese which only mention his re-establishment
o f the monastery at M ôôruvellir and say nothing whatsoever about
how the whole matter

e n d e d .^ 5

Alpha, however, does not mention the

Môôruvallamâl at all. But this is perhaps not only because o f the
embarrassing outcom e, for Alpha was interested in quite different
aspects o f the bishop’s career. His high learning as a Friar Preacher is
an essential part o f Alpha’s portrayal o f him, and w e shall now turn
to the two tales that concern Jon’s student days abroad.

^4Trans. from ibid., p. 1 2 3 ^^-^4.
65This is all that is said about Mddruvallamal in the southern annals: IV (1328):
“hofz kiustr a Modru vollum i Horgar dal med styrk ok bodi herra Jons biskups.”;
V (1328): “Nordr ferd herra Jons byskups ok Porlaks abota. Eflt klaustr i annat sinn
â Maudru vôllum.” VIII (1328): “Vppreist Idavstur aa Modruvollum j Horgar dal
epter bodskap ercibyskups og atgongv herra Jons byskups.” Islandske annuler, pp.
153,206 and 347 respectively.
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Chapter two

A tempest in Paris and a lion in Bologna
Jon’s tale from Paris runs as follows:
Shortly after he had arrived in Paris, he entered the most illustrious school there
was. He was in his youth at the time and of little understanding compared to later.
From the very beginning, and this would persist long into his later years, God
always granted him much favour among men, especially those most dignified and
wise. The head master and whole congregation in the school had therefore much
affection and high regard for the youth, as may be seen in what follows.
It so happened one day when the master was reading in his book, which was
very great in size, that he begged to relieve himself outside the school and laid the
open book down on his high seat before walking out. Now the aforementioned boy
was at once curious to know how well he could read a capitulum from his master’s
book. He therefore ran up the steps which led to the seat and began to read what met
the eye. But when he had read one capitulum, a creaking din struck the house with a
furious storm, as if everything were being thrown into disorder, and at that very
moment the doors were opened. When J6n heard this and understood that the master
was about to come in, he hurried as he could back to his seat.
As the master came rushing in, he said and swore by the name of Almighty God
that if this storm continued into the evening it would make every lake in France dry.
“Or how is it,” he said, “did none of you play mischief with my book after I left?”
Now the boy J6n was so popular that not one wished to inform against him.
“And I therewith sensed,” said Bishop J6n, “that I had sat as long as I could. I fell
forth contrite, confessing what I had done, and the master answered me thus: T will
be lenient with you, Jon,’ he said, ‘but yet you should be wary of what you might
read while you do not better understand.’”
The master thereupon hastened up towards the book and turned to another page.
“He then read one capitulumfi said the Lord Bishop Jon, “and it seemed to me of
about the same length as the one I had read previously. And without delay, as the
capitulum was completed, the storm fell so suddenly that there was absolute calm.
One can infer from events such as these,” said the bishop, “how much art endures in
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books although the world grows old.”^^^

This anecdote has qualities wholly foreign to the Benedictine beehive
o f learning Jon’s subjects w ould have been fam iliar w ith from
hagiography.<57 Its fast and feverish pace belongs instead to the
fantastic lore that arose with the universities and new religious orders
on the continent, such as that o f St Dom inic’s, developments that had
small impact in Iceland but allowed young men elsewhere to dedicate
themselves in a way unprecedented to the pursuit of higher learning,
whether this merely entailed lucubrations at night or the more
unhealthy study of what many would brand as magic.
N o medieval parallel to the humorous tale about Jon’s ignorant use
o f In s master’s book o f spells has been traced, although hundreds o f
variants from more recent tim es are known throughout

E u r o p e .^ ®

These are usually attached to some historical personage o f renowned
and outlandish learning, such as Jon Halldorsson, and it is hardly a
coincidence that the only tale from medieval Iceland truly akin to
Jon’s concerns Sæmundr frôôi (‘the Learned’, 1056-1134). This is the
legend found in the second version o f Jons saga helga, written about
the same time as Jons pâttr, relating how St J6n Ogmundarson (bishop
o f Hélar 1106-1121) found the said Sæmundr in France, where he
from Islendzk æventyri, vol. 1, p. 84-86.
^70n this tradition in Iceland see, P. G. Foote: “The B Version of Jons saga helga:
Two Benedictine Associations?” Sagnaping helgad Jonasi Kristjanssyni stjotugum
vol. 1 (Reykjavik, 1994), pp. 181-187.
^%ee Islenzk æventyri, vol. 2, p. 77; R. T. Christiansen: The Migratory Legends
iydFolklore Fellows Communications, vol. 175, Helsinki, 1958), pp. 28-35; S.
Thompson: The Types o f the Folktale: Antti Aarne's Verzeichnis der Marchentypen
{^Folklore Fellows Communications, vol. 184, Helsinki, 1961), nos. 325 and 11711180. For further information on these tales cf. S. Thompson: Motifdndex of FolkLhero/wre(Copenhagen, 1955-1958): “D1421.1.3. Magic book summons genie.” and
refs, there given.
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was studying under a great master of astronomiamfi^ Sæmundr had
forgotten his name and origins, but the saint managed to revive his
memory and convince him to return with him to their homeland.
After an exciting chase involving magical tricks to make the master
gather from the appearance o f Sæmundr’s star that his pupil had died,
the master finally granted that Sæmundr has learnt enough and gave
up his pursuit. Such tales as this one presuppose the great power o f
high learning, an attitude summed up nicely in Jon H alldorsson’s
words at the end of his Parisian tale about “how much art endures in
books although the world grows old.”
Jon’s tale seems therefore to be among the oldest variants extant o f
a significant type o f nugratory legend. It should be mentioned in this
context how Clarus saga is filled with the sort o f magic featuring in
Jon’s tale from Paris, that is to say, the ‘bookish’ kind o f magic from
the continent that was so different to that more indigenous sort treated
in the Icelandic

s a g a s .7 0

In this saga. Master Perus governs a sort o f

M agician state for three years, creates fabulous automatons to
captivate Princess Serena’s mind, and he in fact initiates by his art the
entire adventure described in the romance. He does this by describing
to his pupil the beauty and wisdom o f Princess Serena and Clarus is to
compose a Latin poem on this matter before the follow ing morning.
But instead, the prince becomes love-sick, his whole mind is infected
by the phantasms conjured up by his master’s speech.^!
^^See pp. 227-229 in G. Vigfusson’s ed. of Jons saga helga B found in Biskupa
sogur, vol. 1 (Copenhagen, 1858).
70por the raising of storms in this native tradition see J. Granlund: “Vindmagi.”
KLNM, vol. 20 (Copenhagen, 1976), cols. 98-100.
7iSee Clarisaga, pp. 5-8. Clarus is there said to have been unable to sleep, drink
and eat after Perus described Serena to him, i.e. the classical symptoms of magically
induced love and not unlike those mentioned in the description of Freyr’s sudden
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There is one element o f interest that Gering did not mention in his
note on this tale in Jons pâttr. This is the saying setiô er (var) nu
medan scett er (var), loosely translated here into “I have (had) sat as
long as I could,” These curious words appear only once in Old
Icelandic literature apart from Jons pâttr, and their context may be
important to our understanding o f Jon’s tale.
This second instance features in one o f the more memorable
episodes o f a well-known haunting, the so-called Frôdârundr, or the
Marvels at Frôôâ, which are said to have taken place around the year
1000, T hese events are described in E yrbyggja saga, w hich was
perhaps written around 1250.72 In the dyradom r held in the farm’s
main doorway, the judicial exorcism o f the eighteen revenants who
had haunted the farmstead o f FrôÔâ over Christmas, one o f the chief
revenants, Porir viÔleggr (‘W ooden-Leg’), utters these exact words
when he has heard the sentence passed over his troublesome activities.
He therewith stands up from among his fellow revenents, says setid er
nu meôan scett er, and leaves the farm promtly.^s
Now this episode is not dissimilar to Jon’s tale from Paris, Jon sits
among his fellow students when the schoolmaster rushes through the
door and accuses them o f having played m ischief with his book,
unleashing a magical storm while he was relieving him self outside the
school. In response, Jon thinks o f the saying and promptly falls forth
contrite admitting to his offence in utter humility. But this is not all.
When Porir viôleggr has departed with these words in E yrbyggja, his
love for Gerôr in SnorraEdda.
72See Eyrbyggja saga (-Islenzk, fornrit, vol. 4, Reykjavik, 1935), eds. E. 6 .
Sveinsson and M. Porôarsson, pp. 137-152 (chapters 50-55).
73lbid., p. 152 (chapter 55).
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w ife Porgrima galdrakinn (‘M agic-Face’), stands up to leave through
the door as well after her sentence has been pronounced, and she says
veriô er nu meôan vcert erJ^ These words are not easy to translate,
but they must refer to the fact that the longed for calm has been
attained, that the intolerable haunting is now at an end.
It is thus reasonable to assume that familiarity with this rather
enigmatic episode of the famous haunting prompted Jon or Alpha to
insert the words as a potential W ellerism or quotation-saying
realizing that a not dissimilar situation was being described. It does at
any rate seem highly unlikely that this strange and unusual phrase
should in both instances by som e accident be found along with these
peculiar situational features. Nothing in the words them selves makes
them relevant to such marvellous occurrences. They seem only to
possess such relevance, most importantly the repentant ring to them
when uttered at the threshold o f spiritual transition, the realization of
the soul’s capability o f being redeemed from sin, if they have already
become firmly attached to the Marvels at Froôâ.
A scribe o f AM 7 6 4 4to, a m iscellaneous manuscript from the
latter half of the fourteenth century, takes this tale from Paris as his
only excerpt from Jons pâttr. He appears not to have appreciated the
implications of the saying, since it, along with Jon’s confession and
contrition, is entirely dropped in his version. And when contrasted to
Alpha’s version the om ission in 764 seems to reveal the role o f Jôn’s
saying in the over-all design o f the pâttr. Without it there disappears
the correspondence with the ‘door-doom ’ at Frôôâ that invokes the
image o f Jôn’s eager first steps on his way to heaven, as w ell as that
74lbid., p. 152. This proverb, or variant of a proverb, does not appear elsewhere in
ON literature.
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o f a door leading into the next tale o f the piece.
A doorway features more prominently in Jon’s tale from his days
in Bologna:
As for Bologna, he related the following event that took place while he dwelt there.
Two schoolfellows there had the same name. One of them had come as far from
the west as England and their names were rendered thus in the school for distinction
that one was called Johannes Nordmannus and the other Johannes Anglicus. It needs
to be noted in this tale that the cathedral in Bologna was designed in such a way that
there are two large lion-heads situated in the portal, one on each side, as if they were
peering at one another with gaping maws.
Now it so happened one day that the schoolfellows we have named walked
amicably together out of the cathedral. As they passed through the portal, Jon the
Englishman looked back towards one of the lion-heads and said smiling to his
namesake; *T had a strange vision last night,” he said, “I thought myself walk this
way and just as I entered the portal it seemed to me that one of the lion-heads came to
life and bit off my right hand. Now tell me, friend, what this should signify, for you
Northmen interpret dreams well.”
Brother Jon thought the vision strange, but merely replied with the usual adage
that bad dreams often forebode trifles.
They then went for a walk round the cathedral speaking of this and that, turning
finally southwards and back to the portal. And just as they were about to enter, J6n
the Englishman reached with his right hand and pointed a finger into the mouth of
one of the lions saying this: “It was this very lion I thought bit off my hand last
night.”
But in the twinkling of an eye, just when he had so spoken, he tumbled in onto
the cathedral-floor as if killed. And this was indeed so, for he breathed no more.
Now the cause of this weird occurrence was revealed by the search of shrewd
men: Into the lion-head’s mouth, where it was dark, there had crawled a viper
[hoggormr] that is called aspis. Its poison is so deadly, that when any man’s limb
touches the tip of its tail, his death will be so sudden, that it is as if spears were shot
through the heart, as the said event attests.75

75Trans. from Islendzk æventyri, vol. 1, pp. 8651-76_8t82
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Alexander Haggerty Krappe was the first person to point out that
Jôn’s weird B o lo g n ese tale belongs to a very large fam ily o f
European legends from ancient and medieval times 76 These legends
vary greatly in detail, but the most common features can be described
very roughly as follow s. Som e notable man receives a prophecy,
foreboding or curse to the effect that a certain animal w ill be the
cause o f his death. Those close to him or he him self tries to prevent
this from coming true and the animal ultimately dies or is killed. Its
body is either brought to the man or he returns to the place where it
lies, and he then boasts or ridicules the prophecy that now appears to
be utterly false. But the proud man makes a fatal gesture at this point
and a snake, scorpion or som e other small thing hidden in or under
the anim al’s corpse, often in its skull or head, is unexpectedly
provoked and poisons the man, usually in the hand or foot, and he
subsequently dies so that the prophecy com es true. The underlying
conception in these legends seems to a belief in the ineluctable fate o f
mortal man exem plifed in the death o f hubristic heroes.
Krappe demonstrated furthermore that Jôn’s tale belongs to a
certain subgroup o f this migratory legend where the motif o f the socalled bocca della verità, or the ‘mouth o f truth’, replaces the dead
a n i m a l . 77

Krappe’s oldest exam ple o f this subtype featuring an

76See A. H. Krappe: “Parallels and Analogues to the Death of Orvar Odd.”
Scandinavian Studies 17 (1942-1943), pp. 20-35. A. Taylor had in an earlier study
of this group of legends not mentioned Jôn’s tale. See his “The Death of Orvar
Oddr.” Modem Philology 19 (1921-1922), pp. 93-106.
77por the distribution of this motif see refs, in Thompson’s Moiif-Index: “H251.1.
BoccadellaVerîtà. Person swearing oath places hand in mouth of image. If oath is
false the hand is bitten off.” Krappe’s The Science of Folklore (London, 1930), pp.
124-125 may be added to Thompson’s list. One must also point to the Norse myth
about the loss of Tÿr’s right hand, which seems related to the legends under
discussion. There are other narratives from medieval and more recent times in
Scandinavia that should be discussed in this context, most importantly the death of
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inanimate representation of a beast with a gaping maw is found in one
o f Martial’s epigrams:
Proxima centenis ostenditur ursa colunmis,
exomant fictae qua platanona ferae,
h-uius dum patulos adludeus temptat hiatus
pulcher Hylas, teneram mersit in ora manum.
vipera sed caeco scelerata latebat in acre
vivebatque anima détérioré fera,
non sensit puer esse dolos, nisi dente recepto
dum perit. o facinus, falsa quod ursa fuit!^^

The m otif o f foreknowledge or warning is missing in this instance,
but this is not the case in the medieval variant o f this subtype Krajppe
considered closest to Jon’s tale. It is, quite significantly, also derived
from Italy, and it appears in Francesco Petrarca’s (1304-1375)
treatise from 1343-1345 entitled Rerum memorandarum libri:
Simile quiddam vel legi vel audivi: sompniasse quendam morderi se a leone
marmoreo ex hiis qui in templorum vestibulis cemi soient et morsum provenire
mortifemm. Die autem postero cum templi fores casu preteriret, leone conspecto non
sine risu sompnium suum inter comites renarrantem et manum in apertum os illius
protinus iniecta dicentem: ‘En noctumus hostis mens’, scorpionem, qui in imis
faucibus leonis forte delitescebat, letaliter pupugisse. Sed domi iam satis
sompniatum est.79
Baldr.
78*‘Next to the Hundred Columns, where wild beasts in effigy adorn the plane-grove,
is shown a bear. While fair Hylas was in play challenging its yawning mouth he
plunged into its throat his youthful hand. But an accursed viper lay hid in the dark
cavern of the bronze, alive with a life more deadly than that of the beast itself. The
boy perceived not the guile but when he felt the fang and died. Oh, what a crime was
this, that unreal was the bear!” Text and trans. from Martial: Epigrams (London,
1947), ed. and trans. by W. C. A. Ker, pp. 174-175.
79“This is similar to something I read once or heard. A certain man dreamt that he
received a deadly bite from a marble lion of the sort that is often seen in the entrance
to temples. The following day, when he happened to pass the portal of a temple, he
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The version in Jons p â ttr is told with much more precision, vivid
detail and dramatic tension before the clim ax, but the similarities
between the two accounts are nevertheless striking.
Krappe did not note in his study that Petrarch had once been a
student in Bologna, He studied civil law there with a few interruptions
between 1320 and 1326,^° These studies formed a part of Petrarch’s
fascination with ancient Rom e, the humanist scholarship that led him,
as a pious Christian, to employ in his writings examples o f men from
antiquity for moral improvement,
Petrarch’s exemplary use o f the past is perhaps best reflected in
his unfinished work, the Rerum m em orandarum libri, where the
curious tale about the scorpion is to be found. Krappe did not attend
to the context o f Petrarch’s use of the tale, although this issue must be
of interest when speculating about the general import o f the tale and
its variants.
This work o f Petrarch was conceived as a grand treatise on the
cardinal virtues (and possibly the vices as w ell), where his own
statements were follow ed by a number o f exempla about the ancients,
first those in Rome and then the Greeks. Figures from more recent
times would sometimes follow , but the material was mainly drawn
from ancient history and literature to form a sort o f literary temple
o f virtues. In the ‘vistibule’, or introductory B ook, the necessary
preludes to virtue are discussed, which are leisure, solitude, study and
caught sight of the lion. Not without laughing, he told his companions of the dream
and put his hand forthwith into the open mouth of the lion, saying: “Behold, my
nocturnal enemy!” A scorpion who happened to be hiding in the lion’s mouth gave
Mm a deadly bite. And yet he had already slept enough at home.” Trans, from
Rerum memorandarum libri (Florence, 1943), ed. G. Billanovich, p. 233.
30Cf. E. H. Wilkins: Life of Petrarch (Chicago, 1961), pp. 6-9.
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doctrine. In the second Book, Petrarch initiates a very long treatment
o f Prudence, o f which m em oria is the first o f its three components
treated. B ook three deals with the understanding o f things present
(intelligentid), but the fourth and unfinished book, discusses foresight
into the future (providentiel), the third and last part o f Prudence.
The tale about the man killed by the scorpion is found in the
fourth Book, in a section about the oracles, prophecies and dreams o f
the ancient Romans. Petrarch regrettably gave no commentary on the
tale in question. But seeing as the subject is at this point in the work
prudential foresight, and considering that Petrarch was reminded by
the preceding tale about Aterius Ruffus (who was killed by a certain
gladiator in spite of being warned o f this in a dream) o f the tale about
the deadly scorpion, one gathers that with his brief and enigmatic tale
he intended to demonstrate yet again the value o f prudent providentia.
It is remarkable that two very close variants within an enormous
and widespread fannly of legends come from two men both o f whom
studied for some time in Bologna and who did so in roughly the same
period. It is therefore all the more noteworthy that neither Gering
nor Krappe sought to ascertain whether there actually was a churchportal with two lions in Bologna around 1300. Perhaps they assumed,
due to the fabulous and migratory character o f the legend, that the
lion-portal had no basis in reality. And in any case, had they
examined the churches now standing in the city, they would certainly
not have found any lion s in the portal o f the hofudkirkja, or
cathedral, o f B ologna. The present San Pietro w as built in the
seventeenth century, shortly after the destruction of the medieval one
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around 1600, and it has no lions in its portal.^i
There was nevertheless a fam ed portal with two lions in the
medieval cathedral of Bologna. According to several sources studied
in detml by A. Manaresi in 1911,^2 this was the south portal of San
Pietro, facing the via Altabella, and it was built between 1220 and
1223 in the archiepiscopate o f Enrico della Fratta (1213-1240). At the
time it faced a public square. It therefore served as the main entrance
and this explains why a grandiose portal was built there instead of in
the w est front as custom prescribed. According to Manaresi, this
principal portal would have been known in the whole o f Emilia due to
all the processions, executions, plays and o f course, sermons, that
took place there.^3 It must moreover be noted that the two large lions
in red Verona marble that once stood in this portal still exist inside
San Pietro, although they now function as holy-water stoups instead
o f supporting columns. Both have their heads turned to one side, one
to its left, and the other to its right, so that they would indeed have
gaped at one another in the ancient portal. The onlooker can easily
im agine som e little creature hiding in the dark cavity o f either
mouth.34
It is significant that Manaresi was unfamiliar with the tale of this
portal in Jons p â ttr. A lthough several annals and chronicles
3iThey might have considered mentioning the west front of San Giacomo Maggiore,
which has two lions in the portal which <Mtes from around 1300. See G. P. Aprato et
al.: Il tempio di San Giacomo Maggiore in Bologna: Studi sulla storia e le opere
d'arteregestadocumentario (Bologna, 1967), pp. 43, 46 and figs. I and 3.
^2“La ‘Porta dei Leoni’ nell’antica cattedrale di Bologna.” Bollettinodelladiocesidi
Bologna, pp. 345-355.
^^Manaresi, La ‘Porta dei Leoni’, p. 352.
^4Qn these lions, of. R. Grandi: I monumenti dei dottori e la scultura a Bologna
(1267-1348) (Bologna, 1982), pp. 68, 105 and 126. Pictures of one of the lions are
found in figs. 174 and 175. The lions of San Pietro may have inspired those in San
Giacomo which are also of red Veronese marble but about eighty years younger.
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preserving late medieval traditions mention the p o rta leonum in San
Pietro, the first and by far the most important account comes from
the Bolognese Dominican Leandro degli Alberti (1479 to ca. 1552), a
w ell known historian and Inquisitor. His detailed description can be
read in his H istorié di Bologna, published between 1541 and 1591.
Alberti has no legend to relate, but there are a number o f features in
his description that might throw som e light on Jon’s

le g e n d :® ^

There was also erected the portal of the said church [of St Peter] that also faced the
meridian, named laportade* Lioni, for it was partly supported by two marble lions,
by [Master] Ventura, excellent statuary of the times [ . . . ] two great lions, (as we
said), of red marble (that is one on each side), supporting the first two columns,
upon which has been planted an artful arch, beyond which [that is behind the two
lions] there are to be seen two men sitting, one young, and the other old and with a
great beard, supporting with their shoulders one column, each very distinctly
fashioned, because that which is supported by the young one is contorted and
wound, and the other, supported by the old man, contains [.. .] four columns [. . .]
Above the artful capitals of the said columns there terminates a marble arch engraved
with beautiful works. Occupying as much space behind [i.e. towards the door] there
rise some subtle columns placed above the foundations in the pavement. The arch
extends from the columns that repose on the shoulders of the two men and
terminates at the columns sustained by the lions [creating thus a porch]. The said
arch [i.e. the ceiling of the porch] is divided into twelve parts denoting the twelve
months of the year, to which correspond the twelve celestial signs signifying the two
parts of the year, of which one increases and the other decreases according to the
ascent and the descent of the sun in our hemisphere [. . .p6 one of the two men
denotes the first half of the year, the young one [il giovine] sustaining the contorted
column, demonstrating that this part is very dubious with respect to what will
follow, and the old one [it vecchio] the other half, that declines into old age
[vecchiezza], having need for a solid support [. . .] On both sides of the door are
seen those subtle columns [in the splay], with the accompanying ornate capitals,
have been unable to consult a copy of Alberti’s work and therefore base the
following loose trans. on the text reproduced in Manaresi’s paper.
36Manaresi appears to omit here some digression about the significance of the zodiac.
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sustaining some artful arches, in the middle of which and above the door appears the
image of Christ our Servant, having at his right the image of St Peter with the sun
above the head, and on his left St Paul with the moon, denoting that for the teaching
of the said apostles the spiritual world has been illuminated, just like the material
world is illuminated by the sun and the moon [ .. .] there are other animal figures
above this artful edifice [i.e. on the second level on top of the porch], which I will
await the interpretation of by those more curious than myself. This was truly made
with great masterful skill and expense.

Jon’s appears to be the only legend attached to the ancient portal,
and it may give important clues as to how this structure was perceived
at the time. His aspis might very well have featured among the animal
symbols that adorned the ceiling of the portal’s porch, but whether or
not it did so, it is certain that the scorpion was to be seen there, since
the arched ceiling was divided into twelve sections representing the
months o f the year and bearing the signs o f the zodiac. As the eighth
sign o f the zodiac (the sun passes though it between October 24th and
Novem ber 21st) it w ould have featured towards the bottom o f the
western or left half o f the arch’s ceiling, where it would, like the old
and bearded man, be associated with the latter half o f the year,
namely late autumn, and thereby be a sign tending towards old age
and death. T his has in fact been the scorpion’s conventional
significance since a n tiq u ity P e tr a r c h ’s scorpion seems in fact to be
more original to this particular subtype o f the legend than the aspis
when one bears in mind how the latter is clearly contaminated in Jon’s
tale by an attribute of the scorpion. One wonders therefore how the
aspis came to replace the scorpion in Jon’s version, and whether there
^^Cf. S. Braunfels: “Skorpion.” Lexikon der christlichen Ikonographie, vol. 4
(Freiburg—Basel—Vienna, 1972), cols. 170-172.
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is to be found any justification for it being, or so it would appear,
superimposed onto the tale.
Firstly, the aspis was a very common symbol of evil, and it was in
this capacity easily interchangeable with the scorpion in Christian art
and literature, chiefly because o f this triumphant promise of Christ
(Luke 10: 19): “Behold, I give unto you power to tread on serpents
[super aspidem] and scorpions, and over all the power o f the enemy:
and nothing shall by any means hurt you.”
Secondly, the follow ing information from a bestiary o f the twelfth
century, lore that was transmitted throughout Europe at the time in
similar works, may help to explain why Jon’s aspis does not bite, as
any snake ought to, but has instead a tail like the scorpion which
terminates in a venom ous sting and can in this respect too become
interchangeable with the scorpion:
The asp gets its name because it injects and spreads poison with its bite. For the
Greeks call venom Tos’, and hence comes ‘Aspis’, since it destroys with a
venomous sting [ . . . ]
Now, it is said, when an Asp realizes that it is being enchanted by a musical
snake-charmer, who summons it with his own particular incantations to get it out of
its hole, that the Asp, being unwilling to come out, presses one ear to the ground and
closes the other ear by sticking its tail in it, to shut it up. Thus, not hearing the
ma^cal noises, it does not go forth to the chanting.^^

The asp’s ingenious use o f its tail might thus have been a factor in
creating the apparently unparalleled information on it in Jons p dttr to
the effect that it injects its poison by using its tail. But how naturally
^^The Book o f Beasts: Being a Translation from a Latin Bestiary of the Twelfth
Century (London, 1954), trans. and ed. by T. H. White, p. 173. This is a trans. of
the MS li 4.26 in the University Libraiy of Cambridge. For the original text, see M.
R. James’ facsimile ed.: The Bestiary (Oxford, 1928), foL 48b.
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it would have appealed to Jon or any other preacher recounting the
tale from Bologna is borne out by the sequel to the quotation above:
Such indeed are the men of this world, who press down one ear to worldly desires,
and truly by stuffing up the other one they do not hear the voice of the Lord saying
‘He who will not renounce everything which he possesses cannot be my disciple or
servant’. Apart from men, asps are the only other creatures which do such a thing,
namely, refuse to listen. Men make their own eyes blind, so that they do not see
heaven, not do they call to mind the works of the Lord.^^

This didactic import o f the aspis renders it quite apt in a tale
explicitly recognized elsewhere as dealing with prudent foresight,^®
and the scorpion seem s therefore to have been replaced with this
creature to make the tale more applicable to moral instruction. The
emphatic words at the end o f Jon’s tale may perhaps be the remains o f
just such a lesson drawn from the weird event, demonstrating that this
quality o f the asp is a poison "so deadly, that when any man’s limb
touches the tip o f its tail, his death will be so sudden, that it is as if
spears were to be shot through the heart.”9i
The m edieval sym bolism surrounding the lion is far m ore
complex than that o f the scorpion and asp, but seeing as the king of
beasts often sym bolized pride and bearing in mind the fact that pride
is the chief attribute o f the man who dies in this fam ily o f legends
Jon’s tale belongs to, then Johannes A nglicus’ dream should perhaps
^^The Book o f Beasts, p. 174 (trans. from fol. 49a). Five species of asp are
described on pp. 174-175. A brief summary of this lore is found in the ON
Physiologus, see “Physiologus i to islandske bearbejdelser” Aarbpger for nordisk
Oldkyndighed og Historié 4(1889), ed. V. Dahlerup, p. 280.
^®For moreinfoimation on the asp, see L. Wehrhahn-Stauch: “Aspis.” Lexikon der
christlichenlkonographie, vol. 1 (Freiburg—Basel—Vienna, 1968), cols. 191-193.
^^Trans. from Islendzk æventyri, vol. 1, p.
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be understood as a warning given to him by God about the grave
danger o f his pride. His pride seems in fact bound up with his lack o f
prudential foresight, for he impiously mocks the warning instead o f
prudently recalling the words o f the cathedral’s patron represented
above the doorway (I Peter 5: 8) “Be sober, be vigilant; because your
adversary the devil, as a roaring lion walks about, seeking whom he
may devour. ” ^2
These speculations concerning Johannes A nglicus’ pride seem to
be confirm ed w hen one recalls A lp h a’s em ploym ent o f the
Benedictine ladder o f hum ility in Jons pâtîr^ the “ladder w hich
appeared to Jakob in his dream whereon he saw angels ascending and
descending. This ascending and descending doubtless signify nothing
else than an ascent by humility and a descent by pride.” Being Jon’s
namesake, Johannes A nglicus’ sudden drop to the floor is juxtaposed
to Jon’s ascent by humility, already implied in the tale from Paris,
where Jon begins his ascent, and more clearly portrayed in his vision
that follow s the tale from Bologna. The word Anglicus makes this
association with the ladder quite plausible, for Jon’s dead friend aptly
exem plifies those angels who descend by their pride.
The name o f Johannes A nglicus fits in fact so neatly with the
image o f the ladder in Jons pa ttr that one wonders whether Anglicus
is not a alteration made by Alpha o f Anguis, a word that seem s more
appropriate when one thinks o f the tale’s attachment to the portal
instead o f its place within the pâttr. The bestiary quoted above says o f
this kin o f creatures, that “Anguis [. . .] is the origin o f all serpents,
because they can be folded and bent, and hence snakes are called
^^For this citation in an ON bestiary see p. 266 in “Physiologus i to islandske
bearbejdelser.”
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a n gu is’ sin ce they are angular and never

s t r a i g h t . ” ^3

T his is

reminiscent of the sym bolism of the contorted column the young man
in the portal carries on his shoulders, and indeed, the theme of the
ineluctable but dubious passage of time is closely associated with the
figure o f the snake, as can be seen from this passage from the same
bestiary:
Believe it, snakes have three odd things about them. The first odd thing is that when
they are getting old their eyes grow blind, and if they want to renovate themselves
they go away somewhere and fast for a long time until their skins are loose. Then
they look for a tight crack in the rocks, and go in, and lay aside the old skin by
scraping it off. Thus we, through much tribulation and abstinence for the sake of
Christ, put off the old man and his garment. In this way we may seek the spiritual
Rock, Jesus, and the tight crack, i.e. the Strait Gate.
The second odd thing about a snake is that when it goes to the river to drink
water, it does not take its poison with it, but spews it into a hole. Thus we, when we
come to get the living water and, drawing upon the eternal, come to hear the
heavenly word in Church, we also ought to cast the poison out of ourselves, i.e. bad
and earthly longings.
The third odd thing is that if a snake sees a naked man, it is afraid of him, but if
it sees him with his clothes on, it springs upon him. We can understand the spiritual
sense of this if we reflect that when the first man Adam was naked in Paradise, the
Serpent was not able to spring upon him. But after he was dressed in the mortality of
the body, the Serpent did spring. Just so, if you are wearing the mortal garment, i.e.
the old man, and if you are long-standingly of evil days, the Serpent will pounce on
you. But if you rid yourself from the garb worn by the Principalities and Powers of
Darkness in this generation, then the Serpent will not be able to pounce, i.e. the
Devil.94

Similar thoughts about the renouncement o f the old man may help
explain the role o f Jon’s “usual adage”. It does not appear elsewhere
^^The Book of Beasts, p. 165 (trans. from fol. 46a).
^^Ibid., pp. 187-188 (trans. from fols. 52a-53a).
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in Icelandic literature o f the Middle A ges, but it is quite well known
from the follow in g anecdote current in the oral tradition of the
nineteenth century:
Once a woman woke up in her bed beside her husband crying loudly. The man tried
to comfort her and asked what was the matter. The woman said that she had had a
terribly bad dream [pgnarlega Ijôtan draurn\. “What did you dream, my creature
[skepnan min ]?” said the man. “Don’t mention it,” said the woman and began to
weep; “I dreamt that God was going to take me to heaven.” Then said the man:
“Don’t let it bother you, bad dreams often forebode trifles \pft er Ijôtur draumurfyrir

Although the proverb sounds apotropaic and might originally have
been used in response to bad dreams, its ironic use in this anecdote
indicates that Johannes Nordmannus thought little o f his friend’s fate.
It is almost certainly a late addition to J6n’s variant, but instead o f
merely constituting a preposterous joke (that it is in fact a trifle that a
lion tear Johannes A n glicus’ right hand off), it may be taken as
Alpha’s way of illustrating Jon’s self-abnegation, his renouncement o f
human pride embodied in his namesake, who can in this sense be seen
as Jôn’s double in the tale, to be contrasted to his humble side in the
light o f the sym bolism surrounding the ladder, but perhaps more
originally in the light o f the snake sloughing off the old garment and
man’s corresponding renouncement o f the old man.
One church Manaresi should have mentioned in his study is the
cathedral o f Verona, in the w est front o f which there feature many
^^rans. from J. Amason: Islenzkarpjodsogur og ævintyri, vol. 2 (Reykjavik,
1961), eds. A. Bôôvarsson and B. Vilhjâlmsson, p. 496. Another variant (where
two women sleep in the same bed and one dreams she goes to heaven and the other
responds with this proverb) is found on p. 362 in vol. 5 of the same collection.
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elements identical to the p o rta de leoni built almost a century later on
the south side o f San Pietro in Bologna.^^ Curiously, it was in the
library of this very cathedral that Petrarch made in 1345 his greatest
philological find, the collection o f C icero’s Epistolae a d Atticum
along w ith som e letters to Q uintus and to Brutus, a fortunate
discovery that appears, how ever, to have made him forget to finish
the ambitious Rerum m em orandarum libri he was working on at the

time.97
N ow there are strong ties b etw een Petrarch’s ‘B ooks on
Memorable Matters’ and the ancient art o f m e m o r y T h e m ost
important exponent o f this art was considered to be Cicero because o f
his discussion o f it in De inventione (Rhetorica prim a or vetus) and its
prominent place in the Rhetorica a d Herennium {Rhetorica secundo),
a work traditionally ascribed to him in the Middle Ages.^^ This art
was in the thirteenth century revived and incorporated into the
scholastic method by Albert the Great, Thomas Aquinas and a number
o f other Dom inicans, w ho applied it in an unprecedented way to
Christian ethics because they firmly believed memory to be a part o f
the cardinal virtue o f P r u d e n c e . T h i s employm ent o f artificial
memory was appreciated as an important aid to preachers, and the
treatises on it constantly encourage the use o f imaginary as well as
^^See the picture on p. 335 in the Histoiy o f Art (London, 1985), eds. G. S. Myers
and T. Copplestone. It is strikingly akin to the porta del leoni drawn according to
Manaresi’s research and reproduced in his article. Unfortunately, I have not been
able to study the literature on the cathedral in Verona and its forerunners with respect
to the porch, for instance in the cathedral of Modena, Ferrara and in the church of
San Zeno also in Verona.
^^On this find, see Wilkins: Life of Petrarch, p. 51.
^ ^ f. F. A. Yates: The Art of Memory (Chicago and London, 1966), pp. 101-104.
^^On these and other ancient works dealing with the art of memory, see ibid., pp. 149.
^^^onceming the medieval revival of the art, see ibid., pp. 50-128.
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real loci as memory places. The structure of Petrarch’s Rerum is an
example of this method and in the case of Jon’s tale from Bologna, it
may be postulated that the presence o f the zodiac, intercolumnal
space, an elaborately decorated arch, memory for words such as
Anglicus (reminding the preacher possibly of anguis or angelicus) and
Nordmannus (rem iniscent o f manus), and o f the em ploym ent o f
familiar and notable figures (in this case Bishop J6n Halldorsson) are
all representative o f the devices typical o f the m edieval art o f
memory.
The ch ief exercise o f prudential memory am ong preachers
concerned the remembrance o f Paradise and H ell, o f the paths o f
virtues and vices that lead to either place. This theme features in
Alpha’s prologue in 624 and he evidently used the Benedictine ladder
of humility as such a device in Jons pattr. But according to Albert the
Great, who commenced his studies in the Dominican house at Bologna
the same year as the p o rta dei leoni was completed in the city’s
cathedral, memory places should ideally not only be real, but also to
be had in ‘solemn and rare’

b u ild in g s .^ o i

The im pressive po rta dei

leoni in San Pietro would be the perfect site for such prudent use of
memory, and this is what Jon Halldorsson the Preacher seems to have
realized, using this memorable place to remind him self and his
audience o f how to avoid Hell with prudent providentia. Alpha in turn
appears to have later em ployed similar methods in memory o f Jon
Halldorsson.

Yates: The Art of Memory, p. 60-63.
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Chapter three

Predicant sanctity and the sermon at Staôarhôll
After the description of Jôn’s vision of ascent on the scale o f humility,
portraying how Jôn’s celebrated sermons gave rise to his sanctity,
there was occasion to pause in the account of the saint’s departure and
present som e illustration o f his preaching art. This example was not
taken without deliberation. A s the sequel to such explicit claims about
Jôn’s posthumous place in heaven, which som e readers could well
have deemed audacious, it enforced this lofty appraisal by attaching
the Preacher to the comm union o f saints. Very few o f its members
could bind him better to that heavenly body than Bishop Porlakr o f
Skâlholt (1133-1193), the illustrious saint who once occupied the very
same seat as Jôn. A momentous dream described in Porlakr’s vita
illustrates the importance o f this figure when the merits o f any
successor were at issue, Jôn’s vision o f him self on top o f the
Preacher’s church in Bergen is not dissimilar, and it may indeed be so
by design:
Gissur Hallsson had a remarkable dream shortly after Bishop Porlakr’s death. He
thought he went outdoors and saw Bishop Porlakr sit on top of the church in
Skâlholt in his episcopal vestments and bless the people thence. He himself
interpreted the dream so: that blessed Bishop Porlakr would still be henceforth the
head of his Christianity and of the church he had once sat in and hold an outstretched
arm over his subjects.
^^^Xrans. from Byskupa sçgur {EditiomsArnamagnæanœ, Series A, vol. 13, pt. 2,
Copenhagen, 1978), ed. J. Helgason, p. 289^ -^. A shorter version of this dream of
the chieftain can be found on p. 225^^~^. Both versions are preserved in MSS from
about 1350.
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Retrospectively then, these two aspects o f Jon’s saintly image—his
holy episcopal office and his predicant sanctity—w ould artfully
converge in a sermon given by Jon when he was bishop of Skâlholt
and it was St Porlakr’s feast day. After the enthusiastic interpretation
o f Jon’s dream about his sermon and ascent out of the priory church
in Bergen, Alpha continues:
We shall now relate a tale \eitt ævent^r] he himself gave in his sermon—when he
was bishop Skalholltensis, on Porlakr’s feast in the summer and at the farmstead
called Staôarhôll in the west quarter—and [i.e. relate] how just the blessed Porlakr
was and zealous in observing God’s law [hversu rèttlâtr him sæli Porlâkt' var ok
vcmdlatr at geyma guds log\. He set forth this chosen example [tiltekitdæmi] such as
it is here stands [ w r i t t e n ] .”'^3

Here the interpolative voice disappears. Nothing more is said in Jons
p â ttr about this memorable event or o f the tale’s application and these
authorial comments should thus be considered with care. The tale
used by Jon in the church at Staôarhôll is by far the longest one in
Jons pâttr. It occupies over a third o f the pâttr in AM 657 4to and
nearly half o f text in A M 6 2 4 4to, where it forms in fact the last
chapter o f Jons p â ttr since the description o f Jôn’s death in 657 is
discarded. 104 The tale in question begins as follows:
A very mighty nobleman resided in a certain town. He held no higher rank than that
of a knight, but due to his kin and governance he had authority over many men who
held the same title as he. This lord was so very righteous and wise in his rule—as
i03Xrans. from Islendzk æventyri, vol. 1, p. 88125-30
Gering’s ed. of Jonspdttr, AM 657 a-b and AM 1010 occupy about 296 lines,
but AM 624 ends after 247. Including the prefatory remarks, the tale of the just
noble covers 122 lines (i.e. 125-247) in Gering’s ed. of these MSS.
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this story will prove [sem^ l^saz mun i sogwnni]—that he always respected the facts
of a case and gave no heed to bribery or discrimination, whosoever was involved, a
close kinsman or one unrelated. In his residence and at his table there was a young
man, the son of his sister by kinship, who served him daily along with other
courteous men who were both many and of noble descent. This place was very
wealthy and populous and there was a bishop in the town.^®^

There is not room to give an exact translation of the remainder o f this
tale, but it runs roughly as follow s. The mighty noble became very ill
and lay in bed. One day he heard a dreadful noise from the next
chamber. After forcing his household to inform him o f its cause, the
lord learned that his aforementioned kinsman had raped a woman. He
thereupon commanded him who was his judicial deputy during the
illness to execute the nephew at once. But the subordinates could not
bear to behead a man o f such noble descent and so promising in
leadership. They therefore kept the nephew secretly in the noble’s
house and hoped that their bedridden lord would not discover their
disobedience before he died o f his illness. The nephew, however,
became bolder day by day until finally, he chose to pay his uncle a
visit. Trusting his wrath had subsided, the nephew entered the
chamber, and the noble welcom ed him with a smile. The young man
therefore approached the bed expecting a kiss of peace, but instead,
the noble dug a carving-knife into his throat and killed the nephew
with his very own hands.
Shortly thereafter, when the noble was about to die, the bishop in
the town was sent for to perform the last rites. But upon hearing the
noble’s confession, the bishop was shocked that he did not mention the
killing o f his nephew and the bishop therefore charged him with this
^®^rans. from ibid., vol. 1, p. 88^31-141
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act. The noble, however, then smiled and declared in a low voice but
very firm ly that if the bishop called this deed a crime, he would
summon God him self to judge in this matter instead o f the bishop.
Enraged, the bishop prepared to depart without giving absolution and
administering the viaticum. The noble then asked that he at least be
allow ed to see Christ’s body before he died, and because this last
request filled everyone with great sorrow, the bishop was persuaded
to do as the dying man bade. But when he opened the pyx there was
no host to be seen, for it had miraculously vanished from the bishop’s
vessel and placed itself on the nobleman’s tongue, who opened his
mouth for all to see. The astonished bishop thereupon begged for
God’s mercy and the noble’s forgiveness and performed the last rites
and burial w ith great honour in view o f G od’s judgem ent in this
matter.
This is the third and final tale attributed to Jon Halldorsson in Jons
pâttr. Like the stories from his student days abroad, it too is
introduced as an ævintyr. But unlike the æ vintyr from Paris and
Bologna, this one is simultaneously called a dæmi. This additional
term defines more closely the nature o f the narrative, or rather how
the present æ vintyr is to be read, indicating that som e kind o f
exem plification is involved. Indeed, the prefatory suggestion that at
least two levels o f meaning are intended is reiterated at the very end
o f the tale with the words: “Endar nu J3ar J)ersa dæmisdgu.'^^^^ But
despite these terms that circumscribe the æ vintyr from Jon’s sermon
and encourage so clearly its allegorical interpretation, there follow s
no explication whatsoever o f how it could actually serve as a dæmi or
^06“Here ends this exemplary tale.” Trans, from ibid., vol. 1, p. 88^28-129
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dœmisaga to develop the theme o f “how just the blessed Porlakr was
and zealous in observing God’s law.”
This recondite application o f the tale suggests that Alpha took
familiarity with St Porlakr for granted. Such an assumption is not at
all strange in an ecclesiastical text from fourteenth-century Iceland. In
most other places the twentieth o f July belonged to St Margaret o f
Antioch, but in Iceland the translatio o f Bishop Porlakr Porhallsson’s
relics had long before taken precedence over the virgin’s martyrdom
and becom e one of the greatest feasts o f the year.^^7 The bishop was
thus a holy figure familiar to everyone in Iceland at the time of Jon’s
sermon, and he was of course w ell known to the officiating clergy,
the most likely readership o f Alpha’s exempla. A lso to be borne in
mind, when speculating why Alpha was not more informative about
this exemplary use of the tale, is his general inobtrusiveness regarding
the significance of his tales, in view of which this particular reticence
should com e as no surprise. The brief introduction in Alpha’s own
person that prefaces the tale o f the just noble should rather, in such
straightforward collections, be taken as all the more momentous and
intriguing.
Y et the im plied allegory may not m erely seem somewhat
enigmatic, for it must appear irritatingly abstruse, if not blatantly
incom patible with the prefatory comment quoted above, to those
readers who note that Jon told his story on the feast day o f a bishop
^O'^For information on St Margaret’s feast day and cuit in medieval Iceland see A.
Bjomsson: Sagadagama (Reykjavik, 1993), pp. 182-186 and M. Cormack: The
Saints in Iceland: Their Veneration from the Conversion to 1400 (=Subsidia
hagiographica, vol. 78, Brussels, 1 ^ 4), pp. 121-122. Due to the Translation of
Porlakr, which took place in 1198 and became a Holy Day of Obligation in 1237,
Margaret was accorded another day as well in Iceland, the thirteenth of July.
Porlâkr’s feast days and cult will be discussed later.
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and thus conjecturally associate the bishop in the tale with St Porlakr.
Ignorance concerning the saint could o f course make anyone
susceptible to this association, finding at first glance no other element
in the tale linking it to Porlâkr, and obviously, this line o f thought can
easily come about today. It may be w ell, therefore, to study the tale
more closely and note the difficulties this identification presents to the
reader o f Jons pattr. How can one possibly accept that the bishop in it
is rèttlâtr and sæll like B ishop Porlakr? This is perhaps the most
conspicuous problem modern readers w ill encounter when studying
Jons pâttr.
In the first place, the noble is unmistakably the central figure o f
the tale. His great suffering is described with sympathy and his
renowned justice is spoken o f in the most laudatory terms. Whereas
the noble is thus presented from the outset as the hero, the bishop is
clearly a secondary character who only appears in the latter half o f
the tale. Indeed, considering how the narrative falls neatly into two
separate parts, each having its own carefully prepared clim ax, it may
even be said that the bishop replaces the executed nephew in this
capacity as the character dramatically juxtaposed to the hero. The
bishop’s arrogance and noisy fulmination against the noble stands
from this viewpoint in sharp contrast to the latter’s quiet humility and
intransigent equity. But far more distressing than these features o f the
ta le—for anyone associating St Porlakr with the bishop— is the
bishop’s lamented denial o f the viaticum, for this reaction is proven
horribly wrong by G od’s ow n intervention in the miracle o f the host.
T his divine dem onstration o f the b ish op ’s capital error o f
judgement renders him hardly illustrative o f the exemplary justice o f
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a saintly bishop. It is, on the contrary, hard to im agine more
unequivocal and opprobrious proof o f the injustice o f a man in this
office. In fact, the bishop is obviously one of those custodians of the
Sacrament who in medieval legend are deemed in disgrace with God
and proven so by God’s withdrawal, by the host, this symbol of the
sacerdotal office, escaping from the unworthy administrator who
finds the paten and chalice e m p t y . H e n c e the bishop’s reaction to
the host’s weird disappearance from the pyx:
The bishop was stricken with great fear because of this, as was everyone else who
knew just as well as he did that they had placed the oblationem into the vessel before
they left the church. And when the mighty noble saw their surprise he asked: ‘What
fear has come over you?’, he said, ‘or what are you saying’? The bishop answered
and said that the sacrifice had gone out of its covering. The mighty noble then said:
‘If it is not there, then perhaps with God’s will it is here.’ And when everyone
looked towards him, he opened up his mouth and presented before everyone’s eyes
the sacrifice white and pure lying on his tongue. The bishop fell forth and begged for
God’s mercy and the mighty noble’s forgiveness for this misunderstanding contrary
to God’s judgement. He then with tearful devotion ministered to that good man
Ipeimgôôamanni]. The mighty noble died from the illness and was buried with all
the more honour and everyone’s devotion the better it was known how God himself
deemed his steadfastness and righteousness. Here ends this exemplary tale.^®^

The bishop incurs this terrifying token because he is the proponent o f
a “rangan skilning moti guôs dom i.” ^i® In this he assumes a role
reminiscent o f yet another character prominent in many eucharistie
miracles, namely that o f the doubter, who is in fact sometimes an
lospoj. this widespread motif cf. J. A. MacCulloch: Medieval Faith and Fable
(London, 1932), pp. 160-161 and M. Rubin: Corpus Christi: The Eucharist in Late
Medieval Culture {Camhnàge, 1991), pp. 108-129,
'^^rans. from Islendzk æventyri, vol. 1, p. 92^31-247^
1^^‘misunderstanding contrary to God’s judgement.” Trans, from ibid., vol. 1, p.
92242
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officiating p r i e s t . ^ A s these counterparts o f his, doubting Jews,
heretics and officiating priests lacking faith, the bishop inadvertently
prepares with his error the groundwork for a eucharistie miracle. But
he does not bring this upon him self due to his attitude or behaviour
towards the eucharist itself, and the miracle at the noble’s deathbed is
not simply yet another sign proving Christ’s presence in the host and
the awesome power of the eucharist. For besides the erroneous bishop
there is the other and more central character in Jon’s tale and the
Sacrament is principally the means by which a divine judgement is
revealed about this man’s righteousness. Much like a method o f
ordeal, the eucharist serves to show “hvern veg guôi sjalfum hefir
virz hans einôrÔ ok rettvfsi.” ^^^
It is the bishop’s error regarding the hero’s righteousness, and no
doubt of the eucharistie presence, that prompts the noble’s request for
a judgement o f God and the subsequent withdrawal o f the host and its
reappearance on his tongue. Again, like his numerous counterparts in
eucharistie miracle-tales, the bishop is transformed from being an
arrogant doubter to being a shamefaced witness when confronted with
the miracle. The mighty noble, however, enters into the company of
those who are especially favoured by God and receive the Sacrament
as a token o f this directly from the hands o f a saint, angel or even
Christ

h im s e lf,

113 The two are thus dramatically juxtaposed in their

relation to Christ by virtue o f his body. When the host escapes from
the bishop and places itself on the noble’s tongue, Christ him self
iiiCf. M. Rubin: Corpus Christi, pp. 108-129.
ii2“how God himself deemed his steadfastness and righteousness.” Trans, from
Islendzk æventyri, vol. 1, p. 92^45-6
ii3Cf. J. A. MacCulloch: Medieval Faith andFable, pp. 156 and 162.
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triumphantly vindicates the noble: “where I am, there shall also my
servant be” (John 12: 2 6 ) — demonstrating that in the bishop’s
misjudgement o f the noble and by denying him communion with his
lord, the Judge him self had been misjudged and denied communion
with his servant.
The host’s withdrawal clearly shows the bishop to be neither just
nor saintly. Its reappearance com pels the reader instead to see the
mighty noble as the one exem plifying Porlâkr’s saintly justice. It is
the noble, and not the bishop, w ho is truly “zealous in observing
G od’s law” and rewarded for his righteousness with a vindicative
miracle. His miraculous reception o f the host, this ultimate symbol o f
man’s communion with Christ, shows him indeed to have been not
merely just, but even saintly in his justice. So although he is not a
bishop like Porlâkr, the noble nevertheless shares the two attributes o f
the saint mentioned in the preface to the tale, for Porlâkr was a man
rèttlâtr and sælL The just noble is in fact so redolent with this saintly
virtue o f justice, that a preacher relating this eucharistie miracle in
his sermon must have been tempted to quote the Beatitudes (Mat, 5:
6): “Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after righteousness:
for they shall be filled.”
Jon and Alpha must surely, then, have identified St Porlâkr with
the just noble .and not the pig-headed prelate or slain molester. The
reasons why they did not simply change the bishop in the tale into an
ordinary priest, and thereby preclude the grave misunderstanding that
he in some way exem plified Bishop Porlâkr, will be explained later.
Our interpretation o f the tale should how ever indicate how
appropriate its pronounced n otion
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o f h oly

com m u nion

or

incorporation was both for the occasion o f Bishop Jon’s use of it at
Staôarhôll and for Alpha’s own employment o f it in his piece on Jon
Halldorsson. The scene of the joyful burial of the just noble is a very
apt image on the day commemorating the translatio of a saint’s body,
the presence that made Porlakr the patron o f the place where his
relics reposed, and w e have already seen that the noble is rèttlâtr and
sæll like the saint he is meant to exem plify. W ith regard to Jon,
however, the vindication o f the just noble may be seen to correspond
to A lpha’s description o f how God ultim ately vindicated Jôn’s
preaching and tales, and the events o f the tale may moreover be taken
as an anticipation of Jôn’s final communion, saintly death and burial
in Bergen described at the end o f Jons pâttr. This second point, it is
true, does not apply to Jons p â ttr as it appears in 624, for Jôn’s death
is not described there, but the om ission of Jôn’s deathbed in Bergen
accentuates all the more the aforesaid correspondence between God’s
vindication o f the noble and the posthumous vindication o f the
Preacher. The saintly figures involved, the just noble, Porlakr and
Jôn, seem thus to be aligned in an almost iconographie fashion, and
this perspective subtly invokes the corporate image o f the communion
o f saints.
The necessity of identifying the noble with St Porlakr is further
confirmed by other versions o f the tale. He is in all of them the
quintessence o f justice, a just man who, after being misjudged by an
officiating priest or bishop, is vindicated by a miracle of the host.
Gering noted that this same tale is also found in Caesarius o f
Heisterbach’s Dialogus m iraculorum j^^ a work written in Cologne
^^Hslendzkæventyri, vol. 2, p. 77.
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about one century before Jon gave his sermon at Staôarhôll. There the
hero is named Erkenbaldus de Burban and he is said to have been a
“vir nobilis et potens, erat tantus amator iustitiae, ut nullam in iudiciis
respiceret personam.”
But although the tale makes its earliest literary appearance in the
Dialogue and this collection was very popular at the time, Jôn (which
w e can for convenience’s sake regard as representing Alpha as well in
the present context) need not have acquired it from there. In the first
place, variants collected in the nineteenth century from oral tradition
in Belgium show that one cannot rule out completely that Jôn simply
heard the tale at some point, for instance in a s e r m o n . Jôn’s version
does indeed differ from Caesarius’ considerably, although it must be
taken into account that many manuscripts o f the Dialogue remain
unedited. 1
^^^Dialogus miraculorum, vol. 2 (Cologne—Bonn—Brussels, 1851) ed. J.
Strange, p. 193. In trans.: “a powerful noble, [whoj was so great a lover of justice
that he had no respects of persons in the sentences he pronounced.” The Dialogue
onMiracles, vol. 2 (London, 1929), trans. by H. von E. Scott and C. C Swinton
Bland, p. 140.
1i^For these more recent versions see L. Hibbard: “Erkenbald the Belgian: A Study
in Medieval Exempla of Justice.” Modern P/w7o/ogy 17 (1920), pp. 669-670 and
672. It is significant that Hibbard was unaware of Jôn’s version when she wrote
this paper. Had she known of Gering’s ed. she would also have learned that the tale
appears in Johannes Pauli’s Schimpfund Ernst of the early 16th century. See no.
129 in J. Pauli: Schimpfund Ernst, vol. 1 (Berlin, 1924), ed. J. Bolte, p. 87 and
notes in vol. 2, p. 292. Although she apparently tried to assemble every variant
extant (and Jôn’s is quite important, for it is among the oldest and quite unique),
this omission is insignificant to her main thesis, viz. that the connection of the name
Erkenbald to this tale can serve to explain why the legend in the ME poem St.
£rkenwa/d became attached to the saint of London. Further variants of this tale are
Msteàhy Tvibachin Index exemplorum, no. 2659. See also Thompson: Motif-Index:
“V32. Host miraculously given when it is refused a man by the priest.”
^I'^For unedited MSS of the Dialogue from the 13th and 14th century see J. A.
Herbert: Catalogue of Romances in the Department of Manuscripts in the British
Museum, vol. 3 (London, 1910), pp. 363, 367 and 613. The version given in
British L ib r ^ Add. 18364, fol. 41r. is in an anonymous 14th-century collection of
exempta which in this case seems indebted to the Dialogue. See L. Hibbard:
“Erkenbald the Belgian,” pp. 671-672.
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Caesarius seems to have regarded the tale in question as primarily
one that concerned the eucharist, seeing as he placed it in the ninth
book o f the Dialogue, one o f the best known collections o f eucharistie
tales in the M iddle Ages. Jôn’s version differs in this respect from
Caesarius, and he may in fact have drawn upon some other written
source, for the tale soon entered other collections o f exempla. The
oldest o f these, the Bonum universale de apibus by the Dom inican
Thomas Cantimprensis (Cantimpré) and dating to about 1256-1261,
contains a version so dissimilar to Jôn’s that it need not be considered
as a possible s o u r c e . ^ T h e third oldest variant appears in the
Alphabetum narrationurn around 1308, a popular compilation now
attributed to the Dominican Amoldus de Leodio (Liège), in which the
tales are presented in alphabetical o r d e r . Jôn’s tale occurs there,
quite sign ifican tly, under the topic Justicia and the nob le is
specifically said to be a judge.^^o He is a judge as w e ll in an
the text reproduced in A. M. Cette: Der Berner Trajan- and HerkinbaldTeppick (Bern, 1966), p. 205. The dying count kills his son in this version by
stabbing îiira in^ke heart and it is an abbot who denies him Communion. Cetto’s
study of this legend (on pp. 134-141) has limitations, primarily because the author
does not know Hibbard’s study of this tale nor Jon Halldôîsson’s version.
^^^J. A. Herbert proposed this date and authorship to replace a most unlikely
attribution. See his “The Authorship of the Alphabetum Narrationurn.” The Library 6
(1905), pp. 94-101 and Catalogue of Romances, pp. 423-430.
I20xhis work was trans. into ME early in the 15th century. The bishop is there
named Herkenwaldus, but the “noble man and myghty” is called Bormar and he is
said to be a “lustis”. See An Alphabet o f Tales: An English 15th Century
Translation of the Alphabetum narrationurn once attributed to Etienne de Besançon,
{^Early English Text Society, Ongm^Senes, vol. 127, pt. 2, London, 1905), ed.
M. M. Baris, vol. 2, pp. 2S7-289, Unfortunately, this Eng. version remains the
only one of the Alphabetum edited. The justice’s name is here clearly derived from a
misunderstanding of the Eng. translator. His exemplar usually introduces a tale by
naming the author or work from which it is taken. This led the translator to think
that “Herkenwaldus” was the author, and “Bormar” the judge (“Herkenwaldus tellis
of ane J>at hight Bormar, [rat was a noble man”). Obviously the tale has begun
something like “Herkenwaldus de Bormar, vir nobilis et potens . . . ” Since it is said
at the end of the tale that the bishop went about preaching about this miracle of the
Host, the translator was able to cover up his initial mistake by keeping
Herkenwaldus as the name of the bishop and identifying this bishop with the source
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anonymous collection from the Dominican priory in Breslau written
about

1 3 5 0 ,1 2 1

and this is also the case in a work dating from the mid

fifteen th century by Johannes H erolt, a D om inican prior
N urem berg.

in

122 Finally, the sam e is true o f the slightly older

compilation from England named Jakob*s Well, where the legend is
appended to a brief discussion o f equity and wrath; the just noble is
presented as an example o f the former and the bishop taken as an
instance of the latter. 123 However, not even in this last case, where the
legend is seen more clearly in the context o f a sermon than in the
other works listed above, is the tale o f the just noble employed in a
way remotely similar to Jon’s more specific usage in the sermon at
Staôarhôll.
Much importance need not be attached to the Dominican role in
the writing o f these repertories since most medieval preaching aids
emanated from this order. Although it is likely that Jôn used a source
connected with his order, it is impossible to identify the direct source
used by him or Alpha before there has been carried out a thorough
search and detailed comparison o f all the known medieval variants o f
the tale. For the present, however, the main point to be made is this:
Bishop Jôn and many others at the time considered the tale to deal
for the tale. On similar mistakes by the translator cf. Herbert: “The Authorship of
Alphabetum Narrationurn,” p. 97.
121 See Erzdhlungen des Mittelalters in deutscher Übersetzung und lateinische Urtext
(Wort und Branch, vol. 12, Breslau, 1914), ed. J. Klapper, no. 134, pp. 136-137
(Ger.) and 336-337 (Lat.). The judge’s name is here Reynoldus; he kills his only
son and the host glides into his mouth. “Reynoldus” must be some sort of
corruption of Erkinwald.
^22published in Nuremberg 1486 under the title Sermones discipuli de tempore et de
sanctîs cum promtuario exemplorum et de miraculis beatae Mariae virglnis. See
Hibbard: “Erkenbald the Belgian,” p. 672.
^'^Makob^s Well: An English Treatise on the Cleansing of Man*s Conscience {-Early
English Text Society, vol. 115, London, 1900), ed. A. Brandies, pp. 89-97.
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primarily with justice, or more precisely, with the exemplary justice
o f a venerable noble in his capacity as a judge. Apart from perhaps in
the oldest version in Caesarius’ Dialogue

the eucharistie miracle is

a secondary element in relation to this main theme, for the host is
primarily the means by which the truth about the noble’s justice is
revealed to his fellow men. The fact that this view o f the tale gained
predominance is also borne out by pictorial evidence. It became the
topic of Roger van der W eyden’s celebrated painting in the town hall
o f Brussels from around 1440 called the Justice o f Trajan and the
Justice Herkinbald. His work is only preserved in a tapestry woven
not long after the painting’s execution, and it shows the tale o f the just
noble set beside that o f how the pagan but just Emperor Trajan was
posthum ously saved through the prayers o f Pope Gregory the
Great. 125
But the foregoing suggestions as to how medieval people generally
view ed the story and its hero still leave unexplained why Jon selected
this particular tale to illustrate the ju stice o f St Porlakr. T o
understand this, one can only search in the life and posthumous cult o f
the Icelandic saint.
Jôn’s saintly predecessor in Skâlholt, Porlâkr Pôrhallsson, was the
first Icelandic bishop to contest the private ownership o f churches in
his diocese, an ‘abuse’ from which chieftains and influential farmers
drew their wealth and power, but at the same time prevented the
Icelandic Church from becoming a fully fledged institution. He was a

^24poi*the tale’s place among exempla describing miracles of the host cf. Rubin:
Corpus Christi, p. 119.
I250n this tapestiy, see Cetto’s monograph: Der Berner Traian und HerkinbaldTeppich.
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reformer in other areas as w ell, such as in the establishment o f a
separate and independent ecclesiastical jurisdiction, the banning o f lay
leaders from the priesthood, penitential discipline and the sanctity o f
marriage. 126
During his episcopate. Bishop Porlakr had limited success in this
Gregorian endeavour. He was though officially recognized as a saint
shortly after his death in 1193, but curiously, this was not meant, at
least m anifestly, to further his radical plans for Church reform .
Secular leaders elected in 1194 one o f their ow n to be bishop o f
Skâlholt, the bastard godi Pall Jônsson (bishop 1195-1211). It was this
reactionary successor o f Porlâkr w ho in 1198, after many miracles
had been reported, consented to Porlâkr being invoked at the secular
alpingi (the annual national assem bly) and had his relics translated
into the cathedral o f Skâlholt. Porlâkr’s vita, Porlâks saga, was
composed during Pâll’s episcopate. There is no mention made in it of
the saint’s notorious dealings with secular leaders—omitting thereby a
prominent political struggle o f the twelfth century in

I c e l a n d . ^ 27

Porlâkr quickly became one the m ost venerated saints in Iceland.
But aside from his liv ely cult with its multitude o f posthumous

i26pQj. information on Porlâkr’s reforms see J. Helgason: Islands Kirke, pp. 101114; J. Jôhannesson: tslendingasaga, vol. 1 (Reykjavik, 1956), pp. 212-236; A.
O. Johnsen: “ToiiakTorhallson.” iVio?"jkbi<9^^3^jki^krfk<?«, vol. 16 (Oslo, 1969),
pp. 532-536; J. Benediktsson: “Porlakr helgi Porhallsson,” KLNM, vol. 20
(Copenhagen, 1976), cols. 385-388; S. Rafnsson: “The Penitential of St. Porlakr in
its Icelandic Context.” RMtomo/Meriievo/Canon Taw 15(1985), pp. 19-30; J. L.
Byock: Medieval Iceland: Society, Sagas and Power (Berkeley—Los Angeles—
London, 1988), pp. 154-164.
^27This older version (the so-called A-version) is ed. by J. Helgason in Byskupa
sQgur, vol. 2, pp. 177-240. For an Eng. trans. see Stories of the Bishops of Iceland
(London, 1895), trans. by D. Leith, pp. 79-113 and Origines Islandicae, vol. 1
(Oxford, 1905), ed. and trans. by G. Vigfusson and F. Y. Powell, pp. 458-502.
These trans. are not used directly here, but they have been consulted.
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m i r a c l e s , ^ 28

be was to be remembered chiefly for his controversial

ecclesiastical reforms. This hitherto unpopular aspect o f Bishop
Porlâkr was many years later revived—if not actually overstated—
and incorporated into his saintly image. This took place about the
same time as Porlâkr’s struggle was resumed with far greater success
by Arni Porlâksson (bishop in 1269-1298), the second advocate o f
reform in Skâlholt, w ho presented the predecessor enshrined in the
cathedral as his exam ple, both excommunicating and absolving his
opponents on the Day o f St

P o r l â k r . 129

Many o f the saint’s and A m i’s

reforms became definitive with the institution o f the latter’s code of
canon law, Kristinn réttr nyi (“The New Christian Law”), in the
diocese o f Skâlholt in 1 2 7 5 . i n Arnbælisbôk, an im pressive
manuscript from about 1350 and containing A m i’s code, there is a
colourful drawing o f St Porlâkr. He sits enthroned with his haloed but
severe face turned towards the first chapter, holding a staff in his left
hand whereas his right is outstretched so as to give this constitution o f
new order his authoritative blessing.

This code was not accepted in

^28At least fifty-six Icelandic churches were dedicated to Porlakr in medieval times.
Only St Mary (200 churches), St Peter (73) and St Olaf (72) received more
dedications. See G. Jônsson: Dômkîrkjan â Hôlum î Hjaltadaî (Reykjavik, 1919),
p. -56. Butin view of the fact that PûrJÉo’ became a saint almost two centuries after
the conversion of Iceland and was thus a latecomer compared to the other three
saints, he must have been more popular than these numbers imply at first sight.
Collections of Porlâkr’s posthumous miracles are ed. by J. Helgason in Byskupa
SQgur, vol. 2. The miracles are close to two hundred and they occur from around
Porlâkr’s death up to the year 1325 at least (a number have been tom away in the
MS), i.e. into the first years of Jôn Halldorsson’s episcopate.
^29See krna saga biskups {-Stofnun Arna Magnussonar a fslandi, vol. 2,
Reykjavik, 19721, ed. P. Hauksson, pp. 162-4, 663-6 ^nd 155^-6. For an account in
Eng. of bishop Ami’s reforms, see E. Ô. Sveinsson; The Age of the Sturlungs:
Icelandic Civilization in the Thirteenth Century, trans. by J. S. Hannesson
{-Islandica, vol. 36, Ithaca, New York, 1953), pp. 141-149.
f^ONorges garnie love indtil 1387, vol. 5 (Christiania [Oslo], 1895), ed. G. Storm
and E. Hertzberg, pp. 16-56.
^^iQn this drawing, see S. Jônsdôttir: “Biskupsmynd 1 Ambælisbôk.” Skîrnîr 144
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the northern diocese o f Holar until 1354.^32
The militant portrayal o f St Porlakr inevitably brought about a
revision of Porlâks saga. In this new version o f the saga the aforesaid
om ission o f political strife is explicitly said to be mended in a selfassured and highly florid prologue:
We are inspired to write the life and miracles of this venerable lord and spiritual
father because it seems to us that in the older presentation of the story he has hardly
received a worthy remembrance for the trials and sufferings he endured at the hands
of his adversaries who arose to the injury of the Church in his episcopate and of this
matter we find less told than we would w i s h . ^33

Instead of suppressing the saint’s notorious efforts to reform, these
Gregorian activities were now displayed as the true and principal
basis for Porlakr’s sanctity.^34
The so-called O ddaverja p âttr is by far the longest interpolation o f
this second recension of Porlâks saga, or Porlâks saga B. It occupies
about a third of the entire saga and deals rather histrionically with the
controversies between Bishop Porlakr and several chieftains over
church estates and marital

a f f a i r s . ^35

Towards the middle o f Porlâks

saga B there is a special prologue to O ddaverja p â ttr written in the
same ornate style as the first prologue:

(1970), pp. 111-114.
^^‘^Diplomatariumlslcmdicum, vol. 3 (Copenhagen, 1896), ed. J. Porkelsson, pp.
98-99.
i33Trans. from Byskupa S Q gu r, vol. 2, p. 24123-2422^.
i34Cf. J. Bôôvarsson: “Munur eldri og yngri gerôar Porlâks sôgu.” Saga 6 (1968),
pp. 81-94. J. Bôôvarsson wishes^to attribute this rewriting of the Porlâks saga to
reformers in the time of Bishop Ami. The MS of the B version of the saga cannot
however be much older than about 1350.
i35poranEng. trans. of Oddaverjapattr, see Origines Islandicae, vol. 1, pp. 567591 and Stories of the Bishops of Iceland, pp. 115-123.
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And now since something has been told of the blessed behaviour of this saintly
bishop as well as of his episcopal authority and holy humility, it is well suited that
there next be heard the testimonies, along with the circumstances and events these
enjoin, that prove how worthy PorlSkr was to hold the pastoral title and be counted
eternally among those bishops who observed to their utmost the law of Almighty
God [hverrumakligrPorîakrvaraîberahirÔiff nafnit ok reiknaz eilifliga milli peirra
byfkupa. erframmfylgdu laugum almâtîugf guôfîfremfta megnï\.

A reformist conception o f Porlâkr’s sanctity was thus established
by the time Jon gave his sermon at Staôarholl and Porîâks saga J5, or
some version similar to it, would presumably have been read on that
particular day.i37 it is therefore not unlikely, given Jon’s office, that
he had this refashioned im age o f Porlâkr in mind on that occasion.
His tiltekid dæmi^ or chosen exam ple, is indeed senseless if one
merely reads Porlaks saga A. Furthermore, the introduction to the
example in Jons p a ttr, it so happens, sounds very much like the
purposeful prologue to O ddaverja p a ttr quoted a b o v e . T h e
prefatory phrase “hversu rèttlâtr hinn sæli Porlakr var ok vandlatr at
geym a guôs log” 1^9 in Jons p â ttr can be set beside “hverfu makligr
Porlakr var at bera hirôiff nafnit ok reiknaz eilifliga milli J>eirra
^3^rans. from Byskupa SQgur, vol. 2, p. 247^-248^.
^3’^As well as the single MS of the B-version (ca. 1350), five MSS (one from ca.
1400) o f the seven preserving the C-version (the two other ones, from ca. 1370 and
1370-1390, are fragmentary but must have had the pâttr as well) contain Oddaverja
pâttr. The only medieval MS of the A-version (ca. 1350-1365) lacks the pâttr. Cf.
P. Bibire: “Porlâks saga helga.” MSEj p. 671. It is nevertheless likely that Jon
knew Oddaverjapâttr—whether in B, C or as a separate work—and that he would
have thought of it, heard or read it on the feast day in question.
i^^A literal trans. of the words “hversu rèttlâtr hinn sæli Porlakr var ok vandlatr at
geyma guôs log” in Jons pâttr would be “how just the blessed Porlakr was and
zealous in observing the law of God.” But the term guôs log, which means literally
‘God’s law’, was the term for ecclesiastical or canon law in medieval Iceland. It
would have been understood as such by anyone reading Jons pâttr and this is the
usage of the term in Jon Halldorsson’s statutes. It can therefore be trans. as ‘canon
law’ although this would make the resemblance between the prologue to Oddaverja
pâttr and the introduction to Jon’s story less clear in Eng. trans.
^"^^Islendzk æventyri, vol. 1, p. 88128-129
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byfkupa. er framm fylgdu laugum almâttugf guôf i fremfta m egnf’i^o
in the prologue to O ddaverja pâttr. Surely, this clear correspondence
warrants comparison o f the events described in O ddaverja p â ttr and
the exemplum o f Jons pâttr. Besides the verbal echo between the two
introductory phrases, the general intention seems to be identical.
This is not to say that the story o f the just noble deals in any
obvious way with the reform and law o f the Church. It is rather a
certain act o f ecclesiastical justice that featured in Porlâkr’s reforms
as they are described in O ddaverja p â ttr that com es to mind in this
context. In the time o f Porlâkr’s episcopate an Icelandic bishop was
very weak in means o f coercion and the saint had therefore often to
employ excommunication to carry out his campaign. This ‘spiritual
sw ord’ w as the only w eapon Porlâkr had to w ield against his
opponents in Oddaverja p â ttr^ and he did so quite effectively if w e are
to b elieve its author; because o f his frightful sentences som e
excommunicates gave in to the saint’s demands and were absolved
while those with a more hardened heart suffered

d e a r ly ,

When Jon gave his sermon at Staôarholl the saintly Porlâkr had in
other words becom e the bellicose reformer, and to preach in that
period about Porlâkr’s righteousness and zeal in observing God’s law
would in the first place have referred to his most memorable act o f
episcopal authority and discipline. In view o f this state o f affairs and
the close resemblance between the prefatory comment to Jon’s tale in
Jons p â ttr and the prologue to O ddaverja p â ttr in Porlâks saga B one

i^opygkupa sggttr, vol. 2, p. 247^"^.
ibid., pp. 258 and 262. Oddaverjapâttr covers pp. 247-270 in this ed. and
excommunications are, so to speak, referred to on every other page: pp. 249, 253,
255-257, 259-261, 263-264, 267-269.
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might next wish to investigate how the excommunicating saint could
possibly have brought to J6n’s mind the tale o f the harsh but just
noble, and conversely, how this tale was to make Jon’s audience think
o f the righteous Porlâkr.
Firstly, it may be w ell to recall that the sword was at that time a
very common sym bol for justice and within the Church it was the
predominant symbol for excommunication, 1^2 g y such sentencing the
excom m unicate w as ‘cut o ff’ from the body o f H oly Church by
exclusion from the sacraments, and if anathema were joined to it, he
was banished from the company o f all Christians and eternal salvation
as well. There is no question that Bishop Jon was well acquainted with
this symbolism and it should be noted that in another tale o f Alpha
preserved along with Jons p â ttr in 657 and 624 the excommunications
o f Pope Gregory VI are described in exactly these terms.
If w e envision the noble’s td lg u k n ifrj^ or carving-knife, serving
as just such a metaphor in Jôn’s sermon, then a strategic array o f
congruent episodes and im ages from Porlâks saga B quickly becomes
transparent. It is said there, for example, that
many men opposed Porlâkr greatly, although some did so more openly than others,
because they deemed him harsh and cruel
m if k u n n a r le y f if]

[ v i r ô u h o n u m t i l h a r d le ik C

ok

towards people when he condemned the immorality and public sins

of wicked men and subdued those with the authority and penalties of Holy Church
\ y a l l d i o k ftriÔ u h e îla g r a r k ir k îü \

who

not wish to make amends after his salutary

A. M. Stickler: “II gladius nel Registre di Gregorio VII.” Studi gregorkmi,
vol. 3 (Rome, 1948), pp. 89-103.
^^Hslenddc esventyri, vol. 1, p. 5 0 l 2 -2 0 ^Elsewhere, Jon speaks of people “pierced
with the lance of excommunication [banns spioti verdi j gegnum pa skotitY* See
Diplomatariamlslandicum, vol. 2, p. 592^^.
^^Islendzkœventyri, vol. 1, p. 90^®^.
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adm onitions.

Porlâkr was thus held to be cruel in his punishments like the righteous
noble, w hose underlings did not dare oppose him openly “Jjott
domrinn J^ætti harôf’.i^ô And just as the noble on his deathbed was
confident in having rightfully executed his nephew when the bishop
charged him with cruel murder and denied him absolution along with
the viaticum^ so Bishop Porlâkr was reported to have confirmed his
excom m unications w ith vigour on his deathbed before receiving
Extreme Unction:
Seven nights before he died, the bishop called together the clergy and had himself
anointed. And before he received the unction he gave a very long speech although
speech was slow and difficult to him: ‘When I lay in bed previously,’ he said, ‘with
little might and received unction in that illness also, and when the chant was about to
be performed as it is now, 1 ordered that all those people who were declared
excommunicate by me should be free of my sentence if I passed away, I hoped this
would bring them mercy and that I would not be condemned for it [mer æîgi til
afallz doms\. But I was rewarded in such a way by those who would not be
redressed by me, that they said I could be seen to have gone too far in my sentences
when I wished to mitigate them all after my death. But I will now put these reports to
the test. You shall now hear my sentence and make it known that I wish all my
sentences and pronounced excommunications to remain unaltered unless these
people be reconciled with those whom I have ordered to carry out my case. And I
forbid any absolution other than the one I have previously declared. Otherwise, they
may wait for the bishop who succeeds me.’i'*^

This episode may in fact also recall the scene when the emboldened
*^^rans. from Byskupa sggitr, vol. 2, p. 261^ “^^ {Oddaverjapâttr).
i46“aithough the judgement was thought harsh.” Trans, from Islendzk œventyri,
vol. 1, p. 90^^^.
^^'^rans. from Byskupa sggur, vol. 2, pp. 222^^-223^2 (A-version). Pp. 277-278
(B and C) closely resembles A here.
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nephew who, assuming that his uncle regrets the harsh sentence and
wishes to absolve him with a kiss o f peace as he lies dying, is suddenly
executed by the determined

n o b le ,

Y et another parallel worthy o f note is the close relation of the just
man to the person punished by him. The most fam ous dispute in
O ddaverja pâttr, and hence its name,i49 was between Porlâkr and the
greatest chieftain at the tim e, Jon Loptsson o f Oddi, who was leader
o f the Oddaverjar. Porlâkr had been brought up and educated in Oddi
by Jon L op tsson’s uncle. H e w as m oreover supported by the
Oddaverjar in his election to the episcopate in 1174, and as bishopelect he was escorted to Skâlholt by Jon Loptsson.

in 1178, when

Porlâkr returned to Iceland after being consecrated in Norway by
A rchbishop E ysteinn E rlend sson at N idaros (Trondheim ), he
comm enced his and the archbishop’s campaign to gain control over
churches in the diocese o f Skâlholt. The new bishop was successful at
first. But he failed dramatically when it came to J6n Loptsson who
was not ready to part with his or his fam ily’s wealth. A s with the just
man’s nephew, it is said that public opinion sided with the chieftain.
And it was largely due to Jon with his popular support and “saker
ranglætis og ohlydne sinna vndermanna”i5i that the bishop’s campaign
came to a halt. Similarly, the just man’s sentence was not carried out
^^^Islendzkæventyri, vol. 1, p. 90^74-1^8
name is only preserved in version B, see Byskupa sçgur, vol. 2, p. 248K
*^®Ibid., p. 198^ t On Porlâkr’s upbringing in Oddi, see p. 180.
15J“because of the injustice and disobedience of his subordinates.” Trans, from
ibid., p. 254^®. This is the context: “Those who gave themselves out to be the
friends of both [i.e. Porlâkr and Jon] begged the bishop to yield, and the whole
population did so as well [. . . ] he sensed that the population supported Jon
concerning the matter of church benefices [..,] he suffered all sorts of troubles and
evils in various matters because of the injustice and disobedience of his
subordinates, as may be seen in the events that follow.” Trans, from ibid., pp. 2534 {Oddaverjapâttr) .
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by his undirmenn due to the “lymsku Jjeir hofdu sÿnt bæôi lôgunum
ok svâ herra smum-’’^^^ But when Porlâkr understood that he had to
yield in the matter o f church estates, he charged Jon Loptsson with
another offence. The chieftain, w ho w as married, had a notorious
appetite for wom en, but especially scandalous was his long-standing
relation sh ip

wi t h

P o rlâ k r’ s

ve r y

own

sister,

R agnheiÔ r

P6rhallsd6ttir.i53 Jt w as for this adulterous union that Porlâkr
excommunicated Jon, and because Jon was also unwilling to part with
the bishop’s sister, he was obdurately excom m unicate for som e
time, 154
So apart from the seem ing cruelty o f the just man’s sentence, his
resolution on the deathbed, the deceitful disobedien ce o f his
subordinates, the popularity o f the one punished by him and the close
relations between the tw o, there is also a parallel in the offence,
namely illegitimate sexual relations. And it was for this crime that the
severest penalty in the spiritual sphere, as opposed to that o f the
temporal, was inflicted. The young noble was stabbed in the throat
and killed for having violated a woman, and it was for violating the
sanctity of marriage that J6n Loptsson was cut off with the sw ord—or
..] subordinates [.. .] the wiles they showed both towards their lord and the
law,” Trans, from Islendzk æventyri, vol. 1, p. 901*'^"^.
was married to a woman by die name of Hallddra, daughter of Brandr.
Their son was Sæmundr. Jôn was greatly given to love of women, for he had many
other sons with various women: Poreteinn and Halldôr, Sigurôr and Einar, but Pall,
who later became bishop, and Ormr, who later lived at Breiôaboisstaôr, were his
sons by RagiAeiôr Porhallsdottir, Bishop Poriâkr’s sister. She and Jon had been in
love since childhood, although she also had children with other men. Pall and Ormr,
the sons of Jon and RagnheiÔr, were in their prime when Porlâkr came to Iceland
consecrated as bishop. Pall lived at Ytra-Skarô and Ormr at Breiôabôlsstaôr. Jôn
often kept RagnheiÔr in his home at Oddi.” Trans, from Byskupa sggur, vol. 2, p.
251
{Oddaverjapâttr).
^54ibid. {Oddaverjapâttr) pp. 253-254 (Porlâkr’s scathing charge), 262-264 and
267-270 (his excommunication of J6n).
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carving-knife—o f excommunication. 155
Furthermore, if the m olested wom an in the tale o f the just noble
may be identified with the historical figure of RagnheiÔr, she can
also, and perhaps more significantly, be seen as a personification o f
the ecclesia violated by Jon Loptsson. W om an and Church are
sym bolically equated in this respect. Indeed, Jon’s pernicious desire
for the latter leads to his undoing in the final chapter o f Oddaverja
pâttr. It is related that he was building a church and monastery at
Keldur for his namesake John the Baptist. Jon was suddenly taken ill
when he arrived at the site, but in spite o f his serious illness, he had
him self led into the doorway from where he could see the church, and
there he addressed her with these last words: “There you stand, my
church—you lament me and I lament

y o u . ” ^56

As Porlâkr is said to

have predicted, St John did not receive the gift w ell, and Jon’s death is
clearly attributed to the stem justice o f this saint. Naturally, John the
Baptist sided with Porlâkr, the Icelandic saint who emulated him by
suffering for his just condemnation o f Jôn’s relationship with both
wom en and churches. Therefore, if Porlâkr could only be said to
have wounded Jon Loptsson with his excommunications, then the
readers are with this account assured that his supporter in heaven
delivered the coup de grace. One is in fact led to wonder in view o f
this whether a forgotten m isericord does not lurk behind Alpha’s
image of the tâlguknifr.
It should be mentioned that there is a wealth o f detail, som e

^55£>ue to Jôn Loptsson’s threats, however, Porlâkr seems never to have dared
pronounce major excommunication, i,e. full ceremonial anathema. This fact is
revealed on pp. 267-269 of Oddaverjapâttr in the ed. here used,
i56Trans. from Byskupa SQgur, vol. 2, p. 27013-14
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apparently lacking in other versions of the tale of the just noble, that
do not make the foregoing interpretation o f Jôn’s use o f it at
Staôarhôll less plausible, such as when the noble’s subordinates are
said not to have dared execute “sva kynstôrum manni ok vænum til
hôfôingja”,i57 or w hen the nephew ’s death-sentence is called an
ûtlegdarsôk along w ith other w ords or terms rem iniscent o f
excommunication. 158 M ost striking perhaps in this context is the

Islendzk œventyri, vol. 1, p. 90l^^. In trans.: “a man of such noble extraction
and such a promising chieftain.” The word hofdingi (but not godi for example) is
used with particular emphasis in Porlaks saga to describe Jôn Loptsson, who was
of course more powerful than a regular
See Byskupa sggur, vol. 2, pp. 1983
and 2503, This is also the case in Pals saga biskups, ibid., p. 4163.
^^^Islendzkceventyri, vol. 1, p. 891^3^
means exile or banishment and
an offence and ûtlegdar{g&a.)-sôk means an offence demanding exile. The word
pina, on p. 89155
891^2^ from Lat. poena—as in poena excommucationis—is
also used repeatedly by Jon Halldôrson in bis statute on excommunicable offences
from J326. The other word for punishment in Bishop Jôn’s tale, strida on p. 8 9 1 ^2 ^
is used for Porlâkr’s excommunications in Oddaverjapâttr, see Byskupa sggur, vol.
2, on pp. 26150, 263* and 269^1. Where it is said in Jôn’s story on p. 89137-9 (^at
“in his [i.e. the just noble’s] residence and at his table there was a young man, the
son of his sister by kinship, who served him daily along with other courteous men”,
it may be noted that Jôn Loptsson was an ordained deacon according to Oddaverja
pâttr. The word used to describe the “place” or “town” istadr) the noble resided in
on p. 88132 and 89140 is the one used for church establishments like the episcopal
seat in Skâlholt (as in Skalholtsstadr) and this is its meaning when added to placenames like 5WÙrhôll, the place where such an establishment had been erected on
the farmstead and where Jôn gave his sermon. Porlâkr’s (and Bishop Ami’s) whole
dispute with lay leader’s was referred to as Stadamai, for it was basically a contest
over the administration and ownership of (pi.) stadir. Pilgrims spoke of going to the
stadr of Porlâkr {stadr Porlâks) when referring to Skalholtsstadr. It may also be
pointed out that in the rather detailed description of the building (or two houses or
chambers) where the noble lay ill, the house, the partition between the two
chambers and the closed door in that partition there are words also used in
describing church-buildings, e.g. in ON homilies on the symbolic meaning of these
and other parts of the House of God. One of these homilies is preserved in 624 with
Jonspâttr, and this is also the chief MS for the penitential of St Porlâkr. It should
finally be noted how the just noble may be said to assume the characteristics of a
celebrant at mass (and is thus juxtaposed to the officiating bishop in the tale), first
by summoning God’s presence and then by showing everyone present the miracle
of Christ’s body. This climax to the latter half of the tale corresponds in a certain
sense to the climax in the first half, for the killing of the nephew has sacrificial
overtones. A fair amount of word-play might thus have influenced Jôn’s and
Alpha’s version of the story so as to suit what was read in Porlâks saga.
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m yktarkossj^^ or kiss o f peace, the nephew expects from his uncle
who stabs him instead with a carving-knife, since k isses—being like
the host a symbol o f Christian com m union—were strictly forbidden
to excommunicates.
Lastly, it is also possible to find correspondences between St
Porlâkr and the noble w ith regard to the divine vindication of the
latter. Bishop Pâli translated Porlâkr’s body into the cathedral o f
Skâlholt in 1198. It is nevertheless clear that this w as not Pâll’s
id e a .

161 The incentive cam e from the northern diocese o f Holar.

Around Christmas in 1197, the year Jôn Loptsson had died from his
illness, a certain priest in the diocese o f Hôlar dreamt that Porlâkr
approached him and requested that his body be unearthed the
follow ing summer to ascertain if any signs o f sanctity would be
r e v e a le d .

162 This dream was reported to Bishop Brandr o f Holar who

in turn sent Pâli letters describing the vision, along with other
miracles attributed to Porlâkr, and Brandr advised him to translate
Porlâkr’s body.i63 Pâli received these reports at the alpingi in 1198.
Just before its close and after much discussion, he allowed people to
invoke Porlâkr and recite the O ffice for him on the day o f his death if
they wished—“And as a token o f G od’s approval, many remarkable
miracles occurred at that same

a s s e m b ly

.”i64 After three w eeks o f

continuous miracles, on the twentieth o f July, Pâli translated Porlâkr’s
^^^Islendzkæventyri, vol. 1, p. 9 0 ^ 8 1
^6t>Cf. E, Vodola: Excommunication in the Middle Ages (Berkeley and Los
Angeles, 1986), pp. 7, 51-52 and refs, there given. See also Diplomatarium
Islandicum, vol. 2, pp. 217 and 232.
161CL Byskupa sggur, vol. 2, p. 417.
I62ibid., vol. 2, pp. 226 (A) and 289-290 (B and C).
î63ibid., pp. 226-7 (A) and 291-292 (B and C).
*64Xrans. from ibid., p. 227^3-14 (A); cf. 292-293 (B and C). Accounts of these
miracles follow in all three versions.
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body into Skâlholt cathedral with the assistance o f Bishop Brandr and
his

e n t o u r a g e . 165

But it was not until a year later, at the alpingi o f

1199, that Pâli declared the day o f Porlâkr’s death, the twenty-third
o f December, to be a feast day.i66 The day o f Porlâkr’s translation,
however, was not declared a feast day until 1237.
Bishop Pâli was thus in no great hurry to declare Porlâkr a saint,
to grant what Porlâkr had him self allegedly requested in a vision
along with the Bishop and clerics of Holar and the people gathered at
the alpingi. It is little wonder, therefore, that there arose som e
criticism o f Pâli for this reluctance, which could be construed as
impious. This criticism was strong enough to make Pâll’s biographer,
who wrote his brief work shortly after his subject’s death, devote
considerable space to defend the bishop’s reaction to the rise o f
Porlâkr’s sanctity. W here the translation o f Porlâkr’s body is
described in Pâlssaga, its author relates that
Although Bishop Pall was more pleased with this news than most others, he
conducted the matter with such caution that he took counsel with all the chieftains
and the wisest of men in how to deal with this affair. And there was not wanting a
report among some people that he wished the matter of blessed Bishop Porlâkr’s
sanctity not to get abroad. But he acted as he did because he wished to repay God for
the glory he had brought about in his days, the like of which had never revealed
itself before, and because he wished it to be managed in every respect as he thought
most pleasing to God. He deemed it a difficulty, as it indeed was, that too much be
made of this matter at first and that it might not be proven true. But no one was more
ready to believe and promote the glory and sanctity of blessed Bishop Porlâkr than
he, although he treated it with more caution than o t h e r s . ^ 6 7

I65fbid., pp. 238-239 (A), 304-306 (B) and 344-345 (C).
I66ibid., pp. 277 (A) and 292 (B and C).
^67Xrans. from Byslcupa SQgur, vol. 2, p. 41712-25 {Palssaga).
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Regardless o f what actually went through Bishop P âll’s mind,
people could hardly have helped associating his cautious actions with
his parentage. For Pall was the illegitimate son of Jon Loptsson and
Porlâkr’s sister, RagnheiÔr. That Pâli was the fruit o f this infamous
and forbidden union, along with the fact that he brought a halt to his
uncle’s reforms,i68 serves very w ell to explain the memory o f his
controversial attitude towards St Porlâkr and especially the om ission
o f these and related matters in the older version o f Porlâks saga. It
should also be noted at this point how it is through the figure o f their
sister that the just noble and Porlâkr are bound into kinship with the
lustful offender they punish. T he predominant em phasis in the
exem plum o f the noble on his unbending justice when it came to his
own kinsman is thus seen to be a most apt exemplification o f “how
just the blessed Porlâkr was and zealous in observing G od’s law,” a
concise but artful allegory o f the events that the author o f Porlâks
saga B wished to relate and which he described with words almost
identical to these in his emphatic and ornate prologue to Oddaverja
pâttr.
Pâli appears therefore to have been not only reluctant to recognize
Porlâkr’s sanctity, but also unw illing to honour and imitate what
bishops in the time o f Ârni Porlâksson or Jôn Halldôrsson, when
Porlâkr’s reforms had largely been carried out, deemed the most
praiseworthy and important basis for Porlâkr’s sainthood. Bishop
Ârni’s excommunications on the Day o f St Porlâkr have already been
^68pâll was not the ideal candidate for the episcopate according to the Reformers:
He was an illegitimate offspring, a chieftain {godi), married and with children. It is
understandable that this son of Jôn Loptsson did not continue Porlâkr’s reforms and
that he was consecrated with the support of the excommunicate King Sverrir of
Norway.
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mentioned, but as far as Bishop Jôn’s appreciation o f his reforming
predecessor is concerned, one might point to the bannsakabréfissMç^à
by him in 1326. This statute consists o f a long list o f automatically
excommunicable crimes to be read aloud at least twice a year to every
congregation in the land. The twenty-four offences listed there chiefly
concern the liberty o f the Church and they include all those St
Porlâkr punished his opponents for by excommunication according to
O ddaverja pâttr. Interestingly enough, at the end o f this statute, Jôn is
said to have published it in the cathedral of Skâlholt “jn translacione
sancti thorlaci

e p i s c o p i . ” i6 9

If the foregoing interpretation o f the tale o f the just noble is close
to that expounded at Staôarhôll, then it should be plain why Jôn and
Alpha chose to have a bishop, and not an ordinary priest, misjudge
the just noble and then be corrected by God. It should also account
for two features unparalleled in the other versions o f the tale, namely
the explanation that “because he [i.e. the just noble] was the equal o f a
king although he held a lesser title, the service o f anointing could only
be performed by the

b is h o p ” ,

and the special description o f the just

man’s funeral, the statement that he “was buried with all the more
honour and everyone’s devotion the better it was known how God
h im self deem ed his steadfastness and

r ig h t e o u s n e s s .”

T h ese

sanctifying features might very well have been added by Jôn or Alpha
so as to make the tale not only refer to St Porlâkr’s grim dealings
with his secular enem ies, but to the triumphant translation o f his
relics as well. Only a bishop could perform such cerem onies
^^^Diplomatariumlskmdicum, vol. 2, p. 5945.
from Islendzk æventyri, vol. 1, p. 90i9)-i92
^^^Trans. from ibid., p. 92244-246^
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according to canon law,i72 and indeed, Pall only did so after G od’s
miraculous vindication o f the saint.
It should then be quite clear why Jon and Alpha could afford to
have a blameworthy bishop feature in their tale, thus risking a
m istaken association o f B ishop Porlâkr with him am ong those
unlikely few who were ignorant o f St Porlâkr, since the tale could not
have corresponded in such a detailed and succinct manner to the
events surrounding Porlâkr’s righteousness and the recognition of his
sanctity as these are described in Porlaks saga B had anyone other
than a bishop misjudged and then honoured the just noble.
Yet today, one would hardly appreciate this final but indispensable
correspondence with regard to the second half o f the tale o f the
noble—that is to say how his divine vindication and joyful burial may
recall by analogy the m iraculous rise o f Porlâkr’s cult and the
translation of his relics—were it not for the previously mentioned
piece on Pope Gregory VI. T his Roman legend has inherently far
more precise and conspicuous links with the past as it was perceived
through the eyes o f the partisans o f ecclesiastical reform, and it
appears to be intimately connected with the tale of the just nobleman
also written by Alpha.
A s noted before, the conventional use o f the sword as a symbol
for excommunication features in the tale o f Pope Gregory VI. It is
preserved in the two chief manuscripts o f Jons p â ttr and other works
o f Alpha, 624 and 657, and it immediately precedes Jons pâ ttr in each
collection. In this context the final words o f the preface to 6 2 4 ’s
had been the rule since Carolingian times and the reservation of this right to
the papacy did not really establish itself until the first half of the thirteenth century.
Cf. E. W. Kemp: Canonization and Authority in the Western Church (Oxford,
1948), p. 107.
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collection o f exempta, which serve as an introduction to this first tale
o f the compilation (i.e. o f Gregory V I), are worthy o f note. After
A lpha’s brief discussion o f how sacred writings assist m en in
abandoning vices and pursuing virtues, he admits that, although some
o f his tales might appear more entertaining than strictly religious—a
point notably resumed in the defen ce o f Jon and his tales in
Jons p â ttr —li is his pious intention to entertain his readers with these
delectable tales and keep them thus from som e blameworthy activity
full o f sin and guilt. And he concludes: “ok J>vi syniz vel fallit at
fyrsta capitulum byriz af ÿ vi efni, hvat hreinferôug ast vinna ma fyrir
guôi, J)6tt sjalft verkit syniz meinum sambundit,”i73 This apologetic
them e, contrasting the outward appraisal of humans to the inwardlooking and superior judgement o f God, is highly significant. Besides
applying to Alpha himself. Pope Gregory VI and Jon Halldôrsson as
he is described in Alpha’s p â ttr about him, it is recognized as being
resumed shortly thereafter in the tale about the just noble (and thus St
Porlâkr) in Jons pâttr. These ties between the tale of Gregory VI on
the one hand and Jôn Halldôrsson in the pâttr, the just noble in the
same pâttr and A lpha’s view o f his ow n work according to his
prologue on the other must call for a closer inspection o f this tale of
Pope Gregory VI.
The tale runs as follow s. During Gregory V i’s pontificate the
properties o f the Roman Church are seized by evil warriors. After
many appeals, the Pope finally resorts to full excommunications. “But
when the spiritual sword o f the Lord Pope and St Peter has no visible
I73«i(; ig therefore apt that the first capitulum commence with the issue of what
immaculate love can earn from God although the deed itself seems fettered to
iniquity.” Trans, from ibid., vol. 1, p. 434-35
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effect,”174 then Pope Gregory orders the emperor to “unsheathe his
royal sword as is his duty when confronted with such unheard-of
evil ” 175 The emperor replies that he is unable to assist due to war
elsewhere and requests that the Pope discipline these evil men himself.
Pope Gregory thereupon assem bles a great army that then kills the
offen ders “and H o ly

Church

thereby

receiv es

her form er

freedom.”i76
But the cardinals speak secretly together after this victory and
decide that Pope Gregory “has bloodied both his hands by the
aforesaid manslaughter and that he is therefore unworthy o f such holy
station.” 177 They do, however, not make their opinion known until the
Pope lies on his deathbed. The cardinals then send one from their
midst into his chamber and this prelate tells the Pope that he and his
colleagues find it
both unscrupulous and unbecoming that he be buried in St Peter’s church amongst
holy bishops \millum heilagra biskupa]. The Lord Pope thereupon, full of holy
wisdom and accusation against those who speak thus among themselves, boldly
refutes, taking manifold lawful examples [vitnisburd Wgtekinna dæmà\ and citations
from sacred scriptures, showing how horribly wrong they were in their
understanding of the matter \hversuferliga rangt peir skildu pettamâl\ and he finally
commits the entire matter to God’s judgement [bydr par medr at sîôuztu allt petta efni
upp d guds donil, with the orders that they lock the doors of St Peter’s firmly: ‘And
if she does not open herself and receive my lifeless body without man’s assistance,
then the cardinals shall be proven wholly right in their aforesaid understanding. But
if the holy church of St Peter receives us rejoicefully’ says the Lord Pope, ‘with
God’s will, you shall rightly see to it that I be buried next to the other bishops who
supervised her. Otherwise, you may dispose of this bishop as you wish.’ To cut a
^74Xrans. from
^75prans. from
^76Xrans. from
^77Xrans. from

ibid.,vol. 1, p. 5 0 ^6 - 1 8
ibid.,vol. 1, p. 5 0 ^ ^ * 2 0
ibid.,vol. 1, p. 5026.
ibid.,vol. 1, p. 5129-30
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long story short, when the Lord Pope has passed away, all the locks and bolts of the
holy church of St Peter burst away with a great din, and she rejoicefully welcomes
her deceased lord. This holy bishop is then buried with all the more honour the better
his case was proven both before God and m e n . ^78

The close resemblance between this tale and that o f the just noble is
irrefutable. Indeed, the parallels in both detail and general design are
so substantial that the latter might be described as a feudalized version
o f the same legend. Pope Gregory VI responds to the terrible crimes
committed against H oly Church first by declaring his sentence o f
excommunication, that is to say, by using the spiritual sword o f St
Peter. And when his secular deputy, the Emperor, does not wield his
sword o f temporal authority as is his duty, then the Pope does so
himself, thereby serving justice first in word and then in deed. Later,
when the Pope lies bedridden and dying in his chamber, the prelates
deem him unfit for the holy burial all pontiffs are to receive because
o f his sanguinary state. Thus deserted and condemned by his fellow s
and denied this holy rite, the Pope defiantly commits the entire matter
to G od’s judgement and is dramatically vindicated by God with a
miracle at the gates of St Peter’s.
The striking similarity between the two tales must raise questions
as to the origin o f the piece on Gregory VI and its relation to the tale
o f the just noble. As Gering noted. Alpha’s tale o f Gregory VI is in
fact a greatly abbreviated version o f a legend found first in W illiam
of Malmesbury’s G esta regum Anglorum, which was written around
1220, and Alpha perhaps took this shortened version from the
Speculum historiale by the Dom inican Vincent o f Beauvais, who
^78Trans. from ibid., vol. 1, pp. 5034-152^
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wrote his work around 1260.179 The tale o f Gregory VI was thus
committed to writing about one century before the tale o f the just
noble m ade its first appearance in Caesarius o f Heisterbach’s
Dialogue,
The curious resemblance between the two tales, that o f the just
noble and that o f Gregory VI, manifests itself even at the verbal level
in Alpha’s version o f them. The final statement that the just noble
“greptaôiz J)vi sæmiligarr ok af dllum gôôfùsligarr, sem gjorla var
vitat hvem veg guôi sjalfum hefir virz bans einôrô ok rettvfsi”,i8o is a
comparative phrase that should clearly be set beside the last, and
likewise comparative, phrase in the tale o f Gregory VI: “greptaz sa
heilagur biskup J>vi sæ m iligarr sem bans m alavoxtr prôfaôiz
âgjætligarr bæÔi fyrir guôi ok mônnum.”i8i This correspondence
between the emphatic final words o f both tales must surely show that
Alpha recognized their affinity.
Now the final words o f Alpha about the noble’s burial do not
appear in any other known version o f that tale. Indeed, since they
refer to how God revealed his judgement o f the noble for all to see
and this did not, as opposed to the tale o f Gregory VI, occur at the
noble’s funeral but on his deathbed, then these words seem somewhat
superfluous when the tale stands by itself. This, however, is certainly
not the case when it is seen within Alpha’s compilation o f 657, and
vol. 2, p. 35. For a version found in a collection of exempki from the first
half of the 15th century (using Martin of Troppau) see Libro de los exenplos par A.
B, C. (Madrid, 1961), ed. J. E. Keller, p. 51. Cf. also Tubach’s Index
exemplorum, no. 2370: “Gregory, Pope, vindicated of murder. Pope Gregory VI,
accused by his cardinals of having killed thieves, is vindicated after his death when
the doors of St. Peter’s church spring open as his corpse is being carried inside.”
T ubach’s cites only Jonspâttr and the Spanish collection.
^^^Islendzk æventyri, vol. 1, p. 90245-246^
^^^Ibid., vol. 1, p. 5150-52
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especially within Alpha’s collection in 624, Although the final words
seem inherently more suitable in the tale o f Gregory VI due to its
miraculous vindication at the Pope’s funeral, their appearance at the
end o f Alpha’s version o f this tale is not paralleled elsewhere. The
concluding words appear therefore to be an independent addition on
Alpha’s part in both tales, and the verbal echo they create within each
collection of Alpha seems to have come about because Alpha was well
aware of the aforementioned similarities between the two tales and
because he wished to accentuate this correspondence by giving them a
similar concluding interpretation. Thus, at the end o f the tale o f the
noble. Alpha recapitulates the statement he has already given, albeit
more aptly, in the conclusion to the tale o f Gregory VI, which
precedes the tale of the noble in each collection. This connection of
the two tales is seen both in 657 and 6 2 4 . But due to the
aforementioned words at the end o f Alpha’s prologue to the collection
o f exempla in 624, which serve to introduce the tale of Gregory VI,
then this recapitulation is much more pronounced and momentous in
624 than in 657. The apologetic theme at the end o f Alpha’s prologue
to the collection in 624, the theme o f how an ostensibly wrongful act
can disguise an immaculate and saintly feat rewarded by G od,
becomes thus something like a guiding principle for Alpha in 624.
This makes it also look like a more thought-out compilation than 657,
and this is in keeping with our note that some o f the material in 657
appears to be consciously shortened and refined in 624. Besides the
abbreviation of the long tale about the fairy mistress, one should point
especially to the discarding o f the last chapter o f Jons p â ttr some
readers could have deemed tasteless because o f the representation of
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Jon’s soul as a maiden, an om ission that makes the tale o f the just
noble and its last words conclude the p âttr of J6n and thus accentuate
the alignm ent o f these two saintly figures. The m ost obvious
alteration, however, is Alpha’s composition o f an edifying prologue
to his tales to replace the much shorter and rather light-hearted one in
657. In view of this more strategic, unified and refined treatment o f
the material in 624, an integrity resulting mainly from the apologetic
theme introduced at the end o f the new prologue, w e are led to
conclude that Alpha’s collection in 624 was put together somewhat
later than 657.
Other exam ples o f such careful rewriting o f ecclesiastical
literature around the same time in Iceland will be discussed later. But
w e have yet to see where A lpha’s guiding apologetic theme came
from. Seeing as it is so closely connected to the two tales under
discussion, then this issue must be o f considerable importance in our
interpretation of them and their possible relation to Jon’s sermon at
Staôarholl. Its importance with regard to Alpha, his work and view o f
himself, and its subsequent importance with regard to his presentation
o f Jon Halldôrsson and therefore our study o f that man should also
make it clear why this theme calls for more attention.
The longer version o f the legend o f Gregory VI (w hich first
appears in the Gesta regum o f W illiam , the Bendedictine monk in
Malmesbury), as w ell as yet another abbreviation similar to that o f
Alpha, turns up amongst several miracle-collections of the Virgin in
Old Norse. 182 %ts learned digressions seem suggestive as to the
^^^Mariusaga (Christiania [Oslo], 1871), ed. C. R. Unger, pp. 453-465 (longer
version, in AM 655 XXXII 4to from ca. 1300-1400 and Holm perg 1 4to from ca.
1450-1500) and 1139-41 (shorter version, in Holm perg 1 8to from ca. 13251350). On the provenance of the shorter version, see O. Widding: “Nogle norske
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original provenance and purpose o f the legend. The very long speech
given there by Gregory VI, after he has been judged unfit for sacred
burial by the perfidious prelates, comprises a trenchant defence and
exposition of the Gregorian ideology o f reform and it is embedded in
highly pretentious symbolism. There is an elaborate discussion on the
two swords, the independence of the episcopate from secular lords
and its firm allegiance to the Pope, the liberty of the Church, its
proprietary rights, the duty o f the secular arm to defend Holy Church
w ith the temporal sword if her leaders’ honour be “afblôm guô”
(deflowered) by evil m en and—perhaps most importantly—the right
of the Roman as well as other bishops to wield this sword themselves
if lay leaders do not do so when they

sh o u ld .^ 8 3

it

is

difficult to

imagine a more clear and concise ‘Gregorian’ exemplum.
N ow the vindicative or apologetic theme presented at the end o f
the preface to 624 and which introduces the tale o f Gregory VI in that
collection is also an issue in the Old Norse version o f W illiam of
Malmesbury’s piece on Gregory VI found in the Icelandic miraclecollections of Mary. The tale is there introduced with these words,
w hich are at once an epilogue to a Marian miracle concerning a
woman in Rome who had a child by her own son but who was later
saved by Mary:
What is exalted and honourable in the eyes of men is often base and bad to God’s
eyes, for man sees only the countenance, but almighty God looks into the hearts of
all men [I Sam. 16.7] [.. .] it therefore sometimes occurs, that what is very good in
the eyes of God is ugly and awful in the eyes of men. Whereof we shall hear an

Marialegender.” MmZ og mmng (1969), pp. 51-59, and esp. 57-58.
I83xhe “deflowering” of the Church is found on p. 458^ in Mariusaga .
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example that begins thus384

This theme is not paralleled in W illiam of Malmesbury’s version of
the tale o f Gregory VI, which is in keeping with the fact that he does
not relate the tale about the Roman woman. Therefore, seeing as it
serves to bind together these two tales, of the woman who was saved
by Mary and o f Gregory VI, and since they have been joined in at
least three collections of Marian miracles in Old Norse, dating from
1325-1375 (Holm perg. 1 8to), 1350-1360 (AM 233 a fol.) and 13001400 (AM 655XXXII 4to), in two o f which this is done by employing
the apologetic theme (the last tw o), it must be considered most likely
that Alpha’s apologetic theme at the end o f his prologue in 624 and
which introduces there the tale o f Gregory VI (which has in this case
no tale preceding it), is derived from Marian miracle-collections
similar to these. Where this exegesis connecting the two tales in the
Marian miracle-collections originates from within that genre is as yet
impossible to determine, but Alpha certainly gave the idea behind it
exceptional prominence in his collection o f exempla in 624. Besides
the fact that Alpha seems to be a firm believer in the reforming ideals
illustrated in the tale o f Gregory VI, this must result from Alpha’s
recognition—which may be Bishop Jon’s or Alpha’s own insight—
that the tale o f the just noble can be used as w ell to illustrate the
Gregorian import o f this them e. But to better understand its
connection to the tale o f the just noble, and thereby its possible
connection to Jon’s sermon at Staôarhôll, w e must look closer at the
background of the tale of Gregory VI.
^^^Mariusaga, p. 4 5 3 ^2 -2 1 xbe Biblical reference is to Samuel’s search for the
Lord’s anointed who is to replace Saul.
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N ow there is close chronological proximity between Gregory V i’s
pontificate (he was pope 1045-6 and died deposed the next year) and
W illiam o f Malmesbury’s first literary version o f this tale about his
posthumous vindication at the gates o f St Peter’s. Y et Gregory VI is
not known to have ever been involved in the sort o f H oly War
described in this legend, and more importantly, his death and burial
took place far away from R om e. H e w as moreover considered a
simoniac by his contemporaries, and the practice o f buying or selling
ecclesiastical offices w as naturally one o f the first abuses the
reformers sought to exterminate. 185 How this figure could becom e
attached to such reforming propaganda is therefore highly curious,
and indeed, this polemical fiction seems much more akin to the figure
o f his namesake. Pope Gregory VII (1073-1085). Neither pope, it is
true, died in R om e, for both did so in ex ile, but the legendary
Hildebrand had o f course a far greater claim to sanctity among the
reformers than Gregory VI. The reform movement itself takes its
name from Gregory VII, and it was this leading proponent of reform
w ho, in a spirit rem iniscent o f the legend o f his namesake and
predecessor, was particularly fond o f using such scriptural quotations
as Jeremiah 48:10 in his imperious letters: “Cursed be he who keepeth
back his sword from blood.”i86
It is furthermore significant with regard to Gregory VII that two
central and related ideas promoted by him stand out in this fictitious
tale o f Gregory VI: namely, that the Pope can be judged by no man
and that he is also undoubtedly made a saint by the merits o f St
i85Cf. D. Feytmans: “Grégoire VI: était-il simoaiaque?” Revue Beige de Philologie
et d'histoire 11 (1932), pp. 30-137.
i86Cf. Stickler: “Il gladius", pp. 89-103.
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Peter 3 87 Moreover, Gregory V IP s famous last words in Salerno: “1
have loved righteousness and hated iniquity—therefore I die in exile”,
have a ring to them that sounds closely akin to the tone o f this legend.
Their unsaid triumphant conclusion in Scripture (Ps. 45: 8) leaves no
doubt as to how G od deem s his dying servant: “Y ou lo v e
righteousness and hate iniquity, wherefore God, even thy God, hath
anointed thee with the oil o f gladness above thy fello w s.” Their
defiant tenor, their expression o f unquenched zeal for justice in spite
o f the condemnation o f men in this world is very similar to the speech
given by Gregory VI in the tale o f his posthumous vindication. ^88
On closer inspection the tale o f Gregory VI appears therefore to
be an exem plum fabricated by Gregorian polemicists to illustrate how
the Pope can be judged by no man and is unquestionably made a saint
by the merits o f St Peter. The legend is obviously meant to prove this
irrefutable supremacy and sanctity o f the Pope by reference to the
belief behind the Prince o f the Apostles’ title as “the heavenly wielder
o f the keys, who throws open the gate o f heaven,”^89 and with the
alleged manifestation o f its reality in the triumphant entrance o f the
body of one of his devoted successors through the gates o f St Peter’s,
“for the open doors o f the earthly Church testified his eternal
entrance.” ^5*0 That the miracle takes place in the context o f an ordeal
is o f course meant to be taken as the ultimate proof that Gregory V i’s
^87Cf. R. W. Southern: Western Society and the Church in the Middle Ages
(Harmondsworth, England and New York, 1970), p. 102.
isspQj. a study of the importance of these last words of Gregory VII within the
reform movement, see R E. Hiibinger; Die Letzten Worte Papst Gregors VII
(Opladen, 1973).
I890n the significance of this title, cf. J. Pelikan: The Christian Tradition: A History
of the Development of Doctrine, vol. 3 (Chicago and London, 1978), 46-47.
i90Trans. from Mariusaga, p. 46524-25^
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deeds and long apologetic speech, however unjust these may seem to
his fellow men, are in alignment with God’s law, and that the Pope is
the true overlord of Christendom.
St Peter’s sacramental power to bind and to loose, as the holder o f
the keys to the kingdom o f H eaven, as promised to him by Christ
(Mat, 16.19), is thus taken as the basis for these papal claim s to
overlordship, and in turn the liberty o f his Church. This privilege is
referred to in the same manner in Jon Halldorsson’s aforementioned
bannsakabréf from St Porlâkr’s feast day o f translation in 1326, and it
is aptly cited in the passage where Jon excommunicates those who
violate the liberty o f Holy

C hurch.

But this exacting docum ent is not the only link between Jon’s
administrative activities and the tale o f Gregory VI. His collection o f
Peter’s Pence begun in 1330 com es immediately to mind, because this
tax was regarded first o f all as a tribute sym bolizing the feudal
relationship between the secular world and the Pope in Rome, where
he reigns supreme in absolute authority. In view o f the tale’s
ideological ties with this symbolic tax, one might wish to attach some
significance to the fact that the tale first appears in the writings o f an
A nglo-N orm an author, sin ce England was the hom e o f Peter’s
Pence. ^92
It should be noted in connection with this feudal imagery
concerning the Church how the tale o f the just noble could o f course,
besides illustrating “how just the blessed Porlâkr was and zealous in
^91 DiplomatariumIslandicum, vol. 2, p. 585^9-28. Exactly the same article appears
in Archbishop Jôn raudi’s statute from 1280, cf. ibid., p. 182^4-32^
^92cf. H. Nielsen: “Peterspenge.” KLNM, vol. 13 (Copenhagen, 1968), cols. 249252.
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observing G od’s law ”, serve as an exam ple to secular leaders,
pointing out their moral duty to carry out the sentences pronounced
by the Pope or H oly Church in accordance with G od’s law, for
instance those Jon published in his bannsakabréf o f 1326. In the
longer version of the tale of Gregory VI in the Old Norse miracles o f
Mary there is a passage dealing with this sort o f figure. The theme is
brought up in connection with the lay investiture of bishops. It is
stated that Pope Hadrian I gave Charlemagne so much power in the
affairs of the Church that no bishop could be appointed and invested
without the consent o f the Emperor. This act o f the Pope is said to
have been not only just at the time but even praiseworthy because
Charlemagne “was tested in the virtue that no bribe or discrimination
deceived his eye [at engin fem vta ne manna m vnir sveik bans auga]
wherefore no-one was able to sneak secretly or with cunning into
G od’s army, for each and every one went uprightly in through the
o fficial

d o o r w a y . ” i9 3

There is thus a markedly anti-sim oniacal

element attached to the Gregorian ideal o f the secular ruler presented
in this oldest version o f the tale. It is in fact stated there that, because
lay leaders are no longer as immaculate in their judgem ents as
Charlemagne, then this privilege, long ago given by the Pope to the
Emperor, has now been taken back from secular rulers by H oly
Church.
The words o f praise concerning Charlemagne’s just rule, “at engin
fem vta ne manna mvnir sveik hans auga”, are paralleled, but notably
not in connection with sim ony, in the description o f the just noble’s
government, who “virôi jafnan meira mâlaefni en mûîur eôr manna
^^"^Mariusaga, p .

4 6 1 7 -1 9
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muriy hvârt i hlut âtti nâinn eôr üskylldr.”^^^ In the tale of the noble,
bribery or sim ony is not the issu e, but discrimination based on
kinship, a vice the noble cannot be accused o f after his harsh but just
execution o f his nephew. These words seem in fact to have been a
hagiographie comm onplace regarding Just rulers, even if they were
churchmen. They appears for example in Toinas saga II, the final and
florissant version o f St Thomas o f B ecket’s saga from around the
sam e time as Jons p âttr, T hom as’ capacity as a Judge is there
described thus: “he was always seen to have been the most Just Judge,
bending right Judgement neither for bribes nor discrimination \er
huorki h alladi riettu m dom i J yrir flem u tu r ne mannamun\r^^^
Interestingly, these words in Thomas saga II seem to derive from the
same collections o f Marian miracles in Old Norse the tale of Pope
Gregory VI is found in, nam ely in a tale o f St Thom as that
immediately follow s that very legend in these collections.
H eavenly reward for this im m aculate conduct o f secular or
ecclesiastical rulers could o f course not be illustrated in the polemics
o f the reformers with a miracle at the gates o f St Peter’s. This
vindication would only suit a pope, and it seem s in fact to have been
reserved in legend for Gregory VI. A more common symbol was to
be em ployed for other rulers in Christendom, namely miraculous
communion, incorporation into Christ instead o f St Peter. Although a
doorway does feature dramatically in the tale o f the Just noble, this
^^"^Islendzk æventyri, vol. 1, p. 89^^6-137^
^^^Thomas saga erkibyskups, ed. C. R. Unger (Christiania [Oslo], 1869), p. 445^^
for example Mariu saga, p. 200^^-^^. For a list of the other variants
containing the phrase about the just St Thomas in these Marian collections, see
Widding; “Nogie nonske Maiialegender” p. 58.
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embodiment o f the ideal secular ruler is vindicated by virtue o f
Christ’s body and not by a passage through a doorway. When w e note
that his figure is an expansion o f one already present in the much
older legend o f Pope Gregory V I, and that the just noble is described
in the same terms as Charlemagne, the ideal secular ruler in this older
legend, it seems most probable that the legend o f the just noble was
consciously m odelled on the former. It is difficult to explain the
presence o f this ideal and the distinct description o f it in the tale of
the noble in any other w ay, especially in view o f how the overall
design o f the story o f the noble closely corresponds to that o f Pope
Gregory VI.
This later and elaborated figure o f the just secular ruler appears to
have been given a specialized role within the Church. He is not as
powerful with regard to the Church as Charlemagne was, for he has
been demoted under the renascent clerical supremacy. But he is still
to guard and avenge any wrongs she suffers. As the tale o f Gregory
VI seeks to demonstrate, if he does not fulfil this retained role o f
w ielding the temporal sword in accordance with G od’s law, then
bishops, and especially the Roman bishop, can assume this duty. If this
ideal of the secular ruler is to be studied any closer, it would have to
be in the context o f the m ilitia sancti Petri, St Peter’s and the Pope’s
army, the soldiers o f Christ and defenders o f the Church, an ideal
closely related to the ideology o f the Crusades and the Cistercian ideal
o f Christian

K n i g h t h o o d . The

figure o f Charlemagne was in fact

central to the literature promoting this ideal and the notion o f Holy
War, since in the war that was to be waged on behalf o f the Church,
this ideal, see I. S. Robinson; “Gregory VII and the Soldiers of Christ.”
History 58 (1973), pp. 169-191.
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where men were to enter into her military service, all the feudal
imagery that could be invoked was used to bind their loyalties better
to their supreme lord, the Pope.
M uch polem ic literature was produced for the advancement o f
such an ideal around the tim e o f W illiam o f Malmesbury and
Caesarius o f Heisterbach. With regard to the just noble in the latter’s
work, it is intriguing to see that the means o f vindication in this tale,
one apparently m odelled on the tale o f the vindication o f Pope
Gregory VI at the gates o f St Peter’s, are very closely associated with
the area that has the strongest and oldest links to this tale: Cantimpré,
Brussels, Cologne and Liège, for the last place was the birthplace and
early centre o f the feast o f Corpus Chiisti.i^s
It therefore appears likely that the tale o f the just noble was
created in the area around Lower Lorraine, when some polemicist,
perhaps a Cistercian like Caesarius, sought to reproduce the legend o f
Pope Gregory VI for the advancement o f the ideal o f the lay ruler
already lurking in that legend. And since he would have been forced
to find new means to prove his hero’s heavenly vindication, he
understandably chose to use a symbol at the centre o f an emergent
cult in his milieu, namely that o f Corpus Christi. The oldest version
of this tale is preserved among other miracle-tales o f the host, but it is
clear from later variants that its theme o f unbending equity rewarded
by God was not overshadowed by Christ’s body. This is quite natural
since the host, like the gates o f St Peter’s, is not the chief theme o f the
tale, but the token that highlights and proves the truth o f its theme.
Despite the change o f hero and the means o f his vindication, the
the rise of this feast in Liège, see Rubin: Corpus Christi, pp. 164-176.
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tale of the just noble thus retained much of the Gregorian import of
its m odel. Indeed, it so happened that J6n Hallddrsson used it to
illustrate the justice o f a churchman remembered for his reforms in
Iceland, and Alpha, perhaps here indebted to J6n, noted the affinity
between the two tales and used them to the illustrate his guiding theme
in 624. It is o f course possible that Alpha or Jon became acquainted
with the link between the two tales from some now unknown source,
but the inherent and obvious affinity between the two legends does not
make this assumption necessary.
The three most prominent acts o f Jon Halldorsson’s episcopate, the
bannsakabréf OÎ 1326, the introduction o f Corpus Christi in the same
year and the collection o f Peter’s Pence begun shortly thereafter in
1330 may also assist in proposing a specific year for Jon’s sermon at
Staôarholl. There are five years to be considered, since w e know that
J6n visited the western quarter in 1324, 1327, 1330, 1333 and
1337.19^ Gering conjectured in view o f this and Jon’s visitation in
1330 o f two churches not far from Staôarholl (in Selardalur and
Bûôardalur) that 1330 is the most likely year for Jon’s sermon.^®® But
Jon could o f course have travelled through this region on all his visits
to the western quarter and our knowledge o f his visit to these two
churches is o f lim ited value in this respect. However, taking into
consideration the three important acts o f Jon’s episcopate mentioned
above, the tale o f the just noble and its illustration o f St Porlakr’s
ecclesiastical justice must appear to have been o f the greatest
im m ediacy in the summers o f 1327 and 1330, and the special

i99These visitations are all noted in Gottskâlksannâll{no, VIÏI in Storm’s ed.).
‘^^^Islendzk ceventyri, vol. 2, p. xii-xiii.
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commemoration o f its use in A lpha’s compilation o f exempta also
indicates that it had considerable relevance at the time o f Jon’s
sermon. The former year is less likely, for J6n would perhaps not
have wished to make a detour to StaÔarhéll on his way to the urgent
m eeting at Mdôruvellir held on July twenty-ninth in 1227. If our
interpretation o f the tale’s significance in Jon’s sermon and its special
relevance in 1330 is sound, then this would have been a momentous
year for Jon indeed. Besides mentioning his visitation to the remotest
parts o f the western quarter and his receiving o f the papal letters
requesting tribute to St Peter from his diocese, the annals report that
Jôn’s brother, Finnr Halldorsson died in this year, that Jén’s good
friend Hakon Erlingsson becam e bishop o f Bergen, and that Jon
attended a great wedding at Hagi in the western quarter where the
most important leaders in the country were gathered.^oi
In this study o f Jon’s sermon at Staôarholl it is o f course hard to
distinguish between what genuinely com es from J6n and what from
Alpha, but the former’s institution o f the feast o f Corpus Christi in
1326, his bannsakabréf m the same year and his collection o f Peter’s
Pence begun in 1330 makes it plausible that much o f what has here
been connected to Jon’s sermon is ultimately derived from his own
im agination as both a preacher and bishop. Even Alpha’s subtle
alignment o f Bishop J6n and St Porlâkr in Jons p â ttr may originate in
Jon’s own nünd, since these important acts o f his as bishop demanded
that he assume the persona o f his holy predecessor, entrusted to him
by his office, with all the awe and authority it

i n v o k e d .202

'^^^Islandskearmaler, IV, V, VIII, IX (all date these events to 1330).
202xhls is most clearly the case in the bannsakabréf fiom 1326.
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One can at

any rate easily see how the tale o f Pope Gregory VI which depicts the
very archetype o f such ecclesiastical enactments and which Jon almost
certainly knew and perhaps even told at Staôarholl—a church that was
in fact dedicated to St Peter^^a.^ would have appealed to him as he
prepared his sermon for the day o f a saint chiefly honoured for his
Gregorian enterprise in Iceland, and how naturally it would have
influenced the tale, already strikingly similar, with which Jon chose to
illustrate “how just the blessed Porlakr was and zealous in observing
God’s law.”
These notable events o f Jon’s episcopate, along with the sources
discussed in the previous pages, give us therefore hopefully some idea
o f Jôn’s sermon in the church o f St Peter at Staôarholl. By employing
the example o f the just noble with the foregoing interpretations o f it
in mind, he could have expanded his sermon in ways typical of the
preaching art.^o^ He could have discussed significant words appearing
in the tale such as stadr, hôfôingi, ûtlegôarsôk, pm a, strîôa or
m yktarkoss, explained the property o f the tâlguknîfr that cuts away
scandalous iniquities,^^^ and cited Porlâks saga and the tale o f Pope
Gregory VI as his authority for a number o f striking similitudes and
analogies.
'^^^Diplomatariumlslandicum, vol. 4 (Copenhagen, 1897), ed. J. Porkelsson, p.
79.
M. G. Briscoe: Artes PraeScandi {-Typologie des sources du moyen âge
occidental, vol. 61, Brepols, 1992).
the prologue to the second recension of Porlâks saga (i.e. not the prologue to
Oddaverjapâttr, but apparently by the same author), there is no Jess of an emphasis
on the saint’s observance of canon law than in the prologue to Oddaverjapdttr:
“Jesus Christ, true God and true man, chose him first of his righteous men in this
land to shine undoubtedly with glorious sanctity [. . .] this blessed bishop has
walked the correct path of the commandments [...] obeyed God and his law [. . .]
beautifully cleansed Christianity’s countenance with the sentences he pronounced,
carving away the disgraceful iniquities [brot fnidandi lyti laCtandlC Trans, from
Byskupa sqgur, vol. 2, p. 241i^-i9.
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The Porlâkstiôir, St Porlâkr’s O ffice composed in the fourteenth
century, may be added to the list. This most important liturgical work
o f medieval Iceland may in fact also be derived from Jon’s years as
bishop o f Skalholt, seeing as its m elodic material is entirely borrowed
from Dominican models. And as one would expect from a work o f
this period dedicated to St Porlâkr, it contains allusions to the saint’s
zealous struggle for the liberty o f H oly Church. T his im age o f
Porlakr is perhaps most prominent in these two bellicose versicles
where St Paul’s martial imagery in Ephesians (6:10-20) is used to
portray the Icelandic reformer as standing triumphant in the full
panoply o f Christ’s champions:
Induis iusticie,
Thorlace, thoracem,
pugnas etmalicie
extinguis fomacem.
Gravium certaminum
te exponens faci,
usque vite terminum
obstas pervicaci.2®^

For Jôn’s sermon at StaÔarhôll, however, these brutal verses o f the
Fifty-seventh Psalm would have been exquisitely apt: “Letabitur iustus
cum uiderit uindictam. Manus suas lavabit in sanguine peccatoris. Et
'^^^SanctiThorlaciepiscopi officia rhythmica et proprium missæ in Am 241 a folio
{=EditionesAma}nagnæanæ, Supplementum, vol. 3, Copenhagen 1959), ed. R. A.
Qttdson, p. 86- In trans.; “Thorlacus [you] put on the breastplate of righteousness/
[you] fight and extinguish iniquities and fornication./ Exposing yourself in the face
of the greatest struggles/ [you] stand firm until the end of life.” The scriptural
derivation of this imagery of the breastplate of righteousness is not noted by the
editor.
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dicet homo, si utique est fructus iusto, utique est deus iudicans eos in
terra.207 But without further research into the many sources and
events under discussion, little more can be said along these lines
without changing this study into a sermon.

righteous man washes his feet in modem versions, but the text in the
Vulgate is different: “The righteous shall rejoice when he sees the vengeance, he
shall wash his hands in the blood of the wicked. So that a man shnU say: ‘Verily
there is a reward for the righteous, verily there is a God that judges in the earth.
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Chapter four

The provenance of Jons pâttr
and the identity of ‘Alpha’
It seems plain from the mention o f Jon’s friend Hakon, in the last
chapter o f Jons pâttr in 657, as being “at that time bishop o f Bergen
\pann tim a B jorgvinar biskupîY\'^^^ that these words could hardly
have been written before 1342, seeing as Bishop Hakon died in that
year.209 The words pann tima sound moreover as if a number o f
years had passed since Hakon’s death. Alpha’s note that King Magnus
and Archbishop Eilifr were already dead when J6n dreamt o f them
and the heavenly ladder indicates this as w ell, for it apparently
presupposes that his readers need not remember when the two had
died, which was in 1280 and 1332 respectively. Seeing therefore as
the oldest manuscript o f Jons pâttr (which alone contains the chapter
with the note on Hakon) dates from about 1350, then it appears that
the piece should date from sometime between 1342 and 1360 and that
it is appropriate to consider the latter half o f this period the more
likely for its composition.
It has already been noted how the tale o f the tempest in Paris is in
accordance with the editorial principles o f 764 4to abbreviated in that
manuscript and taken out o f its context in Jons pâttr. Since 764 was
com pleted in 1372,2io or shortly thereafter, and has distinctly
^^^Islendzk æventyri, vol. 1, p. 1^53-54
Hâkon, see E. Bull: “Haakon Erlingsson.” Norsk biografisk leksikon, vol. 10
(Oslo, 1931), pp. 158-159.
annal at the back of the MS ends with this year.
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northern q u alities, for instance in its ann als’ com m ents on
Môôruvallamâl and the nunnery o f Staôr in Reynisnes,^!^ then it
appears as if Jons p â ttr became known relatively early within the
diocese o f H6lar. This northern connection o f the piece may perhaps
also be seen in Einar H afliôason’s obituary note on Bishop Jon in
Logmannsannâll. Einar’s annal is the only source besides Jons pâttr
that mentions the Preacher’s posthumous reputation as a saint:
Obitus dompni Johannis Skalhottensis episcopi who was idoneuspredicator, whom
men believe blessed before God [hyggia godanfyrir gude\ and which is testified by
the signs [tekn] that appear at his grave.2 1 2

This appraisal o f the Preacher and the report of miracles at his grave
may be taken from a source common to Einar and Alpha, if not from
Jons p â ttr itself. It should be remembered in this context how Jon is
described with respect and admiration in Laurentius saga despite his
dispute with the subject o f that saga. This amicable attitude towards
Jon and the fact that he ordained Einar in 1332 after Laurentius’
death may play a part in Einar’s positive words about Jon’s sanctity.
His brief com m ent is, how ever, quite cautious, especially when
contrasted with the emphatic and assured claims made by Alpha in
Jons pâttr.
Curiously, then, the only writings that seem to use the same
sources as the author o f Jons p â ttr, perhaps even the p âttr itself, a
Halîdérsson suggests that Brynjdlfr Bjamarsou (d. 1381) from Akrar in
Blonduhhd in the diocese of Hdlar had this MS written in the nunnery at Stadr in
Reynisnes (in the same diocese). He was steward there sometime between 13701380 and his hand can be identified in the MS. See Ô. Halldorsson’s “Ür sogu
skinnboka.” Skirnir 137 (1963), pp. 99-104.
2i2Traus. from Isîandskeannaîer, p. 272 (for 1338).
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piece commemorating a Bishop o f Skalholt, apparently com e from the
diocese o f Holar. The younger medieval manuscript containing Jons
pâttr, 624 4to, must moreover have been written, at least partly, in
that diocese. The hand o f J6n Porvaldsson (last heard o f in 1512),
once steward at the aforementioned convent at Staôr, the bishop’s
deputy at Hdlar and Abbot o f Pingeyrar, has been identified in this
manuscript, and it has written the part containing the longer (and
apparently later) prologue by Alpha and the tale o f Gregory VI, Jons
p âttr, and the three tales o f Boniface VIII (that is to say pages 298312).213

This state o f affairs accords w ell with the two suggestions about
the authorship o f Jons p â ttr. Peter Hallberg presented a theory based
on his lexico-statistical analyses o f the corpus attributed to Alpha and
many other works in Old Norse, a very limited but sometimes useful
study, that Alpha is to be identified with the hagiographer Bergr
Sokkason. Bergr was abbot o f Munka})vera, a Benedictine monastery
in the diocese o f Holar, and he is last heard o f in 1345.^^^
Stefan Karlsson has suggested in turn that Arngrimr Brandsson is
to be identified with Alpha.^^^ Arngrimr was abbot o f Pingeyrar
between 1351 and 1361 or 1362, the other Benedictine monastery in
the diocese o f Holar, Stefan pointed to the very close resemblance
between the style o f Alpha and that o f Gudmundar saga D , the fourth
and final vita o f Guômundur Arason (1161-1237), bishop o f Holar.
p. X V in the introduction by E. G. Pétursson to his ed. Mièaldaævintyripydd
ür enshi (=Stojhun Arna Magnüssonar â tslandi, vol. 11, Reykjavik, 1976). The
handwriting of the following six tales, also attributed to Alpha, is found as well in
parts of the MS before the handwriting of Jon Porvaldsson commences.
^^^See Hallberg’s Stïîsignaleîement, pp. 179-187. Bergr’s literary activities are
mmûonedmLcmreraiussaga, p. 73^ A
^^%eehis “Icelandic Lives of Thomas à Becket,” pp. 235-238.
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Amgrfmr is several times named as the author in the saga itself and
he cites him self once as a witness in one o f the miracle-tales that
follow the vita. Hallberg had already noted this resemblance between
A lph a’s style and that o f Gudm undar saga D. But instead o f
attributing the saga to Arngrimr, he wished on the basis o f his method
to assign it to Bergr, or more precisely, he suggested that Bergr
translated it from a (now lost) Latin original by Arngrimr. But
although the saga is clearly intended for a readership outside as well
as within Iceland, w e need not suppose that it was originally
com posed in Latin. In any case, if Gudmundar saga D is indeed a
translation from a Latin original, then Arngrimr is undoubtedly the
most likely translator. His authorship o f Gudmundar saga D should in
fact be considered almost as certain as Bergr Sokkason’s authorship o f
Nikuldss saga, the cornerstone o f H allberg’s attribution o f other
works to Bergr (curiously, these include Clarussaga).
Stefân suggests, then, that Arngrimr Brandsson, who was almost
certainly the author o f Gudmundar saga D , is also to be credited with
the work attributed to Alpha by Gering. This identification forms
however only a part o f Stefan’s main theory, which is namely that the
same Arngrimr wrote Thomas saga II as w ell, another major work o f
hagiography from about the same period as Gudmundar saga D and
one written in the same peculiar brand o f fourteenth-century florid
style which is also characteristic o f the works attributed to Alpha.
Thomas saga II is the last and most complete Icelandic saga o f the
English martyr and is in this respect similar to Gudmundar saga D in
the latter’s relation to other versions o f the Icelandic saint’s saga. The
tw o share m oreover the sam e aggressive Gregorian ideas and
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sentiments along with other traits pointing to one and the same
author.
Indeed, Hallberg w ished on the grounds o f his lexico-statistical
investigations to attribute all three w orks, Gudm undar saga D ,
Thomas saga II and the exem pta o f Alpha to Bergr Sokkason. Stefan,
however, is
inclined to think that Hallberg has demonstrated some common characteristics of two
or more authors working at the same time, in the first half of the fourteenth century,
and at least partially in the same environment, the Benedictine monasteries in
northern Iceland.^ 16

He accordingly makes important distinctions within the enormous
corpus o f works attributed by Hallberg to Bergr, but not only on the
grounds o f style, for he does so also in view o f the employment o f
sources, the treatment o f material and characteristic themes and ideas.
Stefan supported his identification o f Alpha and the author o f
Thomas saga II primarily by demonstrating how Alpha’s exemptum
o f W illiam the Conqueror and his sons is carefully incorporated into
Thomas saga II, and how the tale’s prefatory remark as to the true,
that is to say in Gregorian terms, foundation o f Thom as’ Vita and the
older saga’s om ission o f it corresponds closely to the outlook and
manner with which Thomas saga II is written.^i^ The florid preface
to the tale is as follows:

2i6ibid., p. 237-238.
^^^This is tale no. 16 in Gering’s ed. It is found in 657, but not in the same group of
exempta as Jonspâttr in that MS. The Gregorian basis for the story of St Thomas
explained in this tale is perhaps most clearly used in chapters. 1-2, 6 and 10-11 in
Thomas saga II.
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Two notable clerics, Bergr Gunnsteinsson and Jon hestr, have written lives of the
venerable Thomas, Archbishop of Canterbury, each in his own way, describing how
he fought for Christianity in England up to his martyrdom; nevertheless neither of
them has taken the basis of the story, which is recorded in the book called Speculum
historiale, wherefrom had resulted the evil customs and vices that had developed
along with excessive greed in the English church more than in any other country

There is no room here for a detailed comparison o f the style o f
Alpha and that o f Gudmundar saga D and Thomas saga II. One can
only agree that Stefan’s suggestions are most convincing in view o f all
the highly distinctive characteristics common to these works, which
are in fact so numerous that they demand a separate investigation, if
only o f their style. There may, however, be discussed very briefly a
few more facts in support o f Stefan’s theory and which concern the
general outlook and employment o f sources in these works attributed
by him to Arngrimr. T his entails crediting Arngrimr with a third
major work o f ‘Gregorian’ hagiography.
Firstly, as Cederschiold pointed out,2i9 Alpha’s humorous tale o f
the bell-ringer who went all the way to Rome to be absolved by the
pope was apparently known to the author o f Gudmundar saga D and
used by him as the model for his account o f how a letter from the
pope about Bishop Guômundr’s possible abdication was sought from
Norway with amazing
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This indicates that the author was

familiar enough with Alpha’s collection to use one o f its tales for his
own special purposes.
^^^rans. by S. Karlsson in “Icelandic Lives of Thomas à Becket,” pp. 223-214.
The verb taka (in “taken the basis”) was revealed by Stefan’s fresh reading of the
MS.
2i9“über eine alte sammlung islandischer æventyri,” p. 134.
^^^Biskupa sogur, vol. 2 (Copenhagen, 1878), ed. G. Vigfdsson, pp. 121-126.
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Secondly, it is important to note how the author o f Gudmundar
saga D , in a way reminiscent of how Alpha’s exemplum o f W illiam
the Conqueror is used in Thomas saga II, employs the previously
discussed tale o f Gregory VI. It is the only Icelandic instance o f this
tale outside the Marian m iracle-collections in Old N orse and the
corpus attributed to Alpha. The author em ploys it w hen he has
described how Archbishop Thom as and Bishop Guômundr were
elected due to secular influence and turns to reflect on how God
nevertheless vindicated their immaculate conduct and character with
innumerable miracles:
[. . .] thus it is clear as the light of day that he himself confirmed them who is
without doubt the supreme bishop and sovereign king of the Law. And it can also be
justly said that wherever in the Church a worthy man was elected, without any
simoma, he was always superior to the Law. Adrianusprimus verified this when he
decreed that a secular man, Karulo magno, should have such supreme authority over
the clergy that no Electus in entire lîaîîam could receive a staff and ring from the seat
before an electing chapter tested in the presence of the Lord Emperor how pure he
was and aligned with the Law. This decree of Adriani was testified by the saintly
man Gregorius sextus on his deathbed, when he said that never before or later has
the Church been so immaculate [hreinferdug] in her leaders as in the times of Karulo
magno, on the grounds that no florin clouded his sight [at engi florin flaug i hans
augd\. “In our times, however,” says the Lord Pope, “when the pomp of kings is
driven by greed and vanity, then the Maiden and Mother Holy Church acts most
justly if she takes back this privilegium, for one and the same thing can in different
times be conducted in various ways.” Wise men can from these words understand
that not only did he honour King Karulo magno, but also the entire Church that
carries out the election of her leaders in a blameless manner. This is a noble virtue in
great kingdoms with good clerics, but nobler still in impoverished lands and with
such impoverished people as ourselves, that know only just the crucified Jesum
Christumfl'^^
22iTrans. from Biskupa sogur, vol. 2, pp. 42-43.
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This employment o f the tale o f Gregory VI is especially important
with regard to the connection between Gudmundar saga D and Alpha
seeing as it is much more certain that Amgrfmr wrote this work than
Thomas saga II. The affinities between this passage and the ideas and
attitudes surrounding Jôn’s sermon at Staôarhôll as it is described by
Alpha in Jons p â ttr are also obvious. W e encounter the usage o f the
same tale o f Gregory VI so conscientiously connected with that o f the
just noble by Alpha, the same ideal o f the secular ruler who, like the
just noble, is not influenced by bribery, and, if our interpretation o f
the tale o f the noble is correct, the same conception o f the Church as a
fem ale entity that is to be honoured and defended w ith both the
secular and spiritual sword. St Thomas and St Guômundr are, like
Gregory V I, the nobleman and thereby St Porlâkr according to
Alpha, ultimately confirmed by “the supreme bishop and sovereign
king of the Law”, the Judge himself, w ho is o f course superior to the
Law and can correct human m isjudgem ent by his m om entous
miracles.
The passage about Gregory V i’s speech concerning Charlemagne
in Gudmundar saga D is admittedly not found in Alpha’s brief version
o f that tale. But that is precisely why the author of Gudmundar saga
D needed to use the longer version: so as to be able to make his point
about the elections o f Thomas and Guômundr. It appears, as w e have
shown earlier, that Alpha also knew the longer version in a specific
group o f Marian miracle-collections and that he acquired the guiding
theme o f his collection in 624, introducing his much briefer version
o f the tale, from the exegetical introduction to the longer version in
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that group. This passage in Gudmundar saga D is in fact clearly based
on the longer version in this very group o f Marian

m i r a c l e s .222

The

use o f the word hreinferdugr (immaculate) about a leader o f the
Church is worthy o f note in this respect, for Alpha employs this exact
word in 624’s words o f introduction to the tale of Gregory VI, and it
is not used in any other version o f the tale. It must be recalled in this
context how the author o f Thomas saga II uses this same group o f
Marian miracles as w ell, namely a tale immediately preceding there
the longer version of the tale o f Gregory VI.
W hen w e link our study o f the sermon at Staôarholl to the
affinities between Alpha and Gudmundar saga D on the one hand and
Alpha and Thomas saga II on the other, a subtle pattern emerges
within a distinguished corpus o f religious literature from around the
middle o f the fourteenth century. The incorporation o f the tale about
W illiam the Conqueror into Thomas saga II is paralleled in the
em ploym ent o f the tale about Gregory VI in Gudmundar saga D
(along with the tale o f the bell-ringer). Thirdly, there are the strong
ties between A lpha’s tale o f the just noble and Porlâks saga B.
Although w e have hitherto not entered upon the subject, this version
o f Porlâks saga need not be any older than its only manuscript, which
is dated to about 1350.
Now it is not questioned that Thomas saga II and Gudmundar saga
D are the final sagas o f St Thomas and St Guômundr in Old Norse, or
that they are from about the same time and intimately connected. But
no one has hitherto suggested that Porlâks saga B represents the last
version o f the sagas about St Porlakr or that it is as young as the two
222§ee especially the words on p. 4602^-29
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in Mariusaga,

former works and closely related to them and Alpha. Porlâks saga B
has usually been dated to shortly after 1222, although some have
wished to date this version to the latter half o f the thirteenth century.
W e w ill very briefly explain why Porlâks saga B cannot only very
w ell have been written first around 1350, but also why it should in
fact be considered from around that date and not much older.
Although the oldest manuscript o f Porlâks saga A dates to about
1350-1365,223 it has hitherto been considered the oldest version,
primarily because o f its older type o f style and the fact that it lacks
Oddaverja pâttr. It has however never been properly explained why
Porlâks saga C, which does have the p â ttr, should be a later version
than Porlâks saga B. Both B and C contain the pâttr. C, however,
notably lacks the two florid prologues found only in 5,224 where the
author o f B justifies his interpolation o f the pâttr and rewriting of the
saga, pointing to the true foundation o f Porlakr’s sanctity and the
om ission o f it by the man who first wrote the saga. It is to be noted as
223For the dating of this MS see J. Helgason: “Introduction.” Byskupa sggur
(-Corpus codicumlslandicorummediiaevi, vol. 19, Copenhagen, 1950), pp. 7-22.
'^'^‘^Oddaverjapâttr itself is written in a wholly different style closer to the straight
forward and popular ‘saga-style’ characteristic of more secular works like the family
sagas and the near-contemporaiy work called Sturlungasaga. The remainder of the
saga, originally written around 1200 and most probably in Latin, is in yet another
style, the so-called ‘learned style’, and it is replete with biblical quotations (at least
forty) and allusions. Oddaverja pâttr lacks such markedly ecclesiastical
characteristics, there is e.g. not a single biblical quotation to be found in it. In view
of internal evidence at the end of Oddaverjapdttr (Saemundr Jonsson is mentioned as
having been deceased for some time and he died in 1222), one would wish to date it
to the latter half of the 13th century. What all this seems to imply is that Oddaverja
pâttr was at first a separate work, or else part of some historical compilation like
Sturlunga. It is in fact said in the prologue of Sturlunga that the compilation contains
Porlâks saga although this is not die case, at least in extant MSS. Since it would be at
variance with the editorial principals of this compilation to incorporate a work of pure
hagiography, it must be likely that the editor intended to have Oddaverja pâttr feapare
in his work. It should be noted in this context that the saga of Bishop Ami
Porlaksson, from about 1300, is preserved in one version of Sturlunga, and that this
historical (not hagiographie) saga appears to be written in the same style as Oddaverja
pâttr.
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well that C has the pâ ttr slightly further back in the saga than B,
This state o f affairs led Jon Helgason to conjecture that the writer
of C came across a copy o f B while in the midst o f copying

This

suggestion creates more problems than it is meant to solve. The only
manuscript o f B is very defective. W e do not know when the last
miracles recorded in B took place, since the latter part o f the
manuscript is lost, and much material preceding this lost part has been
torn away. B nevertheless contains much material not found in C, and
it must be taken into account that some o f this matter is found after
the point in C where the scribe o f the latter work supposedly came
across a copy o f B and began to use it as his source. If it were not for
the justifications given in the two prologues o f B for adding the pâttr,
it would be much easier to consider B to be derived, at least partly,
from C, since B , which is regrettably not preserved in its entirety,
appears to have contained everything found in both C and A , most
notably the numerous miracles found in both as well as some found in
neither.
Leaving the justification in its tw o prologues aside, it is thus
easiest to assume that 5 is a conflation o f A and C, an assemblage o f
all sources available to the author with some new additions, as is the
case in Thomas saga II and Gudm undar saga D. Y et another
problematic point for those postulating that Porlâks saga B is far
older than its only manuscript is the fact that this dating is in view o f
5 ’s two prologues at variance with the research o f the past twenty
years on the historical development o f the florid style in Old Norse

225«poriâks saga helga.” KLNM, vol. 20 (Copenhagen, 1976), col. 390.
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literature .226 in addition to the reasons outlined above, B can thus
because o f the high-florid style o f its two prologues most easily be
assigned to the same period as its only manuscript, which is the period
in which Thomas saga II and Gudmundar saga D were com posed,
works where the entire material is rewritten in this very same style.
The only real problem that remains concerning the dating o f
Porlâks saga B here suggested, apart from the fact that w e simply do
not know when the lost miracles in the latter half o f B were said to
have taken place, is the author’s justification o f his interpolation o f
O ddaverja pâttr. From this it is plain that he was the first individual
to incorporate the pâttr into the saga and that has been taken to mean
that C, lacking the two prologues but not the pâttr, is younger than B.
Yet it is possible to hold C to be older than B and still believe that the
author o f B was the first person to interpolate the pâttr. Gudmundar
sa g a D is preserved with both the only medieval representative o f
Porlâks saga A (in H olm . 5 fo l., from about 1350-1365) and the
oldest representative o f Porlâks saga C (in AM 219 fol. from about
13 7 0 -1380). It is therefore quite p ossib le that the author o f
Gudmundar saga D , who is almost certainly Arngrimr Brandsson and
also a very likely author o f Thomas saga II, could have known copies
o f both Porlâks saga A and Porlâks saga C. He might therefore have
wished to rewrite the saga o f St Forlakr as w ell, and use for this
purpose both A and C to create Porlâks saga B, in a way similar to
the use o f all older sources in Gudmundar saga D and Thomas saga II.
It may be significant in this respect that Gudmundar saga D shares
information with Porlâks saga B (about Forlâkr’s arrival in Iceland
226por literature on ON style, see R. Astâs: “Style. 2. West Norse.” MSE, pp. 620621.
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after his consecration with the letters from the Archbishop supporting
the see’s claims on churches in the diocese of Skâlholt) and that this is
matter is not paralleled

e l s e w h e r e .227

Due to the fact that A cannot, unlike C, be seen to have been
copied in medieval times, then it does seem as if A was discarded due
to the existence o f C with its O ddaverja pâttr

Since both seem to

be used in Porlâks saga B and are preserved in manuscript (the only
one o f A) with Gudmundar saga D , and considering that Gudmundar
sa g a D has material found only in Porlâks saga B, then it is tempting
to attribute the writing o f C to the author o f this Gudmundar saga,
and to solve the only problematic issue (that o f the justification in the
prologues) by suggesting that this same person ultimately made an
even better version, and used both A and his own C (with Oddaverja
pâttr) for this purpose. The author o f B may in other words very well
have written C him self, or have had som eone else write it, but
decided later to improve this version by placing O ddaverja p â ttr
elsewhere in the saga, add som e new material, for exam ple from
Gudmundar saga D , and to justify this new work with two prologues
in a fashionable and self-assured style. The author’s possible rewriting
o f his own work here suggested is not dissimilar to what Alpha
appears to have done with his collection of exempla in 657, where the
new and markedly apologetic prologue o f 624 introducing a new
227Compare p. 31 (Gudmundar saga U) in Biskupa sogur, vol. 2 (Copenhagen,
1878) with (Porlâks saga B) pp. 242-243 in Byskupa sggur, vol. 2 (Copenhagen,
1978). This passage in Porlâks saga B is written in the same florid style as the two
prologues of that version.
228jjj view of a number of mistakes and misunderstandings impossible to a
contemporary, the A version seems in fact to be a corrupt descendent of something
like the C-version before the p ^ was inserted into the latter. Moreover, after
studying the order of the many miracles appended to die three versions, B seems to
be reliant on variants of C and A.
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presentation o f the material serves as a justification for this material
written by the same author at an earlier date
Alpha’s exem plum o f the just noble appears therefore to have a
similar relation to Porlâks saga B as Stefan Karlsson has shown
A lpha’s exem plum o f W illiam the Conqueror to have towards
Thomas saga IL In both cases w e have the compendious Gregorian
basis for the understanding o f a saint’s life set forth in the prefatory
words o f an exem plum attributed to Alpha, and this very basis is then
recognized as being taken as the basis o f a rewritten life o f the saint in
question.
The similarities between the words in the tale o f the just noble
with its introduction and those in Porlâks saga B have already been
pointed out. The situation is the same in the case o f Alpha’s tale o f
W illiam the Conqueror and Thomas saga 77,229 and w e have
mentioned that Alpha’s tale o f Gregory VI (in 624) seems also to have
verbal echo with Gudmundar saga D . But although the Gregorian
basis o f this last rewritten Gudmundar saga has no immediate parallel
in the tales o f Alpha, which is not surprising when it is hom e in mind
that St Guômundr, unlike Pope Gregory VI, St Thom as and St
Porlakr, is not a figure discussed in Alpha’s exempla, the Guômundr
o f this saga can, however, be described as being reinterpreted as the
counterfeit o f the St Thomas in the tale o f William the Conqueror and
Thomas saga 77.230 in other words:

229Cf. Stefàfi’s “Icelandic Lives of Thomas à Becket,” pp. 224-226.
230gee Stefâns’ discussion of Einkur Magnusson’s demonstration of how Thomas
saga II was obviously the chief model for Gudmundar saga D. “Icelandic Lives of
Thomas à Becket,” p. 229-30. Stefan shows that Eirikur’s doubts as to the common
authorship of both works are unfounded.
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I. A ll three exempla here discussed belong to the same Icelandic
corpus o f æ vintyri attributed to Alpha and perhaps ultimately derived
from Bishop Jon Halldorsson.
II. All three saint’s lives are written around 1350.
III. All six texts, the three exempla and three saints’ lives, are written
in exactly the same type o f florid style (in Porlâks saga B this applies
mainly to the two prologues and the matter shared with Gudmundar
sa g a D ) and promote the very same Gregorian ideas regarding the
Church, centred on the saints’ uncompromising devotion to God and
his Law.

The obvious way to explain this state o f affairs is to ascribe all the
works to the same author. Alpha, who used or was at least influenced
by his own collection o f exempla when rewriting these three lives,
apparently aimed at assembling all relevant sources available and to
couch this matter in a highly florid style and to give it all a strong
Gregorian interpretation. It follow s from all this, since it is most
lik ely that Arngrimr Brandsson, alm ost certainly the author o f
Gudmundar saga D , was Alpha, that Arngrimr was not only the likely
author o f Thomas saga II but o f Porlâks saga B (and perhaps C) as
w ell.
Since Gudmundar saga D has for long been considered derivative
o f Thomas saga //, one wonders where Porlâks saga B should be
placed in this sequence o f works here attributed to the same person.
T his w ill probably never be know n due to the sad state o f its
manuscript. And since the main source o f Gudmundar saga D , that is
to say Gudmundar saga C (which Stefan Karlsson wishes to attribute
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to Bergr Sokkason), has not yet been edited, then it is difficult to
describe fully the working methods o f Arngrimr and compare these
as they appear in Gudmundar saga D w ith the methods used in
Thomas saga II and Porlâks saga B.
It is easy to im agine that Alpha w as a monk at Pingeyrar, a
monastery famed for literary activities, when one recalls the claim in
Laurentius saga that Bishop Jén had many friends at the Benedictine
monastery o f Pingeyrar,23i that 624 may was most likely written in
that monastery, and how the Benedictine ladder o f humility appears in
Jons pâttr. Bergr Sokkason was admittedly a monk at Pingeyrar, but
his former teacher there. B ishop Laurentius, made him prior at
MunkaJ)vera in 1322 (the year J6n was consecrated) and abbot there
in 1324 or 1325,232 and so Bergr can hardly be counted among Jôn’s
friends at Pingeyrar. When these northern and Benedictine elements
are set beside Alpha’s veneration o f Jôn Halldôrsson, a southern
Bishop, his admiration for Jôn’s Order o f Friars Preachers and his
interest in Jôn’s priory in Bergen, then Arngrimr Brandsson must
seem far more likely to have been Alpha than Bergr, who may never
have met Jôn Halldôrsson or even entered his diocese. This w ill be
understood after a brief survey o f Arngrimr’s life.233
We have already quoted the description in Laurentius saga o f how
Arngrimr, Jôn’s favourite cleric in Iceland, neglected in the winter o f
1328-1329 in Trondheim to carry out his bishop’s business relating to
M ôôruvallamâl because o f his fascination w ith the organ. But
'^^^Laurentiussaga, p.
'^'^'^Laurentiussaga, p. 87^^-88L
233For other surveys see G. Jdnsson: “Amgrfmr âboti Brandsson og brddir Eysteinn
Asgrfmsson.” Saga 1 (1949-1953), pp. 394-468 and J. Helgason: “Introduction,”
pp. 7-22.
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Arngrimr did not lose Jon’s favour with this failure, for he received
Oddi from him in 1334, perhaps the best living in entire Iceland.234
This is the same Oddi that once belonged to Jon Loptsson and the
Oddaverjar.
Arngrimr returned with his organ from Norway in 1329,235 and
he must have remained in the service o f J6n for som e time before he
could be rewarded with Oddi. This could possibly be the period in
which Arngrimr wrote Porlâks saga C if our attribution o f this work
to him is sound. Moreover, Arngrimr could thus easily have attended
Jôn’s sermon at Staôarhôll, that was most likely given in 1327 or
1330.
One annal notes Arngrimr’s entrance into a monastery in

1 3 4 1 ,

two years after Jôn’s death, although it does not say what house this
was.236 He most likely entered a monastery in the north o f Iceland on
this occasion, seeing as he is named as a witness to a document at
MunkaJjvera in

1 3 4 6 .2 3 7

Another document shows that he had become

officialis, that is to say the bishop’s deputy, in the diocese o f Holar
during Bishop Ormr Â slâksson’s (in office
1 3 4 7 -1 3 5 1 .2 3 8

1 3 4 3 -1 3 5 5 )

absence in

Ormr consecrated him as abbot o f Pingeyrar on his

return to Iceland in 1351.239 it is noteworthy in this respect that
Ormr had St Guômundr’s relics unearthed in

1 3 4 4 .

Arngrimr wrote

^^^Isîandskeannaîer, V (1334) and VIII (1334).
235ibid., IX (1329).
236jbid., VIII (1341).
^^'^Islandske Originaldipiomer indtil 1450 (=Editiones Arnamagnæanæ, Series A,
vol. 7, Copenhagen, 1953), ed. S. Karlsson, no. 21, p. 23 (2. November 1346).
^^^Diplomatariumlslandicmt, vol. 3, no. 19 and Islandske Originaldiplomer, no.
22, pp. 23-24 (10 June 1351).
239[bid., VI (1351), VII (1351),VIII (1351). Amgrfmr is mentioned as abbot of
Pingeyrar also in 1353 (jll ApnX), see Islandske Originaldiplomer, no. 27, pp. 28-29
and in 1354 (17 March), no. 28, p. 30
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his Gudmundar saga almost certainly in connection with this official
revival o f the saint’s cult, and this would explain the saga’s obvious
regard to foreign readers, possible allies in a canonization process.
Ormr may quite possibly have rewarded Amgrimr for this work with
his advancement within the Church.
Arngrfmr’s offices demonstrate that he quickly became Ormr’s
right hand man in the affairs o f Hdlar, the closest assistant o f yet
another Norwegian bishop in Iceland. The most important event o f
Ormr’s episcopacy was the introduction in 1354 o f Bishop A m i
Porlaksson’s Kristinn rétîr nyi, or the new code o f canon law that had
been introduced into the diocese o f Skalholt in 1275 as described
earlier. Arngrimr’s position as the bishop’s deputy would o f course
have entailed that he enforce the policies and judgements this new
code demanded. He must therefore have become deeply involved with
the bishop’s stormy quarrels with lay leaders in the diocese o f Holar,
which concerned the very matters this code w as to settle in the
episcopacy’s

fa v o u r .

Bishop Ormr went again, and for the last time, to Norway in 1355
and the annals inform us that priests in the diocese o f Hélar revolted
against Arngrfmr at a meeting in Skagafjôrôur in 1357. He was at the
time accused o f “m ost improper conduct [borinn hinum liotuzstu
maalumY^ and forced to abdicate both as officialis and abbot.^^i It is
not specified what conduct o f Arngrimr was deem ed improper.
H owever, in view o f Bishop Ormr’s fierce disputes with his clergy
and secular subjects, and the fact that Arngrimr was reinstated as the
240On these disputes, see M. Stefdnsson: “Fra goôakirkju til biskupskirkju,” pp.
250-252.
24ilbid., VI (1357), VII (1357), IX (1357).
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abbot o f Pingeyrar by the Archbishop’s visitatores the next

y e a r 242

it

seem s likely that the subjects in the diocese o f Holar had judged
Arngrimr in som e way too diligent in his pursuit o f the bishop’s
policies embodied in the new code o f canon law Arngrimr was to
enforce.
It is o f course tempting to see these events in the diocese o f Holar
just after 1354 against the background o f the strong Gregorian
propaganda featuring in the tales o f Alpha, Gudmundar saga D ,
Thomas saga II and Porldks saga B, This is especially the case with
the vindicative character o f the tales o f Gregory VI and the just noble
in Jons pattr, which Alpha used as illustration o f his guiding theme in
624. This apologetic m otivation seem s quite appropriate in the
writings o f an officialis accused by his fellow men o f improper
conduct, an accusation that probably arose from his ostensibly harsh
judgements according to the new code o f law. Such an official would
naturally have wished to write about illustrious predecessors who had
also been accused by their fellow men o f injustice, but who had
ultimately been vindicated as immaculate and just by G od, proving
“hvat hreinferdug ast vinna ma fyrir guôi, })6tt sjalft verkit syniz
meinum sambundit.”
This peculiar but prominent feature in the work o f Alpha and the
events in the northern diocese shortly after 1354, together with the
Benedictine ladder o f humility, 624’s probable provenance, Jon’s, and
o f course, Arngrimr’s connections with Pingeyrar, the politics and
style common to Gudmundar saga D , Thomas saga II and Porldks
saga B, the apparently northern commemoration o f a southern bishop.
242ibid., VII (1358), IX (1358).
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the fact that Arngrimr was Bishop Jon’s chief protégé and favourite
cleric. Alpha’s admiration o f Jons order, Jon’s preaching and his
interest in Jon’s priory in B ergen— all o f this makes it difficult to
imagine anyone but Arngrimr as being Alpha.
The identification is especially compelling when one considers the
vow Arngrimr made, when he abdicated, to change his allegiance to
the Dominican order and enter Jon’s priory in

B e r g e n .2 4 3

Arngrimr

did, however, break this vow when he was reinstated as abbot, and he
died a Benedictine at Pingeyrar in 1362.244

243îbid., VII (1358), IX (1357 and 1358).
244jbid., VI. Annal no. VIII, however, notes his death in 1361.
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Chapter five

The Preacher and his art of imagination
To appreciate the integrity o f Alpha’s piece on J6n Halldorsson, or at
least to respond to the im pression o f it as a “shapeless little
r e c o r d ,”245

it may be w ell to assemble some o f the elements already

discussed and view them within the general design.
Alpha appears to have been intent on having a certain order in his
work. This is seen in the arrangement o f the tales in 657 and 624. It is
evident as w ell within Jons p a ttr when one observes how the Preacher
begins his ascent o f humility in Paris, sees him self later climb up the
ladder from the choir-loft in Bergen, and finally, how his light soul
passes through the roof of the priory there on its way to heaven.
To this implied gradation one should add the sequel of doors
encountered within Jons pâttr: that o f the schoolroom in Paris, the
farmstead o f Frôôâ, the portal o f San Pietro in Bologna, the doorway
of the just noble’s chamber that harks back to the gates o f St Peter’s in
Rome, and lastly, there is the suggested doorway o f the heavenly
Temple Jon enters with his death on the day o f Mary’s purification.
Together, the heavenly scale and these doorways create the subtle
imagery of ascending passage that runs chronologically through the
pattr^ beginning with the youth sitting eager for knowledge in the
Parisian schoolroom. In spite o f the Benedictine provenance o f the
ladder, this structure is entirely apt for the inner biography o f an
itinerant friar, with all the m otion that sort o f life entailed. It
245

p poote: “Bischofssaga”, p. 43.
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exem plifies also the art o f memory the Preachers were so fond o f—
and Alpha may w ell have learnt the architectural mnemonic from Jon
himself. Each part o f the piece has a doorway or means o f passage in
som e way striking and therefore memorable leading into another
place of moment, evoking thereby a series o f mnemonic loci storing
significant imagines such as the book and the tempest, a marble lion, a
severed hand and an deadly viper, a celestial ladder and two eminent
figures secular and spiritual, a carving-knife and Christ’s body, a
gentle maiden w ith tw o ca n d les— all o f w hich erects in our
imagination a little chapel with many mansions in memory o f Jon.
A lpha’s conception can how ever be supplem ented by other
sources. There are for instance indications in Laurentius saga as to the
bishop’s sense o f pride with respect to his high learning. This side to
his character seem s alluded to in Laurentius’ words at the second
meeting at Mdôruvellir. J6n is said to have addressed the assembly in
Latin, but after his intimidating and eloquent speech, the bishop o f
Holar reportedly riposted in Norse: “vita menn J5ad herra Jon, at ydur
er so miukt latinu a[d] tala sem modur tungu ydar en ()o skilur \>ad
ecki al J>yda. og J>ui tolum so host, ad aller m eigi skilia.”246 Jon’s
opening exclamation in a letter to Laurentius shortly before this may
be a demonstrative gust o f the Preacher’s windy eloquence: “broder
Ingimundur af Modru vollum kom so at oss o vorum at vier vissum
eigi helldur enn himin mundi bresta.”247
In the literature associated with Jon there are two concepts that
246“We know, Lord J6n, that you find it as easy to speak Latin as your mother
tongue, but the people do not understand it. Let us therefore speak clearly, that all
may understand.” Trans, from Laurentiussaga^ p. 116^2-14
247^»Brother Ingimundr from Modruvellir came to us so suddenly that we almost
thought the heavens would fall.” Trans, from ibid., p. 1112-4.
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stand out in this context, namely stétt and lisU that is to say, ‘station’
and ‘art’. Both are employed by Alpha in connection with Jon, but a
deeper significance is perhaps seen in the three tales about Perus
preserved along with Clarus saga dxid Jons pa ttr in 657. Master Perus
is in each tale strategically opposed to noblemen, w hose asininity,
ambition, greed and brute force is ridiculed by the Arabian expert o f
illusion visiting their courts. This juxtaposition o f the Master and
noblefolk features as well in Cîarus saga, for his list plays no small
part in the harsh and ludicrous humiliations suffered by both Prince
Clarus and Princess Serena, people o f the highest stétt, initiating
outrageous adventures that play parodically on courtly proprieties and
on the conventions o f courtly love.
In one tale, it is related that Perus acted as councillor in the court
o f two brothers. He asked for their sister’s hand, but “they did not
wish to give her to him in marriage because he was without title and
money, although he was the m ost learned o f men [en allra manna var
hann b ezt mentr]; these brothers were not said to have been very
wise.”248 D espite this denial Perus made love to their sister on a
nightly basis, leaving his simulacrum to drink m eanwhile in the
company o f the torpid noblemen.
In another tale, Perus encounters a noble by the name o f Prinz. He
forces Perus, who travels alone, to trade his beautiful horse with his,
stating arrogantly that it is eigi ûtîgins mannz eignJ"^^ But when the
foppish Prinz and his entourage have travelled for a while, one o f the
men looks into a stone with the property o f dispelling illusions, and

from Islendzk ceventyriy vol. 1, p. 218^ ^
249“a possession not suited for ignobles.” Trans, from ibid. 224^^-^^.
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they thus discover that Prinz is pom pously riding through the
countryside on what is actually a load o f faggots. Perus is promptly
apprehended and bound and taken to a pier where he is to be executed
publicly for his deceptive magic. But after chastizing Prinz for his
blinding covetousness, Perus suddenly breaks free and draws out o f
his pocket a piece o f chalk. He thereupon draws a picture o f a ship set
for sail, and after a mighty din the people see him sail away into the
blue.
The finale to the tale about Perus and the noble brothers is not
dissimilar. His affair with their sister is ultimately revealed and Perus
is therefore bound and taken to a wood where he is to be executed in
front o f a large gathering. But the Master suddenly comes loose, and
the people “thought they saw him take a blue thread out o f his beltpocket, toss it up into the air, and that it turned into a rope. They saw
him grab hold o f one end and climb up, and he then vanished, never
to be seen again.”25o
The artistic escapes o f the proud and licentious Perus provide a
vivid contrast to the ladder o f humility and the maudlin maiden
ascending towards her conjugal bed in J6ns pâttr. If these tales and
Clarus saga did in fact feature in Jon’s “worldly and outspoken”
repertoire, then Master Perus’ exploits may be taken as a significant
extension to what w e have already gathered about the bishop’s not so
modest perception o f h im self as a man o f outlandish and lofty
learning. The dazzling demonstrations o f Perus’ list and how this
constitutes the real measure o f stétt unmistakably harbour an ideal o f
the learned man’s supremacy, and they strike us as clandestine but
250lbid., p. 23389-93.
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nevertheless compelling exempla o f his indelible superiority to other
classes o f men remarkably close to the image o f the Renaissance
Magus encountered two centuries later. This figure may w ell have
com e closer to Jon’s ow n spiritual ideal, at least in the intimacy o f his
ow n imagination and entertainment, than the hagiographie mannequin
depicted in the last chapter o f 657. The two are not easily reconciled
in one person, but if w e are to take the gentle maiden as illustrative o f
Jon’s soul, then w e can perhaps identify Perus as the Preacher’s
private demon.
The learned parodies and scurrilous humour surrounding Master
Perus in Clarus saga and the three tales dealing with him in 657, make
these stories seem quite at hom e in the goliardic literature on the
continent, the irreverent Latin poetry o f the wandering scholars and
schoolboys from which Jôn’s romance might very w ell have been
taken. Such works are understandably filled with

p s e u d o n y m s ,2 5 1

and

one wonders whether the m ention o f Jon Freygerdarson, this
“worldly and outspoken” scholar, is not simply a sort o f nom de
plum e or nick name in the goliardic tradition, playing on the apparent
resemblance between Jon’s story and the Norse myth about the union
o f Freyr and Gerôr which Snorri Sturluson saw as a sort o f primeval
romance.
The consecrated son o f Freygerôr, Johannes Nordmannus and
Johannes A nglicus, the persona o f St Porlakr and the rather
mismatched figures o f Master Perus and the gentle m aiden—all bear
witness to Jon’s remarkable enrichment o f the Icelandic imagination.
But it is only by virtue o f the surviving literature that w e are enabled
25lCf. A. G. Rigg: “GoHas and Other Pseudonyms.” Studi medievali 18 (1977), pp.
65-109.
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to appreciate his legacy more thoroughly that o f others in fourteenthcentury Iceland, and in a w ay, this memory o f Jon confirms his own
maxim at the close of the tempestuous tale from Paris, that is to say,
hverjar listir Ufa t bokunum p o tt heimrinn gjoriz gamalL
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